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Chapter 1

A brief introduction to Bayesian models and variational inference

Graphical models are a powerful, graph theory based formalism to represent dependency relations in complex multivariate probabilistic models. They provide a unifying framework for addressing modeling and probabilistic inference problems in many areas of statistical and computational fields such as applied statistical analysis, statistical physics, bioinformatics, combinatorial optimization, signal processing and many more. In many of these areas, both the modeling and computational methods have long been formulated with the help of graphical models. The framework of probabilistic graphical models brings the above mentioned fields together and opens possibilities for formulating new models and algorithms.

Probabilistic graphical models are well-suited for formulating complex hierarchical Bayesian models where the conditional dependencies between the variables typically form a(n) (oriented) sparse interaction structure. This sparse (oriented) structure can be successfully exploited by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling and variational approximate inference algorithms. The graphical model formalism, however, is not only a descriptive language since in many cases both the formulation and the characteristics of the inference algorithms, such as sufficient convergence properties, strongly depend on the underlying graph structure, that is, on the interaction structure between the variables. In this thesis, we apply the formalism and inference algorithms developed in the graphical models framework to solve problems in approximate Bayesian analysis.

1.1 Bayesian models

Bayesian inference is a statistical inference method that provides a principled way to update scientific hypotheses about certain quantities or the state of certain systems by using observational data. The hypotheses are typically expressed with the help of probabilities on the quantities or state variables under consideration. Let the variables in the vector $\mathbf{x}$ denote the quantities which we cannot observe directly and let the probability distribution or density $p(\mathbf{x}|M)$ express the uncertainty in $\mathbf{x}$ given our background information
expressed by the modeling choice \( M \). When a (new) set of observations \( y \) becomes available, the information gained about \( x \) by observing \( y \) can then be used to update the uncertainty in \( x \). The assumed conditional probability density \( p(y|x,M) \) expresses the uncertainty in \( y \) given a fixed \( x \) and the model choice \( M \). In the following we consider both \( x \) and \( y \) continuous. The principled way to incorporate the information is by combining the probability densities using Bayes’ rule (Cox, 1946). The “updated” uncertainty of \( x \) is then expressed by the conditional probability density \( p(x|y,M) \) and computed according to

\[
p(x|y,M) = \frac{p(y|x,M)p(x|M)}{p(y|M)} \quad \text{(Bayes’ rule)}.
\]

The proportionality factor \( p(y|M) \) is independent of \( x \) and it expresses the probability of observing \( y \) given the model \( M \). It is computed by averaging the probability of observing \( y \) over all possible values of \( x \), that is

\[
p(y|M) = \int dx \, p(x|M)p(y|x,M) \quad \text{(evidence)}.
\]

This quantity is called the evidence and can be used to compare two different modeling choices \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \). The probability density \( p(x|M) \) is called the prior while \( p(x|y,M) \) is called the posterior probability density. A crucial property of the Bayesian updating rule is that the information gained by a set of observations \( y_1, \ldots, y_T \) can be “added” incrementally to update the uncertainty in \( x \), that is,

\[
p(x|y_1,M) \propto p(x|M)p(y_1|x,M),
p(x|y_1,y_2,M) \propto p(x|y_1,M)p(y_2|x,M), \ldots
\]

This allows us to update the probability density \( p(x|M) \), whenever any information in terms of observations \( y_t, t = 1, \ldots, T \) becomes available. Besides updating the uncertainties and assessing the probability of certain observations, the other important task of Bayesian inference is to provide predictions for future observations. That is, given the prior probability density \( p(x|M) \) and the observations \( y_1, \ldots, y_T \), the task is to compute the probability density \( p(y_*|y_1, \ldots, y_T, M) \) of a new observation \( y_* \). This probability density follows from the application of Bayes’ rule.

Up to this point we assumed that \( x \) and \( y \) denote sets of continuous variables. Let \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and let \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_n)^T \in \mathbb{R}^m \) denote all the considered observable variables. When applying Bayesian inference we are typically interested in the following quantities:

1. the evidence \( p(y|M) \) given the observed variables \( y_* \),
2. the posterior marginal probability densities \( p(x|y,M) = \int dx_I p(x|y,M) \) or certain posterior expectations \( \mathbb{E}_{p(x|y,M)}[f(x_I)] \) of a set of variables \( x_I \) with \( I \subset \{ 1, \ldots, n \} \),
3. the predictive probability densities \( p(y_*|y,M) = \int dx \, p(x|y,M)p(y_*|x,M) \),
4. the posterior conditional probability densities \( p(x_{I_1}|x_{I_2}, y, M) \) of two disjoint sets
of variables $x_{I_1}$ and $x_{I_2}$.

(5) the mode $\arg\max_x p(x|y, M)$ of the posterior density (this quantity is particularly important in cases when the $x_i$s are discrete variables).

In this thesis we focus on approximating the posterior marginal probability densities. Except for a relatively restricted class of prior and likelihood models the integrals or summations required to compute the above listed quantities are intractable. The complexity of the standard numerical quadratures typically increases exponentially with the number of variables $n$, therefore models with more than, say, ten variables are not tractable with these methods.

A typical way to go around the problem of intractability is to approximate the posterior density with a density for which the integrals are tractable. Sampling methods (e.g. Metropolis et al., 1953; Casella and George, 1992; Neal, 1993; Rue and Held, 2005) achieve this by representing or approximating the posterior probability density by a sum of delta functions

$$p(x|y, M) = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \delta_0(x - x_s)$$

at locations $x_s$ sampled independently from the posterior density. There is a vast literature on sampling methods. Until the relatively recent spread of the variational methods, approximate inference was almost exclusively dominated by them. The crux in sampling is to find a set $\{x_1, \ldots, x_S\}$ of reasonable cardinality such that the samples are statistically independent and they cover the areas where the main mass of the posterior density lies. There are various methods that yield good coverage of the main mass and account for the dependence of the samples or try to minimize dependence. We refer the reader to Neal (1993) and references therein. Sampling methods are typically slow compared to the other well known classes of approximate inference methods, but they come with theoretical guarantees for convergence in the limit of infinite sample size. Therefore, they are used as a golden standard to compare the accuracy of other methods to, and because of this, they are indispensable in any approximate inference setting.

### 1.2 Probabilistic graphical models

The Bayesian framework treats all model quantities equally, that is, the variables in $x$ can be latent variables, model parameters and nuisance parameters as well. Remember that the observations $y$ are also treated as variables. In the majority of cases, the variables in $x$ and $y$ have a complex hierarchical dependency structure and both the prior $p(x|M)$ and the likelihood $p(y|x, M)$ are defined in terms of conditional dependencies

$$p(x|M) = \prod_j p(x_j|x_{\pi_x(j)}) \quad \text{(1.1)}$$

$$p(y|x, M) = \prod_i p(y_i|x_{\pi_y(i)}) \quad \text{(1.2)}$$
Figure 1.1: Graphical representations of an arbitrary Bayesian network (top-left), a hidden Markov model (bottom-left), and a probabilistic model based on a two dimensional Ising model (right), where the pairwise interaction are represented by undirected edges.

where $\pi_x(j)$ and $\pi_y(i)$ denote the index set of variables on which $x_j$ and $y_i$ depend. Examples include the linear dynamical model or the hidden Markov model where $p(x|M) = p(x_1|M) \prod_j p(x_j|x_{j-1}, M)$ and $p(y|x, M) = \prod_i p(y_i|x_i, M)$ or the hierarchical regression models like the ones presented in Chapter 4. The factorization properties of the prior and the likelihood yield great computational advantages when sampling methods like Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984; Casella and George, 1992) or more generally Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling (e.g. Neal, 1993) are applied. For this reason, it is often desirable to formulate the models in terms of dependency structures and to design inference algorithms that exploit these structures.

**Bayesian networks**

The dependency structure defined by equations (1.1) and (1.2) can often be represented by directed acyclic graphical structures called Bayesian networks (e.g. Cowell et al., 1999). Let $G = (V, E)$ be a directed acyclic graph such that the nodes in $V$ correspond to the variables $x_j$ and $y_i$. We label the vertices by the indices of variables $x_j$ and $y_i$ they correspond to. The factors in equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be represented by adding directed edges $(k, j) \in E$ for all $k \in \pi_x(j)$ and $(k, j) \in E$ for all $k \in \pi_y(i)$ accordingly. The resulting graph faithfully represents the conditional relations between the variables of the joint model $p(y|x, M)p(x|M)$ and it provides a generative model or sampling distribution for all the involved variables.

When the computation involving the posterior density $p(x|y, M)$ or its marginals are not analytically tractable, we have to resort to numerical approximation methods. This re-
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Figure 1.2: Factor graphs corresponding to the Bayesian networks in Figure 1.1.

quires fixing $y$ to the observed values and approximating the posterior with a parametric
distribution or sampling from it. Setting $y$ to a fixed value alters the dependency structure,
because it introduces interactions between variables that no longer represent faithful
conditional dependencies. However, the posterior density still factorizes over a product
of functions that depend on the variable sets $\{j\} \cup \pi_x(j)$ and $\pi_y(i)$. It is this factorization
property that most sampling and variational approximate inference algorithms can make
use of.

The conditional dependencies between variables can also be represented by undirected
graphs and all Bayesian networks can be turned into undirected graphical models (e.g.
Lauritzen, 1996; Cowell et al., 1999), like the ones in Figure 1.1 and 1.2. Since we
are only interested in inference, we focus on a different graphical representation called
factor graphs.

Factor graphs

Not all dependency relations between variables can be represented by conditional densi-
ties. As mentioned above, from the point of view of inference it is not the conditional
dependency structure of the joint $p(y, x|M)$ what matters most, but the factorization of
the posterior density. The most suitable tool to describe the factorization is the factor
graph formalism (e.g. Kschischang et al., 2001). Let the posterior density factorize as

$$p(x|y, M) \propto \prod_{\alpha} \Psi_\alpha(x_\alpha)$$

where $\alpha \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\}$ denotes the set of indices the factor $\Psi_\alpha$ depends on. The factor
graph is defined as a bi-partite graph: the vertices are partitioned into two sets, the set
of factors indexed by the sets $\alpha$ and the set of nodes $x_1, \ldots, x_n$; the undirected edges
are between factors and variables only, namely, a factor $\Psi_\alpha$ is connected to all variables
$x_j$ with $j \in \alpha$. The definition of the $\alpha$ sets may be completely arbitrary, but it can also
strongly depend on the algorithm at hand. For example, in the above mentioned case
of hidden Markov models it is suitable to choose $\alpha = \{i, i - 1\}$ and $\alpha = \{k\}$ such
that $\Psi_{\{i, i-1\}}(x_i, x_{i-1}) = p(x_i|x_{i-1}, M)$ and $\Psi_{\{k\}}(x_k) = p(y_k|x_k)$ respectively (see
Figure 1.2). A typical example where the prior is not defined in terms of conditional
distributions is the Ising model, where \( p(x|Q) \) is the maximum entropy distribution of a magnetic spin system with a fixed average energy. In this case, the variables \( x_i \in \{-1, 1\} \) represent the magnetic spins and \(- \log p(x|Q) = x^T Q x + \log Z(Q)\), where \( Q \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix specifying the interactions between the variables and \( Z(Q) \) is the normalization constant. The variables \( x \) are typically organized in a spatial grid structure, implying a sparse \( Q \). In many applications the likelihood factorizes as \( p(y|x) = \prod_i p(y_i|x_i) \), therefore, we can define the factors of this model as \( \Psi_{i,j}(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-Q_{ij} x_i x_j) \) for all \( i \) and \( j \) with \( Q_{ij} \neq 0 \) and \( \Psi_{k}(x_k) = p(y_k|x_k) \). This model can be represented by the undirected graph shown in Figure 1.1.

Using the factor graph formalism, it is possible to do exact computation of the marginals. When the factor graph has a tree structure and the variables are all continuous or all discrete, one can schedule the integration or summation such that the marginals are correct up to numerical roundoff errors or numerical quadrature rules. This algorithm is called message passing or belief propagation (e.g. Lauritzen, 1996). It is a dynamic programming scheme that uses the properties of the summation and integration operators and the structure of the factor graph to simplify the marginalization to a sequence of sums or integrals on low dimensional factors. The forward-backward algorithm for hidden Markov models or the filtering and smoothing computations for linear dynamical systems (e.g. Minka, 1998) are instances of the message passing algorithm. In models with both discrete and continuous variables, like switching linear systems (e.g. Zoeter and Heskes, 2005a), the algorithm can become intractable. In factor graphs with loops, after a suitable reorganization of the factors, one can define a tree structured factor graph on groups of variables called the junction tree and run the message passing algorithm on it. However, the junction tree construction often results in factors that connect large numbers of variables and thus even local computations can be computationally demanding. Murphy et al. (1999) pointed out that the message passing algorithm can yield relatively good approximations of the marginals even when it is run on loopy factor graphs. Thus, in situations when the message passing on the junction tree is too costly or unfeasible, one can opt for the (loopy) message passing algorithm.

1.3 Variational approximate inference methods

A different approach to approximate the marginals is to formulate the marginalization as an optimization problem. This requires the definition of an error function and a set of candidate optimizers. The Kullback-Leibler divergence \( D[q || p] = \sum_x q(x) \log[q(x)/p(x)] \) or \( D[q || p] = \int dx q(x) \log[q(x)/p(x)] \) and its generalizations are popular quantities to measure the difference between two probability distributions or density functions, therefore, they are often used as objective functions when approximating probability densities.

Variational approximations

Assuming that the candidate distributions \( q \) factorize as \( q(x) = \prod_j q_j(x_j) \), the minimization of \( D[p|| \prod_j q_j] \) would yield the optimal (exact) solution \( q_j(x_j) = \int dx_{-j} p(x) \), but it would also involve the direct computation of \( \int dx_{-j} p(x) \). A way to relax this problem is to change the roles of \( q \) and \( p \) in \( D[q || p] \) and minimize \( D[\prod_j q_j || p] \) under the constraints
that the $q_j$s are positive and normalize to one. The divergence $D [q \parallel p]$ can be written as the sum of the so-called negative energy term $-E_q [\log p]$ and the negative entropy $E_q [\log q]$ which in this case decomposes as $E_q [\log q] = \sum_j E_{q_j} [\log q_j]$. Although the objective is not jointly convex in $q_1, \ldots, q_n$, one can try to find a local minimum by running the fixed point iteration derived from the stationary conditions of the corresponding Lagrangian (Jaakkola, 2000). The fixed point iteration has similar computational advantages as the message passing algorithm, when $p(x)$ factorizes into a product of terms, in order to update $q_j$, one only has to compute expectations of the log-factors which are depending on $x_j$. When convergence occurs, one can use the $q_j$s as approximate marginals of $p(x)$. The minimum of the objective gives an approximation of the negative log normalization constant of $p$. This corresponds to the negative log evidence when $p$ is the posterior density $p(x | y, M)$ in a Bayesian model. This method is referred to as the mean field approximation.

In case of continuous variables one can also define the candidate probability densities $q$ as belonging to a family of parametric multivariate densities and try to minimize $D [q \parallel p]$. This can be tractable because it requires computing the expectations of the log-factors and the entropy of $q$ (e.g. Opper and Archambeau, 2009).

Variational approximations in graphical models

The tractability of the mean field approximation is due to the decomposition of the entropy which follows from the factorization assumptions in $q$. Let us consider a model with discrete variables such that $p(x) \propto \prod_{i,j} \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j)$ has a tree structured factor graph. In this case, one can go beyond the factorized approximation and compute the exact marginals $p(x_k)$ and $p(x_i, x_j)$. The procedure works as follows. Let us assume that the distribution $q$ has the form

$$q(x) = \prod_k q_k(x_k) \prod_{i \sim j} q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_{x_j} q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = q_k(x_i) \quad (1.3)$$

and the set of $i,j$s follows the same (tree) structure as $p$. Then $q_{ij}(x_i, x_j)$ and $q_k(x_k)$ are exact marginals of $q$ and the entropy can be computed exactly in terms of $q_k$ and $q_{ij}$. The objective $D [q \parallel p]$ is jointly convex in $q_k$ and $q_{ij}$ and the constraints are linear. The iteration derived from the stationary points of the Lagrangian can be rewritten to have the same form as the message passing algorithm (e.g. Yedidia et al., 2000). When the factorizations in $p$ and $q$ do not lead to a tree structured factor graph, the $q_k$s and $q_{ij}$s are not marginals of $q$ and the entropy cannot be computed exactly. In this case, $D [q \parallel p]$ can be approximated by using the so-called Bethe approximation of the negative entropy

$$E_q [\log q] \approx \sum_{i \sim j} E_{q_{ij}} [\log q_{ij}] + \sum_k (1 - n_k) E_{q_k} [\log q_k],$$

where $n_k$ is the number of variables $x_k$ is connected to through the factorization in $p(x)$. The resulting objective is called the Bethe free energy. The fixed point iteration can then be rewritten in the form of the loopy version of the message passing algorithm (e.g. Yedidia et al., 2000). The optimal $q_k$s and $q_{ij}$s are approximations of the correspond-
ing marginal probabilities and the minimum of the Bethe free energy can be used as an approximation of the negative log normalization constant (the log evidence when \( p \) is the posterior density of a Bayesian model). Although the objective has multiple local minima, Heskes (2003) and Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009) have shown that stable fixed points of the message passing algorithm are local minima of the Bethe free energy. In the last decade there has been an intensive research in this area. See Chapter 2 for a broader overview.

These approximations can also be adapted to models with continuous variables. In many important applications with discrete variables, the parameters of the messages in the message passing algorithm can be computed exactly. For continuous variables, this is not the case unless the \( \Psi_{ij} \)s belong to a family of functions that is closed under marginalization, like for example the Gaussian family discussed in Chapter 2. When the family is not closed, the local marginalization in the message passing algorithm can be replaced by operations involving projections using the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This leads to an algorithm referred to as expectation propagation (Minka, 2001, 2005). For further details about expectation propagation the reader is referred to Chapters 3 and 4 and references therein.

1.4 Thesis outline

The results in this thesis are based on applications of the expectation propagation algorithm to approximate marginals in models with Gaussian prior densities.

In Chapter 2, we start out with a model where the likelihood \( p(y|x, M) \) is Gaussian as well and study the properties of the message passing algorithm and the corresponding Bethe free energy. It turns out that although in terms of functional parameters \( q_k \) and \( q_{ij} \) the free energy has the same property as in the discrete case, when expressing it in a parametric form that incorporates the marginal consistency constraints (as in (1.3)), its behavior is quite surprising. While in the discrete case the free energy is a bounded function, in the Gaussian case it can be unbounded when expressed in terms of the moment parameters of the approximate marginals \( q_k \) and \( q_{ij} \). The typical relaxations applied in the discrete case (e.g. Wainwright et al., 2003; Wiegerinck and Heskes, 2003) seem to achieve the opposite effect by creating a convex objective with an unbounded global minimum. We show that the stable fixed points of the Gaussian message passing algorithm are local minima of the Gaussian free energy and that both the convergence of the message passing algorithm and the existence of local minima is more likely for relaxation parameters that move the free energy closer to the mean field free energy. We also give sufficient and necessary conditions for the boundedness of the Gaussian Bethe free energy.

In Chapter 3, we address the problem of approximating posterior marginals in models where \( p(x|M) \) is a Gaussian prior and the non-Gaussian likelihood \( p(y|x, M) \) factorizes as \( p(y|x, M) = \prod_i p(y_i|x_i, M) \). The methods we propose are not restricted to these models, but they are particularly well-suited for them. The approximate posterior marginals in these models are typically computed by approximating the non-Gaussian posterior density with a multivariate Gaussian density \( q \) either using the variational objective \( \mathbb{D}[q || p] \) or by expectation propagation. The Gaussian marginals \( q(x_i) \) are then used as approximations of the posterior marginals. In Chapter 3 we go beyond these Gaussian
marginal approximations and we derive a framework to improve on the Gaussian $q(x_i)$s. The improved marginals seem to perform well in the comfort zone of EP, that is, in models where the posterior density is log-concave. Although we do not provide an estimate or an upper bound on the error, the approximations have the nice property that they can be gradually improved whenever better accuracy is needed.

In Chapter 4, we define a multivariate scale mixture distribution that can be used as a sparsifying prior in the context of linear regression and logistic regression. We derive an efficient expectation propagation algorithm to do approximate inference in these models. We use these models to do approximate Bayesian inference for assessing the activation of brain areas in task-related MEG and fMRI experiments. The multivariate prior we introduce is based on the scale mixture representation of the univariate double exponential prior and it is defined with the aim to introduce prior correlations between the magnitudes of the regression coefficients. This was motivated by the observation that in many MEG and fMRI applications the activations have smooth spatial and temporal patterns, that is, neighboring brain areas (in space, in time, or both) are likely to have similar activation levels. The prior keeps the regression coefficients a priori uncorrelated, but it correlates their magnitudes. The symmetry properties of the prior lead to posterior densities that imply block diagonal correlation structures. The approximating multivariate Gaussians inherit this property. The block diagonal covariance structure and the typically underdetermined regression models make the computational complexity of EP to scale linearly with the number of regression coefficients. We show that the importance maps created from the approximate posterior moments of the scale parameters are meaningful and neuro-biologically reasonable.
Chapter 2

Bethe Free Energies and Message Passing in Gaussian Models

Summary

We address the problem of computing approximate marginals in Gaussian probabilistic models by using mean field and fractional Bethe approximations. As an extension of Welling and Teh (2001), we define the Gaussian fractional Bethe free energy in terms of the moment parameters of the approximate marginals and derive an upper and lower bound for it. We give necessary conditions for the Gaussian fractional Bethe free energies to be bounded from below. It turns out that the bounding condition is the same as the pairwise normalizability condition derived by Malioutov et al. (2006) as a sufficient condition for the convergence of the message passing algorithm. Using the same line of argument as Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009) used for loopy belief propagation in discrete models, we show that stable fixed points of the Gaussian message passing are local minima of the Gaussian Bethe free energy. By a counterexample, we disprove the conjecture in Welling and Teh (2001): even when the Bethe free energy is not bounded from below, it can still possess a local minimum to which the minimization algorithms can converge. The material presented in this chapter is an extension of Cseke and Heskes (2008)\textsuperscript{1} and it contains the results reported in Cseke and Heskes (2010b).

2.1 Introduction

One of the major tasks of probabilistic inference is calculating marginal probabilities of a set of variables given some observations. In case of Gaussian models, the complexity of computing marginals might scales cubically with the number of variables, while for models with discrete variables it often leads to intractable computations. Computations can be made faster or tractable by using approximate inference methods like the mean field approximation (e.g. Jaakkola, 2000) and the Bethe approximation (e.g. Yedidia et al., 2000). These methods were developed mainly for discrete probabilistic graphical models,

\textsuperscript{1}B. Cseke and T. Heskes, Bounds on the Bethe free energy for Gaussian networks, UAI-2008, pages 97–104.
but they are applicable to Gaussian models as well. However, there are important differences in their behavior for the discrete and Gaussian cases. For example, while in discrete models the error function of the Bethe approximation—called Bethe free energy—is bounded from below (Heskes, 2004; Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009), in Gaussian models this might not always be the case (Welling and Teh, 2001).

The study of the Bethe free energy of Gaussian models is also motivated by their importance for the study of conditional Gaussian models. Conditional Gaussian or hybrid graphical models, such as switching Kalman filters (e.g. Zoeter and Heskes, 2005a), combine both discrete and Gaussian variables. Approximate inference in these models can be carried out by expectation propagation (e.g. Minka, 2004, 2005). Expectation propagation can be viewed as a generalization of the Bethe approximation, where marginalization constraints are replaced by expectation constraints (e.g. Heskes et al., 2005). Therefore, studying the properties of the Bethe free energy can reveal some of the convergence properties of expectation propagation. In order to understand the properties of the Bethe free energy of hybrid models, a good understanding of the two special cases of discrete and Gaussian models is needed. While the properties of the Bethe free energy of discrete models have been studied extensively in the last decade and are well understood (e.g. Yedidia et al., 2000; Heskes, 2003; Wainwright et al., 2003; Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009), the properties of the Gaussian Bethe free energy have been studied much less.

The message passing algorithm is a well established method for finding the stationary points of the Bethe free energy (e.g. Pearl, 1988; Yedidia et al., 2000; Heskes, 2003). It works by locally updating the approximate marginals and has been successfully applied in both discrete (e.g. Murphy et al., 1999; Wainwright et al., 2003) and Gaussian models (e.g. Weiss and Freeman, 2001; Rusmevichientong and Roy, 2001; Malioutov et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2009a,b; Nishiyama and Watanabe, 2009; Bickson, 2009). Gaussian message passing is the simplest case of a free-energy based message passing algorithm on models with continuous variables, therefore, it is important to understand its behavior.

Gaussian message passing has many practical applications like in distributed averaging (e.g. Moallemi and Roy, 2006), peer-to-peer rating, linear detection, SVM regression (e.g. Bickson, 2009) and more generally in problems that involve solving large sparse linear systems or approximating the marginal variances of large sparse Gaussian systems typically encountered in distributed computing settings. For further applications the reader is referred to Bickson (2009) and references therein.

Finding sufficient conditions for the convergence of message passing in Gaussian models has been successfully addressed by many authors. Using the computation tree approach, Weiss and Freeman (2001) proved that message passing converges whenever the precision matrix—inverse covariance—of the probability distribution is diagonally dominant. With the help of an analogy between message passing and walk-sum analysis, Malioutov et al. (2006) derived the stronger condition of pairwise normalizability. A different approach was taken by Welling and Teh (2001), who directly minimized the Bethe free energy with regard to the parameters of approximate marginals, conjecturing that Gaussian message passing converges if and only if the free energy is bounded from

---

\[ |A_{ii}| > \sum_{j \neq i} |A_{ij}| \quad \text{for all } i. \]

\[ \Psi_{ij} \text{ is pairwise normalizable if it can be factorized into a product of normalizable "pair" factors, that is, } p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \prod_{ij} \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \text{ such that all } \Psi_{ij} \text{ are normalizable.} \]
below. Their experiments showed that message passing and direct minimization either converge to the same solution or both fail to converge. We take a similar approach, that is, instead of analyzing the properties of the Gaussian message passing algorithm, we choose to study the properties of the Gaussian Bethe free energy. This will help us to draw conclusions about the existence of local minima, the possible stable fixed points to which message passing can converge.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we introduce Gaussian Markov random fields and the message passing algorithm. In Section 2.3 we define the Gaussian fractional Bethe free energies parameterized by the moment parameters of the approximate marginals and derive boundedness conditions for them. These two sections are based on our earlier chapter (Cseke and Heskes, 2008). In Section 2.4 we analyze the stability properties of the Gaussian message passing algorithm and, using a similar line of argument as Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009), we show that its stable fixed points are indeed local minima of the Bethe free energy. We conclude the chapter with a few experiments in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 supporting our results and their implications.

\section{2.2 Approximating marginals in Gaussian models}

The probability density of a Gaussian random vector \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is defined in terms of canonical parameters \( \mathbf{h} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \) as

\[
p(\mathbf{x}) \propto \exp \left\{ \mathbf{h}^T \mathbf{x} - \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{x}^T \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{x} \right\},
\]

where \( \mathbf{Q} \) is a positive definite matrix. The expectation \( \mathbf{m} \) and the covariance \( \mathbf{V} \) of \( \mathbf{x} \) is then given by \( \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{Q}^{-1} \mathbf{h} \) and \( \mathbf{V} = \mathbf{Q}^{-1} \) respectively. In many real world applications the matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \) is sparse with a typically very low density, that is, the number of elements in \( \mathbf{Q} \) scales with the number of variables \( n \).

This probability density can also be defined in terms of an undirected probabilistic graphical model commonly known as Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF). Since the interactions between the variables in \( p \) are pairwise, we can associate the variables \( x_i \) to the nodes \( v \in V = \{1, \ldots, n\} \) of an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \), where the edges \( e \in E \subseteq V \times V \) of the graph stand for the non-zero off-diagonal elements of \( \mathbf{Q} \). The density \( p \) can then be defined as the product

\[
p(\mathbf{x}) \propto \prod_{(i,j) \in E} \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j)
\]

of Gaussian functions \( \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \) (also called potentials) associated with the edges \( e = (i, j) \) of the graph. If \( \mathbf{h} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \) are given then we can define the potentials as

\[
\Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = \exp \left\{ \gamma_{ij}^h h_i x_i + \gamma_{ij}^j h_j x_j - \gamma_{ij}^r Q_{ij} x_i^2/2 - \gamma_{ij}^q Q_{ij} x_j^2/2 - Q_{ij} x_i x_j \right\},
\]

where \( \sum_{i-j} \gamma_{ij}^h = 1 \) and \( \sum_{j-i} \gamma_{ij}^j = 1 \) are partitioning \( \mathbf{h} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \) into the respective factors. In practice, however, the factors \( \Psi_{ij} \) might be given by the problem at hand and \( \mathbf{h} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \) as well as \( \gamma_{ij}^h \) and \( \gamma_{ij}^j \) computed by summing their parameters and computing
the partitioning respectively. Without loss of generality, we can and we will use $Q_{ii} = 1$, since the results in the chapter can be easily re-formulated for general $Q$s by a rescaling of the variables.

Exact calculation all marginals, can be done by solving the linear system $m = Q^{-1} h$ and performing a sparse Cholesky factorization $LL^T = Q$ followed by solving the Takahashi equations (Takahashi et al., 1973). A method for solving the Takahashi equations is presented in Section A.2 in the Appendix. The complexity of the latter two scales with $\text{nnz}(Q)^2/n$.

An alternative option to calculate the marginal means and to approximate marginal variances is to run the Gaussian message passing algorithm in the probabilistic graphical model associated with the representation (2.2). Gaussian message passing is the Gaussian variant of message passing (Pearl, 1988), which is a dynamical programming algorithm introduced to compute marginal densities in discrete probabilistic models with pairwise interactions and tree-structured graphs $G$. However, it turned out that by running it in loops on graphs with cycles, it yields good approximations of the marginal distributions (Murphy et al., 1999). Weiss and Freeman (2001) showed that when the Gaussian (loopy) message passing is converging it computes the exact mean parameters $m$, thus it can also be used for solving linear systems (e.g. Bickson, 2009). Message passing works by updating and passing directed messages along the edges of the graph which, in case the algorithm converges, are then used to compute (approximate) marginal probability distributions. The Gaussian and the discrete algorithms have the same functional form with the exception of the summation (discrete case) and integration operators (Gaussian case).

Each message $\mu_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i)$ is updated according to

$$m_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i) = \int dx_j \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \prod_{k \in \partial_j \setminus i} \mu_{j \rightarrow k}(x_j),$$

where $\partial_i = \{j : j \sim i\}$ denotes the index set of variables connected to $x_i$ in $G$. At each step the current approximations $q_{ij}(x_{i,j})$ of $p(x_i, x_j)$ can be computed according to

$$q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \propto \Psi_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \prod_{k \in \partial_j \setminus i} \mu_{j \rightarrow k}(x_j) \prod_{l \in \partial_i \setminus j} \mu_{i \rightarrow l}(x_i).$$

The update steps in (2.11) have to be iterated until convergence. The corresponding $q_{ij}(x_i, x_j)$s yield the final approximation of the $p(x_i, x_j)$s. It is common to use damping, that is, to replace $\mu_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i)$ by $\mu_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i) \cdot \mu_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i) \cdot \mu_{i \rightarrow j}(x_i)$ with $\epsilon \in (0, 1]$. In practice this helps to eliminate limit cycles (periodic paths of (2.3)) while it keeps the characteristic of the equilibrium point unchanged. Figure 2.1 illustrates the incoming messages to nodes $x_i$ and $x_j$. A quite significant difference between the discrete and Gaussian the message passing is the replacement of the sum operator with the integral operator. While finite sums always exist, the integral in (2.3) can become infinite. This problem can be remedied technically by a proper parameterization (see Section 2.4) which keeps the algorithm running, but it can lead to non-normalizable approximate marginals $q_{ij}$, and thus a (possible) break-down of the algorithm.

Message passing was introduced by Pearl (1988) as a heuristic algorithm (in discrete models), however, Yedidia et al. (2000) showed that it can also be viewed as an algo-
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A popular method to approximate marginals is approximating $p$ with a distribution $q$ having a form that makes marginals easy to identify, for example, it factorizes or it has a “tree-like” form. The most common quantity to measure the difference between two probability distributions is the Kullback-Leibler divergence $D \left[q \parallel p \right]$. It is often used (e.g. Jaakkola, 2000) to characterize the quality of the approximation and formulate the computation of approximate marginals as the optimization problem

$$ q^*(x) = \arg\min_{q \in \mathcal{Q}} \int dx \; q(x) \log \left[ \frac{q(x)}{p(x)} \right]. $$

\[ (2.5) \]
Here, $\mathcal{F}$ is the set of distributions with the above mentioned form. Since it is not symmetric, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is not a distance, but $D[ q || p ] \geq 0$ for any proper $q$ and $p$, $D[ q || p ] = 0$ if and only if $p = q$, and it is convex in both $q$ and $p$.

A family $\mathcal{F}$ of densities possessing a form that makes marginals easy to identify is the family of distributions that factorize as $q(\mathbf{x}) = \prod_k q_k(x_k)$. In other words, in problem (2.5) we approximate $p$ with a distribution that has independent variables. An approximation $q$ of this type is called mean field approximation (e.g. Jaakkola, 2000). Defining $F_{MF}(\{q_k\}) = D[ \prod_k q_k || p ]$ and writing out in detail the right hand side of (2.5) one gets

$$F_{MF}(\{q_k\}) = -\int d\mathbf{x} \prod_k q_k(x_k) \log p(\mathbf{x}) + \sum_k \int dx_k q_k(x_k) \log q_k(x_k).$$

Using the parameterization $q_k(x_k) = N(x_k|m_k, v_k)$, and the notation $m = (m_1, \ldots, m_n)^T$ and $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_n)^T$, this reduces to

$$F_{MF}(m, v) = -\mathbf{h}^T \mathbf{m} + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{m}^T Q \mathbf{m} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_k Q_{kk} v_k - \frac{1}{2} \sum_k \log(v_k) + C_{MF},$$

where $C_{MF}$ is an irrelevant constant. Although $D[ \prod_k q_k || p ]$ might not be convex in $(q_1, \ldots, q_n)$, one can easily check that $F_{MF}$ is convex in its variables $m$ and $v$ and its minimum is obtained for $m = Q^{-1} \mathbf{h}$ and $v_k = 1/Q_{kk}$. Since

$$[Q^{-1}]_{kk} = \left( Q_{kk} - Q_{k,k}^T [Q_{k,k}^{-1}] Q_{k,k} \right)^{-1},$$

one can easily see that the mean field approximation underestimates variances. The mean field approximation computes a solution in which the means are exact, but the variances are computed as if there were no interactions between the variables, namely, as if the matrix $Q$ were diagonal, thus giving poor estimates of the variances.

In order to improve the estimates for variances, one has to choose approximating distributions $q$ that are able to capture dependencies between the variables in $p$. It can be verified that any distribution in which the dependencies form a tree graph can be written in the form

$$p(\mathbf{x}) = \prod_{i \sim j} \frac{p(x_i, x_j)}{p(x_i)p(x_j)} \prod_k p(x_k),$$

where $i$ and $j$ run through all the connections or edges $(i, j)$ of the tree and $k$ runs through $\{1, \ldots, n\}$. Although in most cases the undirected graph generated by the non-zero elements in $Q$ is not a tree, based on the “tree intuition” one can construct $q$ from one and two variable marginals as

$$q(\mathbf{x}) \propto \prod_{i \sim j} \frac{q_{ij}(x_i, x_j)}{q_i(x_i)q_j(x_j)} \prod_k q_k(x_k)$$

and constrain the functions $q_{ij}$ and $q_k$ to be marginally consistent and normalize to 1, that is, $\int dx_i q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = q_i(x_i)$ for any $i \sim j$ and $\int dx_k q_k(x_k) = 1$ for any $k$. An approximation of the form (2.8) together with the constraints on $q_{ij}$’s and $q_k$’s is called
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Bethe approximation. Let us denote the family of such functions by $F_B$. By choosing $q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = q_i(x_i)q_j(x_j)$ one can easily check that $F_{MF} \subset F_B$, thus $F_B$ is non-empty. Assuming that the approximate marginals are correct and $q$ normalizes to 1 and then substituting (2.8) into (2.5), we get an approximation of the Kullback–Leibler divergence in (2.5) called the Bethe free energy.

Due to the factorization of $p$, we can write the Bethe free energy as

$$F_B(\{q_{ij}, q_k\}) = -\sum_{i\sim j} \int dx_{i,j} q_{ij}(x_{i,j}) \log \Psi_{ij}(x_{i,j}) + \sum_{i\sim j} \int dx_{i,j} q_{ij}(x_{i,j}) \log \left[ \frac{q_{ij}(x_{i,j})}{q_i(x_i)q_j(x_j)} \right] + \sum_k \int dx_k q_k(x_k) \log q_k(x_k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

One can also define the free energy through the Bethe approximation

$$\int dx q(x) \log q(x) \approx \sum_{i\sim j} \int dx_{i,j} q(x_{i,j}) \log q(x_{i,j})$$

$$+ \sum_k (1 - n_k) \int dx_k q(x_k) \log q(x_k)$$

of the entropy (e.g., Yedidia et al., 2000) and substitute the marginals with functions $q_{ij}$ and $q_k$ that normalize to one and are connected through the marginal consistency constraints $\int dx_{i,j} q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = q_i(x_i)$.

From the stationary conditions of the Lagrangian corresponding to the fractional Bethe free energy (2.9) and the marginal consistency and normalization constraints, one can derive the same iterative algorithm as in (2.3) for the corresponding Lagrange multipliers of the consistency constraints (Yedidia et al., 2000). Similarly, approximate marginals can then be computed according to (2.4). That is, it is easy to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the stationary points of the Bethe free energy (2.9) and the fixed points of the message passing algorithm (2.3). Later, in Section 2.4 we will link the stable fixed point of (2.3) to the local minima of (2.9).

2.2.2 Fractional free energies and message passing

As mentioned in the introduction, in case of Gaussian models the message passing algorithm does not always converge, and the reason for this appears to be that the approximate marginals may get indefinite or negative definite covariance matrices. Welling and Teh (2001) pointed out that this can be due to the unboundedness of the Bethe free energy.

Since $F_{MF}$ is convex and bounded and the Bethe free energy might be unbounded, it seems plausible to analyze the fractional Bethe free energy

$$F_\alpha(\{q_{ij}, q_k\}) = -\sum_{i\sim j} \int dx_{i,j} q_{ij}(x_{i,j}) \log \Psi_{ij}(x_{i,j})$$

$$+ \frac{1}{\alpha_{ij}} \int dx_{i,j} q_{ij}(x_{i,j}) \log \left[ \frac{q_{ij}(x_{i,j})}{q_i(x_i)q_j(x_j)} \right] + \sum_k \int dx_k q_k(x_k) \log q_k(x_k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)
introduced by Wiegerinck and Heskes (2003). Here, $\alpha$ denotes the set of positive reals $\{\alpha_{ij}\}$. They showed that the fractional Bethe free energy “interpolates” between the mean field and the Bethe approximation. That is, for $\alpha_{ij} = 1$ we get the Bethe free energy, while in the case when all $\alpha_{ij}$s tend to 0, the mutual information between variables $x_i$ and $x_j$ is highly penalized, therefore, (2.10) enforces solutions close to the mean field solution. They also showed that the fractional message passing algorithm derived from (2.10) can be interpreted as Pearl’s message passing algorithm with the difference that instead of computing local marginals—like in Pearl’s algorithm—one computes local $\alpha_{ij}$-marginals. The local $\alpha_{ij}$-marginals correspond to “true” local marginals when $\alpha_{ij} = 1$ and to local mean field approximations when $\alpha_{ij} = 0$. The resulting algorithm is called the fractional message passing algorithm and it reads

$$
\mu_{ij \to j}^{new}(x_i) = \int dx_j \Psi_{ij}^\alpha(x_i, x_j) \prod_{k \in \partial j \setminus i} \mu_{j \to k}(x_j) \mu_{j \to i}(x_j)^{1-\alpha}, \quad (2.11)
$$

while the approximate marginals are computed according to

$$
q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \propto \Psi_{ij}^\alpha(x_i, x_j) \prod_{k \in \partial j \setminus i} \mu_{j \to k}(x_j) \mu_{j \to i}(x_j)^{1-\alpha} \prod_{l \in \partial i \setminus j} \mu_{i \to l}(x_i) \mu_{i \to j}(x_i)^{1-\alpha}.
$$

(2.12)

Power expectation propagation by Minka (2004) is an approximate inference method that uses local approximations with $\alpha$-divergences. In case of Gaussian models power expectation propagation—with a fully factorized approximating distribution—leads to the same message passing algorithm as the one derived from (2.10) and the appropriate constraints. Starting from the idea of creating an upper bound on the log partition function when $p$ and $q$ are exponential distributions, Wainwright et al. (2003) derived a form of (2.10) where the $\alpha_{ij}$s are chosen such that this bound is convex in $\{q_{ij}, q_k\}$.

Message passing works well in practice, however, there are other ways to find the local minima of the fractional free energies like the direct minimization w.r.t. some parameterization of the approximate marginals $q_{ij}$ and $q_k$ (Welling and Teh, 2001). The latter method is slower but more likely to converge. In the following we analyze the Bethe free energy when expressed in terms of the moment parameters of the approximate marginals $q_{ij}$. Later in Section 2.4 we analyze the stability conditions of the fractional message passing algorithm and by expressing these conditions in term of the moment parameters of the approximate marginals we show that stable fixed points of the fractional Gaussian message passing are local minima of the fractional Bethe free energy.

---

4We define the $\alpha$-marginals of a distribution $p$ as $\arg\min_{q_k} D_\alpha[p \parallel \prod_k q_k]$, where $D_\alpha$ is the $\alpha$-divergence $D_\alpha[p \parallel q] = \left[ \int d\alpha p(x)^\alpha q(x)^{1-\alpha} + \alpha \int d\alpha p(x) + (1-\alpha) \int d\alpha q(x) \right] / \alpha (1-\alpha)$ (e.g. Minka, 2005).
2.3 Bounds on the Gaussian Bethe free energy

In this section we analyze the parametric form of (2.10). We show that the fractional Gaussian Bethe free energy is a non-increasing function of $\alpha$. By letting all $\alpha_{ij}$ tend to infinity, we obtain a lower bound for the free energies. It turns out that the condition for the lower bound to be bounded from below is the same as the pairwise normalizability condition of Malioutov et al. (2006).

As mentioned in Section 2.2, without loss of generality, we can work with a unit diagonal $Q$. We define $R$ to be a matrix with zeros on its diagonal and $Q = I + R$, where $I$ is the identity matrix. $|R|$ will be the matrix formed by the absolute values of $R$'s elements. We use the moment parameterization $q_{ij}(x_{i,j}) = N(x_{i,j} | m_{ij}, V_{ij})$ and $q_k(x_k) = N(x_k | m_k, V_k)$, where $m_{ij} = (m_{ij}^T, m_{ij}^T)^T$ and $V_{ij} = [v_{ij}, v_{ij}; v_{ij}, v_{ij}]$, with $v_{ij} = v_{ji}$. By using $m_i = m_{ij}^T = m_{jk}^T$ and $v_i = v_{ij}^T = v_{ik}^T$ for all $i \sim j$ and $i \sim k$, we embed the marginalization ($\int dx_j q_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = q_i(x_i)$ for all $i \sim j$) and normalization ($\int dx_j q_j(x_j) = 1$) constraints into the parameterization. With a slight abuse of notation the matrix formed by diagonal elements $v_k$ and off-diagonal elements $v_{ij}$ is denoted by $V$ (we can take $v_{ij} = 0$ for all $i \sim j$), the vector of means by $m = (m_1, \ldots, m_n)^T$ and the vector of variances by $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_n)^T$. Substituting $q_{ij}$ and $q_k$ into (2.10) one gets

$$F_{\alpha}(m, V) = -h^T m + \frac{1}{2} m^T Q m + \frac{1}{2} \text{tr}(Q^T V)$$

$$- \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \sim j} \frac{1}{\alpha_{ij}} \log \left(1 - \frac{v_{ij}^2}{v_i v_j}\right) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_k \log (v_k) + C,$$

(2.13)

where $C$ is an irrelevant constant. Note that the variables $m$ and $V$ are independent, hence the minimizations of $F_{\alpha}(m, V)$ with regard to $m$ and $V$ can be carried out independently.

**Property 1.** $F_{\alpha}(m, V)$ is convex and bounded in $(m, \{v_{ij}\}_{i \sim j})$ and at any stationary point we have

$$m^* = Q^{-1} h$$

$$v_{ij}^* = -\text{sign}(R_{ij}) \sqrt{1 + (2 \alpha_{ij} R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j - 1} \frac{2 \alpha_{ij} |R_{ij}|}{2 \alpha_{ij} |R_{ij}|}.$$

(2.14)

**Proof:** By definition, $Q$ is positive definite, therefore, the quadratic term in $m$ is convex and bounded. The variables $m$ and $V$ are independent and the minimum with regard to $m$ is achieved at $m^* = Q^{-1} h$. One can check that the second order derivative of $F_{\alpha}(m, V)$ with regard to $v_{ij}$ is non-negative and the first order derivative has only one solution when $-v_i v_j \leq v_{ij}^2 \leq v_i v_j$. Since the variables $v_{ij}$ are independent, one can conclude that $F_{\alpha}(m, V)$ is convex in $v_{ij}$. From the independence of $m$ and $V$, it follows that $F_{\alpha}$ is convex in $(m, \{v_{ij}\}_{i \sim j})$. $\blacksquare$

Since the $V_{ij}$'s are constrained to be covariance matrices, we have $v_i v_j > v_{ij}^2$, thus the first logarithmic term in (2.13) is negative. As a consequence,

$$F_{\alpha_1}(m, V) \geq F_{\alpha_2}(m, V) \quad \text{for any} \quad 0 < \alpha_1 \leq \alpha_2,$$
where $\alpha_1 \leq \alpha_2$ is taken element by element. This observation leads to the following property.

**Property 2.** With $\alpha_{ij} = \alpha$, $F_\alpha$ is a non-increasing function of $\alpha$.

Using Property 1 and substituting $v_{ij}^*$ into $F_\alpha$ we define the constrained function

$$F_\alpha^c(m, v) = -h^T m + \frac{1}{2} m^T Q m + \frac{1}{2} \sum_k v_k$$

$$- \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} \frac{1}{\alpha_{ij}} \left( \sqrt{1 + (2\alpha_{ij} R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j} - 1 \right)$$

$$- \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n(i,j)} \frac{1}{\alpha_{ij}} \log \left( \frac{2 \sqrt{1 + (2\alpha_{ij} R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j} - 1}{(2\alpha_{ij} R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j} \right)$$

$$- \frac{1}{2} \sum_k \log(v_k) + C_c,$$

where $C_c$ is an irrelevant constant. From Property 2, it follows that when choosing $\alpha_{ij} = \alpha$, the function in (2.15) is a non-increasing function of $\alpha$. It then makes sense to take $\alpha \to \infty$ and verify whether we can get a lower bound for (2.15).

**Lemma 1.** For any $v > 0$, $0 < \alpha_1 < 1$ and $\alpha_2 > 1$ the following inequalities hold.

$$F_{MF}(m, v) \geq F_{\alpha_1}^c(m, v) \geq F_B(m, \{v_{ij}^*\}, v)$$

$$F_B(m, \{v_{ij}^*\}, v) \geq F_{\alpha_2}^c(m, v) \ldots$$

$$\ldots \geq F_{MF}(m, v) - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v}^T |R| \sqrt{v}.$$

Moreover, they are tight, that is,

$$\lim_{\alpha \to 0} F_\alpha(m, \{v_{ij}^*(\alpha)\}, v) = F_{MF}(m, v)$$

and

$$\lim_{\alpha \to \infty} F_\alpha(m, \{v_{ij}^*(\alpha)\}, v) = F_{MF}(m, v) - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v}^T |R| \sqrt{v}.$$

**Proof:** Since the Bethe free energy is the specific case of the fractional Bethe free energy for $\alpha = 1$, the inequalities on $F_B(m, \{v_{ij}^*(\alpha)\}, v)$ follow from Property 2. Now, we show that the upper and lower bounds are tight. The function $(1 + x^2)^{1/2} - 1$ behaves as $\frac{1}{2} x^2$ in the neighborhood of 0, therefore,

$$\lim_{\alpha \to 0} v_{ij}^*(\alpha) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{\alpha \to 0} \frac{\log \left(1 - \frac{v_{ij}^2(\alpha)}{v_i v_j} \right)}{\alpha} = - \frac{1}{v_i v_j} \lim_{\alpha \to 0} \frac{v_{ij}^2(\alpha)}{\alpha} = 0,$$

showing that $F_{MF}(m, v)$ is a tight upper bound.
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As \( \alpha \) tends to infinity, we have

\[
\lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \sqrt{1 + (2\alpha R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j - 1} = |R_{ij}| \sqrt{v_i v_j}
\]

and

\[
\lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \frac{1}{\alpha} \log \left( \frac{\sqrt{1 + (2\alpha R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j - 1}}{(2\alpha R_{ij})^2 v_i v_j} \right) = 0,
\]

yielding a tight lower bound

\[
\lim_{\alpha \to \infty} F_\alpha (m, \{v_{ij}(\alpha)\}, v) = F_{MF} (m, v) - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v} |R| \sqrt{v}.
\]

Let \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) \) be the largest eigenvalue of \(|R|\). Analyzing the boundedness of the lower bound, we arrive at the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** For the fractional Bethe free energy in (2.13) corresponding to a connected Gaussian model, the following statements hold

1. if \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) < 1 \), then \( F_\alpha \) is bounded from below for all \( \alpha > 0 \),
2. if \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) > 1 \), then \( F_\alpha \) is unbounded from below for all \( \alpha > 0 \),
3. if \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) = 1 \), then \( F_\alpha \) is bounded from below if and only if \( \sum_{i} \sum_{b \sim j} \alpha_{ij}^{-1} \geq 2n \).

**Proof:** Since in \( F_\alpha \) there is no interaction between the parameters \( m \) and \( V \) and the term depending on \( m \) is bounded from below due to the positive definiteness of \( Q \), we can simply neglect this term when analyzing the boundedness of \( F_\alpha \). Let us write out in detail the lower bound of the fractional Bethe free energies in the form

\[
F_{MF} (m, v) - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v} |R| \sqrt{v} = \frac{1}{2} m^T Q^{-1} m - h^T m + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v} (I - |R|) \sqrt{v} - \frac{1}{2} 1^T \log(\sqrt{v}) + \text{const}.
\]  

**Statement (1):** The condition \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) < 1 \) implies that \( I - |R| \) is positive definite.

Now, \( \log(x) \leq x - 1 \), thus \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v} (I - |R|) \sqrt{v} - 1^T \log(\sqrt{v}) \geq \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v} (I - |R|) \sqrt{v} - 1^T \sqrt{v} + n \). The latter is bounded from below and so it follows that (2.16) is bounded from below as well. According to Lemma 1, the boundedness of (2.16) implies that all fractional Bethe free energies are bounded from below.

**Statement (2):** Since we assumed that the Gaussian network is connected and undirected, it follows that \( |R| \) is irreducible (e.g. Horn and Johnson, 2005). According to the Perron-Frobenius theory of non-negative matrices (e.g. Horn and Johnson, 2005), the non-negative and irreducible matrix \( |R| \) has a simple maximal eigenvalue \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) \) and all elements of the eigenvector \( u_{\text{max}} \) corresponding to it are positive. Let us take the fractional Bethe free energy and analyze its behavior when \( \sqrt{v} = tu_{\text{max}} \) and \( t \to \infty \). For large values of \( t \) we have \( (1 + (2\alpha_{ij} R_{ij})^2 u_{i_{\text{max}}}^2 u_{j_{\text{max}}}^2 t^4)^{1/2} \approx 2\alpha_{ij} |R_{ij}| u_{i_{\text{max}}}^2 u_{j_{\text{max}}}^2 t^2 \),
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Figure 2.2: Visualizing critical parameters for a symmetric K-regular Gaussian model with off-diagonal elements \( R_{ij} = r \). Plots in the left panel correspond to the constrained fractional Bethe free energies \( F^c_\alpha \) for \( \sqrt{\nu} = \sigma 1 \) for an 8 node 4-regular Gaussian model with \( r = 0.27 \) (\( K r > 1 \)) and varying \( \alpha \). Plots in the right panel correspond to the constrained Bethe free energies \( F^c_\alpha \) for \( \sqrt{\nu} = \sigma 1 \) in an 8 node 4-regular Gaussian model with varying \( r \). Here, \( r_{\text{valid}} \) is the supremum of \( rs \) for which the model is valid, that is, \( Q \) is positive definite.

Therefore, the sum of the second and third term in (2.15) simplifies to \((1 - \lambda_{\text{max}}(\|R\|))t^2\) and this term dominates over the logarithmic ones as \( t \to \infty \). As a result, the limit is independent of the choice of \( \alpha_{ij} \) and it tends to \(-\infty\) whenever \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(\|R\|) > 1 \).

*Statement (3):* If \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(\|R\|) = 1 \), then the only direction in which the quadratic term will not dominate is \( \sqrt{\nu} = t u_{\text{max}} \). Therefore, we have to analyze the behavior of the logarithmic terms in (2.15) when \( t \to \infty \). For large \( t \)s these behave as \((\sum_{i \sim j} \alpha_{ij}^{-1} - 2n) \log(t)\). For this reason, the boundedness of \( F^c_\alpha \)—and thus of \( F_\alpha \)—depends on the condition in statement (3).

It was shown by Malioutov et al. (2006) that the condition \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(\|R\|) < 1 \) is an equivalent condition to pairwise normalizability. Therefore, pairwise normalizability is not only a sufficient condition for the message passing algorithm to converge, but it is also a necessary condition for the fractional Gaussian Bethe free energies to be bounded. Using Lemma 1, we can show that for a suitable chosen \( \epsilon > 0 \) there always exists an \( \alpha_\epsilon \) such that the constrained fractional free energy \( F^c_\alpha \) possesses a local minimum for any \( 0 < \alpha < \alpha_\epsilon \) (Property A2 in Section A.1 of the Appendix).

*Example* In the case of models with an adjacency matrix (non-zero entries of \( R \)) corresponding to a K-regular graph\(^5\) and equal interaction weights \( R_{ij} = r \), the maximal eigenvalue of \( |R| \) is \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(\|R\|) = K r \) and the eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue is 1. (We define 1 as the vector that has all its elements equal to 1.) Verifying the stationary point conditions, it turns out that for some choice of \( r \) and \( \alpha \) there exists a local minimum which is symmetrical, that is, it lies in the direction 1. One can show that when the model is not pairwise normalizable (\( K r > 1 \)), the critical \( r \) below which the fractional Bethe free energy possesses this local minimum is \( r_c(K, \alpha) = 1/2\sqrt{\alpha(K - \alpha)} \) and for any valid \( r \) the critical \( \alpha \) below which the fractional Bethe free energies possesses this local minimum is \( \alpha_c(K, r) = 1/2(K - 1/\sqrt{1/(K r)^2}) \). These results are illustrated in

\(^5\)A K-regular graph is a graph where all nodes are connected to K other nodes.
2.4 Message passing in Gaussian models

In this section, we turn our attention towards the properties of the message passing algorithm in Gaussian models. Following a similar line of argument as Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009) we show that stable fixed—or equilibrium—points of the message passing algorithm correspond to local minima of the Bethe free energy. The line of reasoning is similar to that of Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009), however, for the Gaussian case, we have to come up with a specific parameterization to be able to follow the same arguments. This parameterization will be the moment parameterization introduced in the previous chapters and also in Cseke and Heskes (2008). The way we proceed is the following: (1) we make a linear expansion of message passing iteration at a fixed point, (2) we express the linear expansion in terms of moment parameters corresponding to the fixed point and finally (3) we connect the properties of the latter with the properties of the Hessian of the Bethe free energy by using the matrix determinant lemma (Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009).

The form of the equation (2.11) implies that the messages \( \mu_{i \leftarrow j} (x_i) \) are univariate Gaussian functions, thus we can express them in terms of two scalar (canonical) parameters \( \eta_{ij} \) and \( \lambda_{ij} \) such that \( \log \mu_{i \leftarrow j} (x_i) = -\lambda_{ij} x_i^2 / 2 + \eta_{ij} x_i \). When expressed in terms of \( \eta_{ij} \) and \( \lambda_{ij} \), the damped message passing algorithm (2.11) translates to

\[
\eta_{ij}^{\text{new}} = (1 - \epsilon) \eta_{ij} + \frac{\epsilon}{\alpha} \left[ \alpha \gamma_{ij}^j h_i - \alpha R_{ij}^j + \sum_{k \in \partial_j \setminus i} \eta_{jk} + (1 - \alpha) \eta_{ji} \right] \quad (2.17)
\]

\[
\lambda_{ij}^{\text{new}} = (1 - \epsilon) \lambda_{ij} + \frac{\epsilon}{\alpha} \left[ \alpha \gamma_{ij}^j - \sum_{k \in \partial_j \setminus i} \lambda_{jk} + (1 - \alpha) \lambda_{ji} \right]^{-1} \quad (2.18)
\]

where \( \gamma_{ij}^j, \gamma_{ij}^i, h_i \) and \( R_{ij} \) are parameters of \( \Psi_{ij} \) as in Section 2.2.1, with \( R_{ij} = Q_{ij} \) and the assumption that \( Q_{ii} = 1 \). The approximate marginals \( q_{ij} \) in (2.12) might not be normalizable, but the message passing iteration in (2.17) and (2.18) stays well defined unless there is a zero in the denominator on the rhs. This rarely happens in practice. However, it is more common that message passing converges while there are some intermediate steps at which the approximate marginals \( q_{ij} \) are not normalizable. This can often be remedied by choosing an appropriate damping parameter \( \epsilon \). The complexity of one message update scales roughly with the number of (directed) edges times the average number of edges a node has, that is, \( \text{nnzeros} (Q)^2 / n \).
The iteration (2.18) for the $\lambda_{ij}$s is independent of $\eta_{ij}$s and the iteration (2.17) for the $\eta_{ij}$s is linear in $\eta_{ij}$. It is interesting to see that when $h = 0$ neither the constrained Bethe free energy (2.15) nor the message passing algorithm (2.18) depend on the sign of $R_{ij}$. These are only relevant to compute the means—when $h \neq 0$—and the correlations in (2.14). As a result, the marginal variances computed by either minimizing the Bethe free energy or by running the message passing algorithm can only depend on $|R|$, similarly to the constrained fractional free energy $F^c_\alpha$.

2.4.1 Stability of Gaussian message passing

In the following we analyze the stability of the message passing iteration at its fixed points, that is, at the stationary points of the Lagrangian corresponding to the constrained minimization of the Gaussian Bethe free energy. We reiterate that we use $G = (V, E)$ to denote the graph corresponding to $Q$, namely, $V = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $E = \{(i, j) : Q_{ij} \neq 0\}$. The vector $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|}$, corresponding to a set of messages $\{\lambda_{ij}\}_{ij}$, is composed by the concatenation of $\lambda_{ij}$s such that $ij$ is followed by $ji$ and the $(ij, ji)$ blocks follow a lexicographic order w.r.t. $ij$ and $i < j$. The vector $\eta$ consists of the variables $\eta_{ij}$ and follows a similar structure as $\lambda$. We define $\hat{r}, \hat{h}, \hat{\gamma} \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|}$ as $\hat{r}_{ij} = r_{ji} = R_{ij}$, $\hat{h}_j = h_j$ and $\hat{\gamma}_{ij} = \gamma_{ij}^2$. We also define the $|E| \times |E|$ matrix

$$M_{ijkl}(\alpha) \equiv \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } j = k \\ 1 - \alpha & \text{if } kl = ji \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

which encodes the weighted edge adjacency corresponding to $G$ and $\alpha$. The number of non-zero elements in $M(\alpha)$, scales roughly with $\text{nnzeros}(Q)^2/n$. As a consequence, the complexity of a parallel update given by Equations (2.17) and (2.18), also scales as roughly with $\text{nnzeros}(Q)^2/n$.

With this notation, the local linearization of the update equations (2.17) and (2.18) can be written as

$$\frac{\partial (\eta_{\text{new}}, \lambda_{\text{new}})}{\partial (\eta, \lambda)} = (1 - \epsilon)I$$

$$+ \frac{\epsilon}{\alpha} \begin{bmatrix} -\text{diag} \left( \frac{\alpha \hat{r}}{\alpha \hat{\gamma} + M(\alpha) \lambda} \right) M(\alpha) & \text{diag} \left( \frac{\alpha \hat{r} h + M(\alpha) \eta}{(\alpha \hat{r} + M(\alpha) \lambda)^2} \right) M(\alpha) \\
0 & \text{diag} \left( \frac{\alpha^2 \hat{r}^2}{(\alpha \hat{\gamma} + M(\alpha) \lambda)^2} \right) M(\alpha) \end{bmatrix},$$

where all operations on vectors are element by element. The stability of a fixed point $(\eta^*, \lambda^*)$ depends on the union of the spectra of

$$J_\eta(\eta^*, \lambda^*) \equiv -\alpha^{-1} \text{diag} \left( \frac{\alpha \hat{r} (\alpha \hat{\gamma} + M(\alpha) \lambda^*)^{-1}}{\alpha \hat{r} + M(\alpha) \lambda^*} \right) M(\alpha)$$

and

$$J_\lambda(\eta^*, \lambda^*) \equiv \alpha^{-1} \text{diag} \left( \alpha^2 \hat{r}^2 (\alpha \hat{\gamma} + M(\alpha) \lambda^*)^{-2} \right) M(\alpha).$$

It is important to point out that the stability properties depend only on $\lambda^*$ and $R$ and are
independent of \( \eta^* \) and \( h \).

Our goal is to connect the stability properties of the message passing algorithm to the properties of the Bethe free energy. Therefore, we express the stability properties in terms of the moment parameters of approximate marginals. For any \( \lambda \) that leads to normalizable approximate marginals \( \eta_{ij}(x_i, x_j) \), we can use (2.12) to identify the local covariance parameters \( \mathbf{V}_{ij} \) defined in Section 2.3, but now without enforcing the marginal matching constraints \( v^t_{ij} = v^t_{ik} \). The correspondence is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha \gamma_{ij} + \sum_{l \in \partial i \setminus j} \lambda_{il} + (1 - \alpha) \lambda_{ij} \\
\alpha R_{ij}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha \gamma_{ij} + \sum_{k \in \partial j \setminus i} \lambda_{jk} + (1 - \alpha) \lambda_{ji} \\
\alpha R_{ij}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

The approximate local covariances \( v_{ij} \) are fully determined by \( v^t_{ij}, v^t_{ij} \) and \( r_{ij} \) and have the form as in (2.14). This leaves us with \(|E|\) moment parameters to be computed by the message passing algorithm. Let \( \hat{\mathbf{v}} \in \mathbb{R}^{E} \) be defined as \( \hat{v}_{ij} = v^t_{ij}, \hat{v}_{ji} = v^t_{ij} \) and \( y_{ij}(\hat{\mathbf{v}}) = v_{ij}/(v_{ij}^2 - v_{ij}^2) \), where \( v_{ij} \) is computed according to (2.14). It can be checked that the mapping between \( \mathbf{y} \) and \( \hat{\mathbf{v}} \) is continuous and bijective. This implies that the canonical to moment parameter transformation in (2.21) can be written as \( y(\hat{\mathbf{v}}) = \alpha \gamma + \mathcal{M}(\alpha) \mathbf{v} \). Since \( \mathcal{M}(\alpha) \) is singular only when \( \alpha = K \) and the graph \( G \) is \( K \)-regular—see Property A1 in Section A.1 of the Appendix for details—for the rest of the cases, there is a continuous, bijective mapping between the moment parameters \( \hat{\mathbf{v}} \) and the canonical parameters \( \lambda \) that lead to normalizable approximate marginals.

At any fixed point \((\eta^*, \lambda^*)\) we have moment matching, that is, \( v_{ij}^* = v_{ik}^* = v_{ik}^* \) for any \( k, j \in \partial i \), therefore we can express the stability properties in terms of moment parameters \( \mathbf{v}^* = (v^*_1, \ldots, v^*_n) \). Using (2.21) and defining the diagonal matrix \( \mathbf{D} \in \mathbb{R}^{E \times|E|} \) with the diagonal elements \( D_{ij, ij} = \sqrt{v^*_i} \), we get

\[
\mathbf{D} \mathbf{J}_\eta(\lambda^*(\mathbf{v}^*))\mathbf{D}^{-1} = -\alpha^{-1} \text{diag} \left( \frac{v_{ij}(\alpha, v^*_i, v^*_j)}{\sqrt{v^*_i v^*_j}} \right) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{D}^2 \mathbf{J}_\lambda(\lambda^*(\mathbf{v}^*)) \mathbf{D}^{-2} = \alpha^{-1} \text{diag} \left( \frac{v_{ij}(\alpha, v^*_i, v^*_j)^2}{v^*_i v^*_j} \right) \mathcal{M}(\alpha).
\]

Let \( \sigma(\mathbf{A}) \) denote the spectrum of the matrix \( \mathbf{A} \). Since we have \( \sigma(\mathbf{D} \mathbf{J}_\eta \mathbf{D}^{-1}) = \sigma(\mathbf{J}_\eta) \) and \( \sigma(\mathbf{D}^2 \mathbf{J}_\lambda \mathbf{D}^{-2}) = \sigma(\mathbf{J}_\lambda) \), it is sufficient to analyze the spectral properties of the right hand sides in equations (2.22) and (2.23).

The message passing algorithm is asymptotically stable at \( \lambda^*(\mathbf{v}^*) \) if and only if

\[
\max \{ \rho(\mathbf{J}_\eta(\lambda^*(\mathbf{v}^*))), \rho(\mathbf{J}_\lambda(\lambda^*(\mathbf{v}^*))) \} < 1,
\]
where \( \rho(\cdot) \) denotes the spectral radius. It is interesting to see that although the functional forms of the free energies and the message passing algorithms are different in the Gaussian and discrete case (Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009), the stability conditions have similar forms. This will allow us to use some of the results in Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009).

In the next section, we show the implications of this condition for the properties of the Hessian of the free energy.

### 2.4.2 Stable fixed points and local minima

The Hessian \( H[F_\alpha] \) of the Bethe free energy (2.13) depends only on the moment parameters \( v_i, v_j \) and \( v_{ij} \). Note that now, the \( v_{ij}s \) are unconstrained parameters. It is an \( (|E|/2 + 2n) \times (|E|/2 + 2n) \) matrix and it has the form

\[
H[F_\alpha](V) = \begin{bmatrix} Q & 0 \\ 0 & \text{diag} \left( \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_i \partial v_i} \right) & 0 \\ 0 & \left[ \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij} \partial v_{ij}} \right]^T & \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij} \partial v_{ij}} \end{bmatrix},
\]

where we use \( V \) to denote the collection of parameters \( v_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) and \( v_{ij}, i \sim j \). Since the block corresponding to the partial differentials w.r.t. \( v_{ij} \) is diagonal with positive elements, the Hessian is positive definite at \( V \) if the Schur complement corresponding to the partial differentials w.r.t. \( v^*i \) is positive definite at \( V \). The latter is given by

\[
H_{v}^{v}[F_\alpha](V) = \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_i \partial v_i} - \sum_{i \sim j} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij} \partial v_i} \right]^2 \left[ \frac{\partial F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij}} \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{v^2_i} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\alpha} \sum_{i \sim j} \frac{c^4_{ij}}{1 - c^4_{ij}} \right)
\]

\[
H_{v_{ij}}^{v_{ij}}[F_\alpha](V) = \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_i \partial v_j} - \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij} \partial v_i} \frac{\partial^2 F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij} \partial v_j} \left[ \frac{\partial F_\alpha}{\partial v_{ij}} \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
= -\frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{v_i v_j} \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{c^2_{ij}}{1 - c^4_{ij}}
\]

where we use the notation \( c_{ij} = v_{ij}/\sqrt{v_i v_j} \).

Now, we would like to connect the condition in (2.24) to the positive definiteness of the matrix \( H^v[F_\alpha](V) \). We follow the same line of argument as Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009) and show that stable fixed points \( \lambda^*(v^*) \) of the Gaussian message passing algorithm, satisfying (2.24), correspond to local minima of the Gaussian free energy \( F_\alpha \) at \( v^* \) and \( v_{ij}(\alpha, v^*_i, v^*_j) \).

According to Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009), for any arbitrary vector \( w \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|} \) one has

\[
\det \left( (|E| - \alpha^{-1} \text{diag} (w) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) \right) = \det \left( I_n + \alpha^{-1} A(w) \right) \prod_{ij} (1 - w_{ij} w_{ji}), \tag{2.25}
\]
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\[ A_{ii}(w) = \sum_{i \sim j} \frac{w_{ij}w_{ji}}{1 - w_{ij}w_{ji}} \quad \text{and} \quad A_{ij}(w) = -\frac{w_{ij}}{1 - w_{ij}w_{ji}}. \quad (2.26) \]

The proof is an application of the matrix determinant lemma and a reproduction of it can be found in Section A.1 of the Appendix. Equation (2.25) expresses the determinant of an \(|E| \times |E|\) matrix as the determinant of an \(n \times n\) matrix.

Let \(c \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|}\) with \(c_{ij}(V) = v_{ij}/\sqrt{v_i v_j}\). By substituting \(w = c(V)^2\) in (2.26), we find that

\[ \det (I - \alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V)^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) = f(V) \det (H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha](V)) \quad (2.27) \]

where \(f(V)\) is a positive function defined as

\[ f(V) = 2^n \alpha^{|E|} |Q|^{-1} \prod_k v_k^2 \prod_{i \sim j} \left( \frac{v_i v_j - v_{ij}^2}{v_i v_j + v_{ij}^2} \left(1 - \frac{v_{ij}^2}{v_i v_j}\right) \right). \]

for all \(V\) corresponding to normalizable approximate marginals. Now, adapting the theorem of Watanabe and Fukumizu (2009) we have the following theorem.

**Theorem** (Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009) If \(\sigma(\alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V)^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) \subseteq \mathbb{C} \setminus \mathbb{R}_{\geq 1}\) then the Hessian of the (Gaussian Bethe) free energy \(H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha]\) is positive definite at \(V\).

**Proof:** The assumption \(\sigma(\alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V)^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) \subseteq \mathbb{C} \setminus \mathbb{R}_{\geq 1}\) implies that we have \(\det (I - \alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V)^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) > 0\). By choosing \(V_{ij}(t) = tv_{ij}\) with \(t \in [0, 1]\), we find that \(c(V(t))^2 = t^2 c(V)^2\), therefore, det \((I - \alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V(t))^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) > 0\) for any \(t \in [0, 1]\). This implies that \(\det (H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha](V(t))) > 0\) for any \(t \in [0, 1]\). Since \(H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha](V(0)) = I > 0\) and the eigenvalues of \(H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha](V(t))\) change continuously w.r.t. \(t \in [0, 1]\), it results that \(H[\mathcal{F}_\alpha](V(1)) > 0\) for any \(V\), thus satisfying the condition of the theorem. \(\blacksquare\)

A fixed point \((\eta^*, \lambda^*)\) is stable if and only if \(\max \{\rho(J_\eta(\lambda^*(v^*))), \rho(J_\lambda(\lambda^*(v^*)))\} < 1\). This implies \(\sigma(\alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(V^*)^2) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)) \subseteq \mathbb{C} \setminus \mathbb{R}_{\geq 1}\) and leads to the following property.

**Property 3.** Stable fixed points \((\eta^*, \lambda^*)\) of the damped Gaussian message passing algorithm (2.18) are local minima of the Gaussian Bethe free energy \(\mathcal{F}^*_\alpha\) in (2.15) at \(v^*(\lambda^*)\).

The above shows that the boundedness of \(\mathcal{F}_\alpha\) or the existence of local minima in case of an unbounded \(\mathcal{F}_\alpha\) plays a significant role in the convergence of Gaussian message passing. We illustrate this in Section 2.5. If the fractional message passing algorithm converges then it converges to a set of messages that corresponds to a local minimum of the fractional free energy. This also implies that the mean parameters of the local approximate marginals are exact (see Property 1. in Section 2.3). Note that the observations in Section 2.3 and Property A2 in the Appendix together with Property 3 imply that there is always a range of \(\alpha\) values for which the fractional free energy possesses a local minimum to which the fractional message passing can converge.
2.4.3 The damping and the fractional parameter

The local stability condition in (2.24) is independent of the damping parameter $\epsilon$. Therefore, it does not alter the local stability properties, it only makes the iteration slower and numerically more stable, that is, it dampens possible limit cycles caused by eigenvalues with real parts close to one.

The fractional parameter $\alpha$ characterizes the inference process and as we have seen in the example in the previous sections, by choosing smaller $\alpha$ we can create local minima. There is a somewhat similar property for the message passing updates as well. Let $\Lambda \in \mathbb{R}^{[E]}$ be the set of messages $\lambda$ that lead to normalizable approximate marginals. The set $\Lambda$ is characterized by the model parameters $|R|, \gamma$ and $\alpha$. We reiterate that the elements of $\hat{v}$ are the local variances $v_{ij}$ and $v_{ij}^2$ and there is a continuous bijective mapping between $\lambda \in \Lambda$ and $\hat{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{[E]}$ given by $y(\hat{v}) = \alpha \gamma + \mathcal{M}(\alpha) \lambda$, unless $\alpha = K$ and $G$ is $K$-regular. This allows us to study the stability properties in terms of moment parameters $\hat{v}(\lambda)$.

Let $c(\hat{v}, \alpha) = v_{ij}(\alpha, v_{ij}^2, v_{ij}^2) = \sqrt{v_{ij}^2 v_{ij}^2}$ be the vector of “local correlations”. By using Gershgorin’s theorem (Horn and Johnson, 2005) and $c(\hat{v}, \alpha)^2 \leq c(\hat{v}, \alpha)$, we find that for any eigenvalue $\beta$ of $\alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(\hat{v}, \alpha)) \mathcal{M}(\alpha)$ or $\alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(c(\hat{v}, \alpha))^2 \mathcal{M}(\alpha)$ we have

$$|\beta| \leq \max_{i,j} \left[ \alpha^{-1} c(\hat{v}, \alpha) \left[ (n_j - 1) + |1 - \alpha| \right] \right]. \quad (2.28)$$

Furthermore, $c(\hat{v}, \alpha)$ is an increasing function of $\alpha$, and for any $\hat{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{[E]}$

$$\lim_{\alpha \to 0} \alpha^{-1} c(\hat{v}, \alpha) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \alpha^{-1} c(\hat{v}, \alpha) = 1. \quad (2.29)$$

These properties suggest that decreasing $\alpha$ might increase the chance of convergence, that is, the existence of a (locally) stable fixed point. However, due to the properties of $c(\hat{v})$, it is not easy to find a critical $\alpha$ that guarantees $|\beta| < 1$ for any $\hat{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{[E]}$. This holds even when we restrict $\hat{v}$ to the set of matched moment parameters $v_i = v_{ij}^2 = v_{ik}^2$ with any $j, k \in \partial i$ and $v_i \in \mathbb{R}_+^n$.

2.5 Experiments

We implemented both direct minimization and fractional message passing and analyzed their behavior for different values of $\lambda_{\max}(|R|)$. For reasons of simplicity, we set all $\alpha_{i,j}$ equal. The results are summarized in Figure 2.3. Note that there is a good correspondence between the behavior of the fractional Bethe free energies in the direction of the eigenvalue corresponding to $\lambda_{\max}(|R|)$ and the convergence of the Newton method. The Newton method was started from different initial points. We experienced that when $\lambda_{\max}(|R|) > 1$ and setting the initial value to $v_0 = t^2 u_{\max}^2$, the algorithm did not converge for high values of $t$. This can be explained by the top plots in Figure 2.3: for high values of $t$, the initial point might not be in the convergence region of the local minimum. For the fractional message passing algorithm we used two types of initialization: (1) when $\lambda_{\max}(|R|) < 1$ we set $\Psi_{i,j}$ such that they are all normalizable by setting $\gamma_{i,j} = |R_{i,j}| u_{\max}^2 / \lambda_{\max} u_{\max}^4$ (e.g. Malioutov et al., 2006), (2) when $\lambda_{\max}(|R|) \geq 1,$
Figure 2.3: The top panels show the constrained fractional Bethe free energies of an 8 node Gaussian network in the direction $\sqrt{\nu} = t u_{\text{max}}$, where $u_{\text{max}}$ is the eigenvector corresponding to $\lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|)$ for $\lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) = 0.9$ (top-left) and $\lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) = 1.1$ (top-right). The thick lines are the functions $F_{\text{MF}}$ (dashed), $F_B$ (dashed dotted) and the lower bound $F_{\text{MF}} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\nu^T |R| \sqrt{\nu}}$ (continuous). The thin lines are the constrained $\alpha$-fractional free energies $F_\alpha$ for $\alpha \in [10^{-2}, 10^2]$. Center panels show the final function values after the convergence of the Newton method. The bottom panels show the $|| \cdot ||_2$ error in approximation for the single node standard deviations $\sigma = \sqrt{\nu}$. Missing values indicate non-convergence.
we used $\gamma_{ij}^T = 1/n_i$, that is, a symmetric partitioning of the diagonal elements. We set the initial messages such that all approximate marginals are normalizable in the first step of the iteration.

We experienced a behavior similar to that described by Welling and Teh (2001) for standard message passing, namely fractional message passing and direct minimization either both converge or both fail to converge. Our experiments in combination with Theorem 1 show that when $\lambda_{\text{max}}(|R|) > 1$, standard message passing at best converges to a local minimum of the Bethe free energy. If standard message passing fails to converge, one can decrease $\alpha$ and search for a stationary point—preferably a local minimum—of the corresponding fractional free energy.

It can be seen from the results in the right panels of Figure 2.2, that when the model is no longer pairwise normalizable, the local minimum and not the unbounded global minimum can be viewed the natural continuation of the (bounded) global minimum for pairwise normalizable models. This explains why the quality of the approximation at the local minimum for models that are not pairwise normalizable is still comparable to that at the global minimum for models that are pairwise normalizable.

### 2.6 Conclusions

As we have seen, $F_{MF}$ and $F_{MF} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\bar{v}^T |R| \sqrt{\bar{v}}}$ provide tight upper and lower bounds for the Gaussian fractional Bethe free energies. It turns out that pairwise normalizability (see Malioutov et al., 2006) is not only a sufficient condition for the message passing algorithm to converge, but it is also a necessary condition for the Gaussian fractional Bethe free energies to be bounded from below.

If the model is pairwise normalizable, then the lower bound is bounded, and both direct minimization and message passing are converging. In our experiments both converged to the same minimum. This suggests that in the pairwise normalizable case, fractional Bethe free energies possess a unique global minimum.

If the model is not pairwise normalizable, then none of the fractional Bethe free energies are bounded from below. However, there is always a range of $\alpha$ values for which the fractional free energy possesses a local minimum to which both direct minimization and fractional message passing can converge. Thus, by decreasing $\alpha$ towards zero, one gets closer to the mean field energy and a finite local minimum will appear (Property A2 in the Appendix). We experienced that for a suitable range of $\alpha$s, damping $\epsilon$ and initialization the fractional Gaussian message passing always converges.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, $\alpha_{ij}$s correspond to using local $\alpha_{ij}$ divergences when applying power expectation propagation with a fully factorized approximating distribution. Seeger (2008) reports that when expectation propagation does not converge, applying power expectation propagation with $\alpha < 1$ helps to achieve convergence. In the case of the problem addressed in this chapter this behavior can be explained by the observation that small $\alpha$s make a finite local minima more likely to occur and thus prevents the covariance matrices from becoming indefinite or even non positive definite. Although the most common reason for using $\alpha < 1$ in EP is numerical robustness, it also implies finding the saddle point of the $\alpha$-fractional EP free energy. It might be interesting to investigate whether it is the same reason why convergence is more likely as in the case of Gaussian
fractional message passing.

Wainwright et al. (2003) propose to convexify the Bethe free energy for discrete models by choosing $\alpha_{ij}$s sufficiently large such that the fractional Bethe free energy has a unique global minimum. This strategy appears to fail for Gaussian models. Convexification makes the possibly useful finite local minima disappear, leaving just the unbounded global minimum. In the case of the more general hybrid models, the use of the convexification is still unclear.

The example in Section 2.3 disproves the conjecture in Welling and Teh (2001): even when the Bethe free energy is not bounded from below, it can possess a finite local minimum to which the message passing and the minimization algorithms can converge.

We have shown that stable fixed points of the Gaussian fractional message passing algorithms are local minima of the fractional Bethe free energy. Although the existence of a local minimum does not guarantee the convergence of the message passing algorithm, in practice we experienced that the existence of a local minimum implies convergence. Based on these results, we hypothesize that when pairwise normalizability does not hold, the Gaussian Bethe free energy and the Gaussian message passing algorithm ($\alpha = 1$) can have two types of behavior:

1. the Gaussian Bethe free energy possesses a unique finite local minimum to which optimization methods can converge by starting from, say, the mean field solution $v_i = 1/Q_{ii}$; the Gaussian message passing has a corresponding unique stable fixed point, to which it can converge with suitable starting point and sufficient damping,

2. no finite local minimum exists, and thus, both the optimization and the message passing algorithm diverge.

By using the fractional free energy and the fractional message passing and by varying $\alpha$, one can switch between these behaviors. Computing the critical $\alpha_c (|R|)$ for a general $|R|$ remains an open question. We believe that the properties of the free energies in $K$-regular symmetric models (Section 2.3), where the critical values can be easily computed, give a good insight into the properties of the free energies for general Gaussian models.
Chapter 3

Approximating marginals in latent Gaussian models

Summary

We consider the problem of correcting the Gaussian approximate posterior marginals computed by expectation propagation and the Laplace method in latent Gaussian models and propose correction methods that are similar in spirit to the Laplace approximation of Tierney and Kadane (1986). We show that in the case of sparse Gaussian models, the computational complexity of expectation propagation can be made comparable to that of the Laplace method by using a parallel updating scheme. In some cases, expectation propagation gives excellent estimates where the Laplace approximation fails. Inspired by bounds on the marginal corrections, we arrive at factorized approximations, which can be applied on top of both expectation propagation and the Laplace method. The factorized approximations give nearly indistinguishable results from the non-factorized approximations in a fraction of the time. This chapter is based on the material presented in Cseke and Heskes (2010a) and it contains the results reported in Cseke and Heskes (2010c).

3.1 Introduction

Following Rue et al. (2009), we consider the problem of computing marginal probabilities over single variables in (sparse) latent Gaussian models. Probabilistic models with latent Gaussian variables are of interest in many areas of statistics, such as spatial data analysis (Rue and Held, 2005), and machine learning, such as Gaussian process models (e.g. Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005). The general setting considered in this chapter is as follows: the prior distribution over the latent variables is a Gaussian random field with a sparse precision (inverse covariance) matrix and the likelihood factorizes into a product of terms depending on just a single latent variable. Both the prior and the likelihood may

---
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depend on a small set of hyper-parameters. We are interested in the posterior marginal probabilities over single variables given all observations.

Rue et al. (2009) propose an integrated nested Laplace approximation to approximate these posterior marginal distributions. Their procedure consists of three steps. 1) Approximate the posterior of the hyper-parameters given the data and use this to determine a grid of hyper-parameter values. 2) Approximate the posterior marginal distributions given the data and the hyper-parameters values on the grid. 3) Numerically integrate the product of the two approximations to obtain the posterior marginals of interest. The crucial contribution is the improved marginal posterior approximation in step 2), based on the approach of Tierney and Kadane (1986), that goes beyond the Gaussian approximation and takes into account higher order characteristics of (all) likelihood terms. Comparing their approach with Monte Carlo sampling techniques on several high-dimensional models, they show that their procedure is remarkably fast and accurate.

The main objective of the current chapter is to see whether we can improve upon the approach of Rue et al. (2009). Expectation propagation (Minka, 2001), a method for approximate inference developed and studied mainly in the machine learning community, is then an obvious candidate. It is well-known to yield approximations that are more accurate than the Laplace method (e.g. Minka, 2001; Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005). Furthermore, expectation propagation can still be applied in cases where the Laplace method is out of the question, for example, when the log-posterior is not twice-differentiable (Seeger, 2008). The typical price to be paid is that of higher computational complexity. However, we will see that, using a parallel instead of a sequential updating scheme, expectation propagation is at most a small constant factor slower than the Laplace method in applications on sparse Gaussian models with many latent variables. Moreover, along the way we will arrive at further approximations (both for expectation propagation and the Laplace method) that yield an order of magnitude speed-up, with hardly any degradation in performance.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2 we specify the model and briefly present the Laplace method and expectation propagation. In Section 3.3, we introduce and compare several methods for correcting marginals given a fixed setting of the hyper-parameters. In Section 3.4.6, we discuss the computational complexity of these methods when applied to sparse models. In Section 3.5, we introduce a method for numerical integration over hyper-parameters and finally in Section 3.6, we show that the proposed methods are competitive both in computational complexity and accuracy with the methods introduced in Rue et al. (2009). In order to increase the readability of the paper we include a schematic figure (Figure 3.13) and an explanatory list (Section 3.8) of the marginal approximation methods we introduce or refer to.

3.1.1 Latent Gaussian models

In this section, we introduce notation and define the model under consideration. Let $p(y|x, \theta_l)$ be the conditional probability of the observations $y = (y_1, \ldots, y_n)^T$ given the latent variables $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T$ and the hyper-parameters $\theta_l$. We assume that the
likelihood \( p(y|x, \theta) \) factorizes as

\[
p(y|x, \theta) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y_i|x_i, \theta_i).
\]

The prior \( p(x|\theta_p) \) over the latent variables is taken to be Gaussian with canonical parameters \( h(\theta_p) \) and \( Q(\theta_p) \), that is,

\[
p(x|\theta_p) \propto \exp \left( x^T h(\theta_p) - \frac{1}{2} x^T Q(\theta_p) x \right).
\]

Examples for \( p(x|\theta_p) \) include Gaussian process models, where \( Q^{-1}(\theta_p) \) is the covariance matrix at the input locations and Gaussian Markov random fields, where the elements of \( Q(\theta_p) \) are the interactions strengths \( Q_{ij}(\theta_p) \) between the latent variables \( x_i \) and \( x_j \). The prior \( p(\theta_i, \theta_p) \) over the hyper-parameters is typically taken to be non-informative—uniform for location variables and log-uniform for scale variables—and factorizes w.r.t. \( \theta_i \) and \( \theta_p \). In order to simplify the notation, we use the proxy \( \theta = (\theta_i, \theta_p) \) to denote the hyper-parameters of the model.

The joint distribution of the variables in the model we study is

\[
p(y, x, \theta) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y_i|x_i, \theta) \exp \left( x^T h(\theta) - \frac{1}{2} x^T Q(\theta) x \right) p(\theta).
\]

We take \( y \) fixed and we consider the problem of computing accurate approximations of the posterior marginal densities of the latent variables \( p(x_i|y, \theta) \), given a fixed hyper-parameter value. Then we integrate these marginals over the approximations of the hyper-parameters posterior density \( p(\theta|y) \). The exact quantities are given by the formulas

\[
p(x_i|y, \theta) = \frac{1}{p(y|\theta)p(y_i|x_i, \theta)} \int dx_j p(x|\theta)p(y_j|x_j, \theta) \prod_{j \neq i} p(y_j|x_j, \theta) \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
p(\theta|y) \propto p(\theta)p(y|\theta). \tag{3.2}
\]

We use the term evidence for \( p(y|\theta) = \int dx p(y, x|\theta) \). In the following we omit \( p(y|x, \theta) \)'s and \( p(x|\theta) \)'s dependence on \( \theta \) whenever it is not relevant and use \( t_i(x_i) \) as an alias of \( p(y_i|x_i, \theta) \) and \( p_0(x) \) as an alias of \( p(x|\theta) \). We use the notation \( p(x) = Z^{-1}_p p_0(x) \prod_i t_i(x_i) \), with \( Z_p(\theta) \equiv p(y|\theta) \). A Gaussian approximation of \( p \) will be denoted by \( q \) and \( Z_q \) will denote its normalization constant.

### 3.2 Global Gaussian approximations

A close inspection of (3.1) and (3.2) shows that computing \( p(x_i|y, \theta) \) boils down to computing similar integrals as for \( p(y|\theta) \). In this section, we review two approximation schemes that approximate such integrals: the Laplace method and expectation propagation (Minka, 2001). There are other approximation schemes, such as the variational approximation (e.g. Opper and Archambeau, 2009). The marginal approximation methods we propose for expectation propagation in Section 3.3 can be, under mild conditions,
translated to the variational approximation in Opper and Archambeau (2009). For this reason, we will not discuss the details of this method.

### 3.2.1 The Laplace method

The Laplace method approximates the evidence $Z_p$ and, as a side product, it provides Gaussian approximation that is characterized by the local properties of the distribution at its mode $x^* = \text{argmax}_x \log p(x)$. The mean parameter of the corresponding approximating Gaussian density is $\mu = x^*$ while the inverse of the covariance parameter $\Lambda$ is the Hessian of $-\log p$ at $x^*$.

The idea behind the method is the following. Let $f = \log p$. Expanding $f$ in second order at an arbitrary value $\tilde{x}$, we get

\[
\begin{align*}
  f(x) &= f(\tilde{x}) + (x - \tilde{x})^T \nabla_x f(\tilde{x}) \\
  &\quad + \frac{1}{2} (x - \tilde{x})^T \nabla^2_{xx} f(\tilde{x})(x - \tilde{x}) + R_2[f](x; \tilde{x}),
\end{align*}
\]

where $R_2[f](x; \tilde{x})$ is the residual term of the expansion at $\tilde{x}$ with $R_2[f](\tilde{x}; \tilde{x}) = 0$. By using the change of variables $s = x - \tilde{x}$, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
  \log \int dx e^f(x) &= f(\tilde{x}) - \frac{1}{2} \nabla_x f(\tilde{x})^T \left[ \nabla^2_{xx} f(\tilde{x}) \right]^{-1} \nabla_x f(\tilde{x}) \\
  &\quad - \frac{1}{2} \log \left| - \nabla^2_{xx} f(\tilde{x}) \right| + \log E_s \left[ e^{R_2[f](s + \tilde{x}; \tilde{x})} \right],
\end{align*}
\]

where $|\cdot|$ denotes the determinant and the expectation w.r.t. $s$ is taken over a normal distribution with canonical parameters $\nabla_x f(\tilde{x})$ and $-\nabla^2_{xx} f(\tilde{x})$.

A closer look at (3.3) and (3.4) suggests that choosing $\tilde{x} = x^*$ and using the approximation $R_2[\log p](x; \tilde{x}) \approx 0$ yields an approximation of the log evidence

\[
\begin{align*}
  \log \int dx p(x) &\approx \log p(x^*) - \frac{1}{2} \log \left| - \nabla^2_{xx} \log p(x^*) \right|. 
\end{align*}
\]

Meanwhile, $p$ can be approximated by the Gaussian

\[
q(x) = N(x|x^*, -[\nabla^2_{xx} \log p(x^*)]^{-1}).
\]

Note that any reasonably good approximation of $E_s \left[ e^{R_2[f](s + \tilde{x}; \tilde{x})} \right]$ can improve the accuracy of the approximation in (3.5).

The Laplace method requires the second order differentiability of $\log p$ at $x^*$, thus a sufficient condition for the applicability of this approximation scheme is the second order differentiability of $\log p$. The necessary condition is the second order differentiability at the mode $x^*$. A distribution $p$ for which the method fails to give any meaningful information about the variances is, for example, when $p(y_j|x_j) = \lambda \exp (-\lambda|y_j - x_j|)/2$. In this case, the Hessian of $\log p$ at an arbitrary point $\tilde{x}$ is either equal to the precision $Q$ of the prior or it is undefined. Since the Laplace method captures the characteristics of the modal configuration, it often gives poor estimates of the normalization constant (e.g. Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005). The example in Section 3.4.1 shows how this behavior influences...
the approximation of the marginals in case of a two dimensional toy model. However, compared to other methods, the main advantage of the Laplace method is its speed. The optimization of \( \log p \) w.r.t. \( x \) for computing \( \mathbf{m} = x^* \) requires only a few Newton steps.

### 3.2.2 Expectation propagation

Expectation propagation (EP) approximates the integral for computing the evidence in the following way. Let us assume that \( q \) is a Gaussian approximation of \( p \) constrained to have the form \( q(x) = Z^{-1} p_0(x) \prod_j t_j(x_j) \). Then the evidence can be approximated as

\[
Z_p = \int dx \ p_0(x) \prod_j t_j(x_j) = Z_q \int dx \ q(x) \prod_j t_j(x_j)
\]

\[
\approx Z_q \prod_j \int dx_j \ q(x_j) \frac{t_j(x_j)}{t_j(x_j)} = Z_q \prod_j \int dx_j \ q(x_j) \frac{t_j(x_j)}{t_j(x_j)}
\]

and we are left with choosing the appropriate \( t_j(x_j) \)s that yield both a good approximation of the evidence and of \( p(x) \). EP computes the terms \( \tilde{t}_j(x_j) \) by iterating

\[
\tilde{t}_j^{\text{new}}(x_j) \propto \text{Collapse}(\frac{t_j(x_j)\tilde{t}_j(x_j)^{-1}q(x)}{q(x)}) \tilde{t}_j(x_j), \text{ for all } j = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

where \( \text{Collapse}(r) = \arg\min_{r' \in N} D[r \parallel r'] \) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) projection of the distribution \( r \) into the family of Gaussian distributions \( N \). In other words, it is the Gaussian distribution that matches the first two moments of \( r \). Using the properties of the KL divergence, one can check that when the terms \( t_j \) depend only on the variables \( x_j \), then \( \text{Collapse}(\frac{t_j(x_j)\tilde{t}_j(x_j)^{-1}q(x)}{q(x)}) = \text{Collapse}(\frac{t_j(x_j)\tilde{t}_j(x_j)^{-1}q(x_j)}{q(x_j)}) \), therefore, the iteration in (3.8) is well defined. At any fixed point of this iteration, we have a set of \( \tilde{t}_j(x_j) \) terms for which \( \text{Collapse}(\frac{t_j(x_j)\tilde{t}_j(x_j)^{-1}q(x)}{q(x)}) = q(x) \) for any \( j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). By defining the cavity distribution \( q^j(x) \propto \tilde{t}_j(x_j)^{-1}q(x) \) and scaling the terms \( t_j \), the above fixed point condition can be rewritten as

\[
\int dx_j \left\{ 1, x_j, x_j^2 \right\} q^j(x_j) \tilde{t}_j(x_j) = \int dx_j \left\{ 1, x_j, x_j^2 \right\} q^j(x_j) t_j(x_j), \ j = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

and so, the approximation for \( Z_p \) has the form

\[
Z_p \approx \int dx \ p_0(x) \prod_j \tilde{t}_j(x_j).
\]

Expectation propagation, can be viewed as a generalization of loopy belief propagation (e.g. Murphy et al., 1999) to probabilistic models with continuous variables and also as an iterative application of the assumed density filtering procedure (e.g. Csató and Opper, 2001). A close inspection of the parametric form of the iteration in Section A.4 of
the Appendix shows that the convexity of $\log \int dx\, N(x|\mu, V) t_j(x_j)$ w.r.t. $\mu$ or the concavity of $\log t_j(x_j)$ (Seeger, 2008) is a sufficient condition for the terms $t_j$s to be normalizable and thus for the existence of $q^{new}$. However, this alone does not guarantee convergence. To our knowledge, the issue of EP’s convergence in case of the models we study in this chapter is still an open question. The iteration in (3.8) can also be derived by using variational free energies (e.g. Heskes et al., 2005; Minka, 2005). It can be relaxed such that the projections are taken on $t_j(x_j)^{\alpha} t_j(x_j)^{-\alpha} q(x)$, with $\alpha \in (0, 1]$. The limit $\alpha \to 0$ corresponds to the variational approximation of Opper and Archambeau (2009).

When applying EP to models with Gaussian Markov random field priors it is often desirable to be able to deal with (deterministic) linear constraints of the form $Ax = b$ (e.g. Rue et al., 2009). To incorporate these constraints into EP would require to deal with terms of the form $\delta_0(Ax - b)$. These types of terms require a special treatment. In the following we derive a possible way to deal with them. First we start out by deriving a sampling distributions for the Gaussian random variables $x|Ax = b$, where we assume that $A$ is a $k \times n$ matrix with $k < n$. Let $x \sim N(m, V)$ and $y = Ax - b + \epsilon$ with $\epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma I)$. Then the conditional density of $x$ given $y$ is a Gaussian with parameters $m + V A^T(A V A^T + \sigma I)^{-1} (y - A m + b)$ and $V - V A^T(A V A^T + \sigma I)^{-1} A V$.

Setting $y = 0$ and taking the limit $\sigma \to 0$ we find that

$$x|Ax = b \sim N(m - V A^T(A V A^T)^{-1}(A m - b), V - V A^T(A V A^T)^{-1}A V). \tag{3.9}$$

As a consequence we propose the following strategy to deal with linear constraint in EP: (1) we perform term updates on all “regular” terms and before starting a new update we project the new parameters of $q$ according to (3.9), (2) the value of the corresponding factor in (3.7) is $N(0|A m - b, A V A^T)$ and it corresponds to a Bayesian update in the limit $\sigma \to 0$.

### 3.3 Approximation of posterior marginals

The global approximations provide Gaussian approximations $q$ of $p$ and approximations of the evidence $Z_p$. The Gaussian approximation $q$ can be used to compute Gaussian approximations of posterior marginals. In case of the Laplace method this only requires linear algebraic methods (computing the diagonal elements of the Hessian’s inverse), while in the case of EP, the approximate marginals are a side product of the method itself. We refer to the corresponding Gaussian marginal approximations by LM (Laplace method) and EP (EP). Moreover, one can make use of the approximation method at hand in order to improve the Gaussian approximate marginals.

In case of the Laplace method, one can easily check that the residual term in (3.3) decomposes as $R_2[log p](x; \hat{x}) = \sum_j R_2[log t_j](x_j; \hat{x}_j)$, thus, when approximating the marginal of $x_i$ it is sufficient to assume $R_2[log t_j](x_j; \hat{x}_j) \approx 0$ only for $j \neq i$. This yields a locally improved approximation $q(x_i) \propto \exp R_2[log t_i](x_i; \hat{x}_i)$ to which we refer by LM-L.

As shown in Section 3.2.2, EP is basically built on exploiting the low-dimensionality of $t_i(x_i)$ and approximating the tilted marginals $t_i(x_i)q^{\tilde{y}}(x_i)$. These are known to be better approximations of the marginals $p(x_i)$ than $q(x_i)$ (e.g. Opper and Winther, 2000; Opper et al., 2009). We refer to this approximation by EP-L.
These observations show that there are ways to improve the marginals of the global approximation \( q \) by exploiting the properties of the methods. For the moment, however, we postpone this to Section 3.4 and first try to compute the marginals from scratch. This gives us some insight into where to look for further improvements.

The exact marginals can be computed as

\[
p(x_i) = \frac{1}{Z_p} t_i(x_i) \int dx_j p_0(x_j, x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} t_j(x_j),
\]

thus, as mentioned earlier, computing the marginal for a fixed \( x_i \) boils down to computing the normalization constant of the distribution \( p_0(x_j | x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} t_j(x_j) \). Therefore, we can use our favorite method to approximate it. In the following, we present the details of these procedures for the Laplace method and EP.

### 3.3.1 Laplace approximation

We use the same line of argument as in Section 3.2.1, but now we fix \( x_i \) and expand \( \log p \) w.r.t. \( x_j \) at an arbitrary \( \bar{x}_j \). The expression is identical to (3.3) with \( x = (x_i, \bar{x}_j)^T \) and \( \bar{x} = (x_i, \bar{x}_j)^T \). Let \( x^*_j(x_i) = \arg\max_{x_j} \log p(x_i, x_j) \) and let \( \bar{x}_j = x^*_j(x_i) \). Then the approximation of (3.4) simplifies to a form similar to (3.5), that is, the approximation of the marginal density, up to the constant \( \log Z_p \), is given by

\[
\log \int dx_j p(x) \approx \log p(x_i, x^*_j(x_i)) - \frac{1}{2} \log \left| -\nabla^2_{x_j x_j} \log p(x_i, x^*_j(x_i)) \right|. \tag{3.11}
\]

This approximation is known in statistics as the Laplace approximation (Tierney and Kadane, 1986) and we will refer to it as \( p_{\text{LA-TK}}(x_i) \).

The error of the approximation can be characterized in terms of the residual terms of the second order expansion. The residual decomposes as

\[
R_2[\log p](x; \bar{x}) = \sum_{j \neq i} R_2[\log t_j](x_j + x^*_j(x_i); x^*_j(x_i))
\]

and the expectation is taken w.r.t. \( s \in \mathbb{R}^{(n-1)} \) having a normal density with mean 0 and inverse covariance \( -\nabla^2_{x_j x_j} \log p(x_i, x^*_j(x_i)) \). This means that in principle we have exact estimates of the error and that any reasonable approximation of the integral can improve the quality of the approximation in (3.11).

### 3.3.2 Expectation propagation

The integral in (3.10) can also be approximated using EP. As mentioned above EP typically provides better approximations of \( \log Z_p \) than the Laplace method. For this reason, the marginals computed by approximating (3.10) using EP are expected to be more accurate. The procedure is as follows: (1) fix \( x_i \) and compute the canonical parameters of \( p_0(x_j | x_i) \) given by \( h_j = Q \backslash i \cdot x_i \) and \( Q \backslash i \cdot x_i \) and (2) use EP to approximate the integral in (3.10). Thus we approximate the integral by leaving out \( p_0(x_i) \) and \( t_i(x_i) \) and applying EP using the prior \( p_0(x_j | x_i) \) and the terms \( t_j(x_j), j \neq i \).
3.4 Approximation of posterior marginals by correcting the global approximations

As we have seen in the previous section, computing the marginal for a given fixed $x_i$ value can be as expensive as the global procedure itself. On the other hand, however, there are ways to improve the marginals of the global approximation. In this section, we start from the "direct" approach and try to re-use the results of the global approximation to improve on the locally improved marginals L.M-I. and EP-I.

We start with the observation that for all the presented approximation methods, we can write the approximating distribution $q$ as

$$q(x) = \frac{1}{Z_q} p_0(x) \prod_j \tilde{t}_j(x_j).$$

In case of the Laplace method, the canonical parameters of the Gaussian functions $\tilde{t}_j$ are defined by the parameters of the Taylor expansion of $\log t_j$ at $x^*$, while in case of EP, they are the parameters corresponding to EP's fixed point.

In the following, we do not keep track of the normalization constants that are independent of $x_i$. In order to avoid overloading the notation and to express that a distribution is approximated as proportional to an expression on the right hand side of the $\approx$ relation, we occasionally use $Z$ as a proxy for unknown normalization constants. One can keep track of these constants, but in most cases, from the practical point of view, it is easier to perform a univariate numerical interpolation followed by numerical quadrature and (re)normalization.

3.4.1 Marginal corrections

Given a global Gaussian approximation $q(x)$ of the form (3.12) with corresponding term approximations $\tilde{t}_j(x_j)$, we can rewrite $p(x_i)$ as

$$p(x_i) = \frac{Z_q t_i(x_i)}{Z_p \tilde{t}_i(x_i)} \int d\mathbf{z}_\setminus i q(x) \prod_{j \neq i} \frac{t_j(x_j)}{\tilde{t}_j(x_j)}$$

$$= \frac{Z_q t_i(x_i)}{Z_p \tilde{t}_i(x_i)} q(x_i) \int d\mathbf{z}_\setminus i q(x_{\setminus i}|x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} \frac{t_j(x_j)}{\tilde{t}_j(x_j)}$$

$$= \frac{Z_q}{Z_p} \epsilon_i(x_i) q(x_i) \int d\mathbf{z}_\setminus i q(x_{\setminus i}|x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} \epsilon_j(x_j),$$

where we define $\epsilon_i(x_i) \equiv t_i(x_i)/\tilde{t}_i(x_i)$. In case of EP, the term approximations $\tilde{t}_i(x_i)$ are chosen to be close to the terms $t_i(x_i)$ in average w.r.t. $q(x_i)$. For this reason, we expect the $\epsilon_i(x_i)$'s to be close to 1 in average w.r.t. $q(x_i)$.

Equation (3.13) is still exact and it shows that there are two corrections to the Gaussian approximation $q(x_i)$: one direct, local correction through $\epsilon_i(x_i)$ and one more indirect correction through the (weighted integral over) $\epsilon_j(x_j)$'s for $j \neq i$. The direct, local correction comes without additional cost and suggests the above-mentioned (Section 3.3)
local approximation

\[ p(x_i) \approx \frac{1}{Z} \epsilon_i(x_i)q(x_i). \]

We use the notations \( p_i^{\text{EP-L}}(x_i) \) and \( p_i^{\text{L-M}}(x_i) \) for the approximations following the global Gaussian approximations by EP and Laplace method, respectively.

To improve upon this approximation, we somehow have to get a handle on the indirect correction. Again, for each \( x_j \), we are in fact back to the form (3.10): we have to estimate the normalization constant of a latent Gaussian model, where \( q(x_j | x_i) \) now plays the role of an \((n-1)\)-dimensional Gaussian prior and the \( \epsilon_j(x_j) \)'s are terms depending on a single variable. Running a complete procedure, be it EP or Laplace, for each \( x_i \)—as described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2—is often computationally too intensive and further approximations are needed to reduce the computational burden.

**EP corrections**

Let us write \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) for the term approximation of \( \epsilon_j(x_j) \) in the context of approximating \( c_i(x_i) \). A full run of EP for each \( x_i \) may be too expensive, so instead we propose to perform just one simultaneous EP step for all \( j \neq i \). Since the term approximations of the global EP approximation are tuned to make \( \tilde{t}_j(x_j) \) close to \( t_j(x_j) \) w.r.t. \( q(x_i) \), it makes sense to initialize \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) to 1. Following EP, computing the new term approximation for term \( j \) then amounts to choosing \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) such that

\[ \int dx_j \{1, x_j, x_j^2\}q(x_j | x_i)\tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) = \int dx_j \{1, x_j, x_j^2\}q(x_j | x_i)\epsilon_j(x_j), \quad (3.15) \]

that is, we get \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) by collapsing \( \epsilon_j(x_j; x_i)q(x_j | x_i) \) into a Gaussian and dividing it by \( q(x_j | x_i) \). As we have seen in Section 3.2.2, EP computes \( \tilde{t}_j \) such that

\[ \int dx_j \{1, x_j, x_j^2\}q(x_j) = \int dx_j \{1, x_j, x_j^2\}q(x_j)\epsilon_j(x_j), \quad (3.16) \]

thus, the difference here is made by the conditioning on \( x_i \) and \( \epsilon_j(x_j; x_i) \) can be viewed as an update \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) of \( \epsilon_j(x_j) \) that accounts “locally” for this difference—up to second order. Replacing the terms \( \epsilon_j(x_j) \) in (3.14) by their term approximations \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \) yields an estimate for \( c_i(x_i) \). The corresponding approximation

\[ p(x_i) \approx \frac{1}{Z} \epsilon_i(x_i)q(x_i) \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \quad (3.17) \]

is referred to as \( p_i^{\text{EP-1-step}}(x_i) \). By performing further EP steps, one can refine the term approximations \( \tilde{\epsilon}_j(x_j; x_i) \). Iterating the EP steps until convergence (as mentioned above)
leads to a similar (costly) approximation as in Section 3.3.2. We refer to the resulting approximation as EP-FULL.

**Laplace corrections**

According to the Laplace approximation presented in Section 3.3.1 one has to recompute the conditional mode \(x_\|_j(x_j)\) for every choice of \(x_j\). In order to lessen the computational burden, Rue et al. (2009) propose to re-use the global approximation by approximating the conditional mode with the conditional mean, that is, \(x_\|_j(x_j) \approx m_j + V_{i,j}^{-1}(x_i - m_i)\), where \(m_j = \mathbf{x}^*(= \arg \max_x \log p(x))\). This approximation often performs reasonably well when \(p\) is close to a Gaussian.

In our setting, the approximation proposed by Rue et al. (2009) can be understood as follows. The error terms \(e_j\) can be identified as \(\log e_j(x_j) = \sum_j \log \epsilon_j(x_j ; m_j)\). In order to assess \(c_j(x_j)\), one could, in principle, apply the Laplace method to

\[
\ell(x_\|_j ; x_i) = q(x_\|_j |x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} c_j(x_j).
\]

This would be identical to the direct method of Tierney and Kadane (1986) presented in Section 3.3.1. Using the conditional mean as an approximation of the conditional mode boils down to ignoring the terms \(e_j(x_j)\) and using the mode of \(q(x_\|_j |x_i)\). The corresponding approximation is of the form (3.17), where now \(\tilde{c}_j(x_j ; x_i)\) follows from a second-order Taylor expansion of \(\log e_j(x_j)\) around the mode or mean of \(q(x_j |x_i)\). We refer to this approximation as \(\pi^{LA-CM}(x_j)\).

Taking a closer look at (3.4) and using our assumptions in Section 3.3.1, we can easily see that when we are not evaluating the normalization constant at the conditional mode, we can refine the approximation by adding \(-\frac{1}{2} \nabla_{x_j} f(x_{\|_j}) \nabla_{x_j}^2 f(x_{\|_j})^{-1} \nabla_{x_j} f(x_{\|_j})\), which is not identical to zero when the expansion in not made at the mode, that is, when \(\hat{x}_{\|_j} \neq x_{\|_j}(x_j)\). As we will see in Section 3.4.7, this correction adds no significant computational burden to the method proposed in Rue et al. (2009). We refer to this approximation as \(\pi^{LA-CM^2}(x_j)\).

In order to further reduce computational effort, Rue et al. (2009) suggest additional approximations. Because they can only be expected to reduce the accuracy of the final approximation, we will not consider them in our experiments in Sections 3.4.5 and 3.6. Below we propose another EP-related approximation, motivated by theoretical bounds on the corrections \(c_i(x_i)\).

**3.4.2 Bounds and factorized approximations**

The computational bottleneck in the above procedures for approximating the correction \(c_i(x_i)\) is not computing appropriate approximations of the terms \(e_j(x_j)\), either through EP or Laplace, but instead computing the normalization of the resulting Gaussian form in (3.17), which boils down to the computation of a Gaussian normalization constant. Here we propose a simplification, which we motivate through its connection to bounds on the marginal correction \(c_i(x_i)\).
The joint density and the Laplace approximation

The marginal density of $x_1$ and its approximations

Figure 3.1: A two-dimensional example, illustrating how Laplace approximation works and why it can fail. On the top-right panel, the black contour curves show the true distribution, the gray contour curves stand for the global Laplace approximation, and the black and gray curves show the conditional modes and the conditional means w.r.t. $x_1$. The square and circle outline these quantities for a fixed $x_0^0$. The dashed vertical line emphasizes the “slice” $p(x_1^0, x_2)$ at $x_0^0$. The top-left panel shows $p(x_1^0, x_2)$ and the approximations for computing its area under the curve. The areas under the Gaussian curves corresponding to the conditional mode (square) and the conditional mean (circle) are the approximations of $p(x_1^0) = \int dx_2 p(x_1^0, x_2)$. The bottom-right panel shows the marginal of $p(x_1)$ and its approximations. The conditional mean can severely underestimate the mass for $x_1 = x_1^0$. 
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Using Jensen’s inequality, we obtain the lower bound on (3.14)

\[ c_i(x_i) \geq \exp \left[ \sum_{j \neq i} \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) \log c_j(x_j) \right] \equiv c_i^{\text{lower}}(x_i). \]

Following Minka (2005), we can also get an upper bound:

\[ c_i(x_i) \leq \prod_{j \neq i} \left[ \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) c_j(x_j)^{n-1} \right]^{1/(n-1)} \equiv c_i^{\text{upper}}(x_i). \]

This upper bound will in many cases be useless because the integral often does not exist. The lower bound, which corresponds to a mean-field-type approximation, does not have this problem, but may still be somewhat conservative. We therefore propose the general family of approximations

\[ c_i^{(\alpha)}(x_i) = \prod_{j \neq i} \left[ \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) c_j(x_j)^\alpha \right]^{1/\alpha}. \quad (3.18) \]

It is easy to show that

\[ c_i^{\text{lower}}(x_i) \leq c_i^{(\alpha)}(x_i) \leq c_i^{\text{upper}}(x_i) \quad \forall 0 \leq \alpha \leq n - 1, \]

where \( \alpha = 0 \) is interpreted as the limit \( \alpha \to 0 \). Furthermore, for any \( \alpha \) we obtain exactly the same Taylor expansion in terms of \( c_j(x_j) - 1 \) (see Opper et al. (2009) and Section 3.4.3 below). The choice \( \alpha = 1 \) makes the most sense: it gives exact results for \( n = 2 \) as well as when all \( x_j \)'s are indeed conditionally independent given \( x_i \). We refer to the corresponding approximation as \( p_i^{\text{EP-FACT}}(x_i) \).

Using (3.15), it is easy to see that \( p_i^{\text{EP-FACT}}(x_i) \) corresponds to \( p_i^{\text{EP-STEP}}(x_i) \) if in (3.17) we would replace \( q(x_i | x_i) \) by the factorization \( \prod_{j \neq i} q(x_j | x_i) \), i.e., as if the variables \( x_j \) in the global Gaussian approximation are conditionally independent given \( x_i \). The same replacement in the Laplace approximation yields the approximation referred to as \( p_i^{\text{LA-FACT}}(x_i) \). Here, we compute the univariate integrals with the Laplace method and using the approximation \( x_j^*(x_i) \approx E_q[x_j | x_i] \), with \( q(x) \) being the global approximation resulting from the Laplace method.

The factorization principle may be applied to groups of variables as well. We can use the idea in Section 3.4.1 for whole groups of variables \( x_i \) by factorizing \( q(x_i | x_i) \). Another way to make use of this principle is by using it recursively. In this way, we can obtain higher order corrections of the approximate marginals and the evidence approximation. We will detail these methods in a future report.

One of the advantages of the bounding arguments is that we can extend the factorized approximation to cases when \( t_j \) depends on more variables, say, \( x_{I_j} \), with \( I_j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). In this case, the factorization is unfeasible since \( \prod_{j} t_j(x_{I_j}) \) may not factorize w.r.t. \( x_j \). By using the bounding argument (Minka, 2005), we can still compute

...
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A "factorized" approximation

\[ c_k^{(x)}(x_i) = \prod_{j \neq i} \left[ \int dx_j \, q(x_j | x_i) e_j(x_j) \right]^{1/\alpha}. \]

A similar argument can be applied when \( t_i \) depends on a linear transformation of the variables, for example, in logistic regression models.

3.4.3 Connection to the Taylor expansion in Opper et al. (2009)

The line of argument in Opper et al. (2009) when applied to approximating the marginals can be explained in our notation as follows. By expanding \( p(x) = Z_q Z_p^{-1} q(x) \prod_j e_j(x_j) \) in first order w.r.t. all \( e_j(x_j) - 1 \), they obtain a first order approximation of the exact \( p \) in terms of the global approximation \( q \) and the tilted distributions \( t_j(x_j) q^v(x) \). The marginalization of this expansion yields the marginal approximation

\[ \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-OPW}}^i(x_i) \equiv \frac{Z_i}{Z_p} q(x_i) \left[ 1 + \sum_j \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) [e_j(x_j) - 1] \right]. \]

Since the goal of Opper et al. (2009) was to provide improved approximations of the posterior distribution \( p(x) \), and not only of its marginals, a natural adaptation of their approach would be to expand w.r.t. to all \( j \neq i \) and not \( i \) itself. This leads to the approximation

\[ p(x_i) \approx q(x_i) e_i(x_i) \left[ 1 + \sum_{j \neq i} \int dx_j q(x_j | x_i) [e_j(x_j) - 1] \right], \]

which is also the first order expansion of \( \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-FACT}}^i(x_i) \) w.r.t. \( e_j(x_j) - 1 \), \( j \neq i \). A further expansion w.r.t. \( e_i(x_i) - 1 \) leads to \( \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-OPW}}^i(x_i) \), thus the two approximations are equal in first order. An advantage of \( \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-FACT}}^i(x_i) \) is that it is non-negative by construction, while \( \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-OPW}}^i(x_i) \) can take on negative values.

3.4.4 Approximating predictive densities in Gaussian processes

In many real-world problems, the prior \( p_0(x) \) is defined as a Gaussian process—most often in terms of moment parameters—and besides marginals, one is also interested in computing accurate approximations of the predictive densities

\[ p(x_* | y) = Z_p^{-1} \int dx \, p_0(x_* | x) p_0(x) \prod_j t_j(x_j), \]

where \( x_* \) is a set of latent variables of which distribution we aim to approximate. By defining the \( \hat{q}(x, x_*) \propto p_0(x_* | x) q(x) \) and using the same line of argument as in (3.13), one can derive similar approximations as EP-FACT or EP-1STEP. For example, \( \tilde{p}_{\text{EP-FACT}}^\text{EP-FACT} \)
has the form

\[ p^{\text{EP-FACT}}(x_*) \propto \hat{q}(x_*) \prod_j \int dx_j \hat{q}(x_j|x_*)e_j(x_j). \]

One can check that the marginalization and the conditioning of \( \hat{q} \) boils down to rank \( k \) updates, where \( k \) is the dimensionality of \( x_* \). For \( k = 1 \), the complexity \( p^{\text{EP-FACT}}(x_*) \) roughly scales with the complexity of \( p^{\text{EP-FACT}}(x_i) \).

### 3.4.5 Comparisons on toy models

In the following, we compare the performance of the marginal approximations on a few low-dimensional toy models; complex real-world models are considered in Section 3.6. For most of the models presented below, we use a prior \( p_0 \) with a symmetric covariance matrix \( V = v[(1-c)I + c\mathbf{1}\mathbf{1}^T] \), where we vary the variance \( v \) and the correlation \( c \). We have chosen the models below, because they are often used in practice, and they lead to sufficiently non-Gaussian posterior marginals.

**Probit terms.** The terms \( t_j \) are defined as \( t_j(x_j) = \Phi(y_jx_j) \), where \( \Phi \) is the Gaussian cumulative density function. This choice of terms is typically made in binary classification models, where \( y_j \in \{-1,1\} \). In order to obtain skewed marginals, in this example we set \( y_j = 4 \). The top and center panels in Figure 3.2 show the marginal corrections of the first component for a three-dimensional model with \( (v, c) = (1, 0.25) \) and \( (v, c) = (4, 0.9) \), respectively. The bars, in this and all other figures, correspond to a large number of Monte Carlo samples, either obtained through Gibbs or Metropolis sampling, and are supposed to represent the gold standard. The local correction \( \text{EP-L} \) yields sufficiently accurate approximations when the correlations are weak (top), but is clearly insufficient when they are strong (center). The corrections \( \text{EP-1STEP} \) and \( \text{EP-FACT} \) yield accurate estimates and are almost indistinguishable even for strong prior correlations. Only when we increase the number of dimensions (here from 3 to 32) and use strong prior correlations with moderate prior variances \( (v, c) = (4, 0.95) \), we can see small differences (top-right). As we can see in Figure 3.2, \( \text{EP-OPW} \) performs slightly worse than \( \text{EP-FACT} \) and can indeed turn negative.

It is known that the Laplace method does not perform well on this model (e.g. Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005). The approximations it yields tend to be acceptable for weak correlations (top), with \( \text{LA-CM} \) and \( \text{LA-FACT} \) clearly outperforming \( \text{LM} \) and \( \text{LM-L} \), but are far off when the correlations are stronger (center, bottom). These corrections suffer from essentially the same problems as the global Gaussian approximation based on Laplace’s method: the mode and the inverse Hessian represent the mean and the covariance badly and fail to sufficiently improve it. It is interesting to see that \( \text{LA-CM2} \) can be almost as accurate as \( \text{LA-TK} \), while its computational complexity scales with \( \text{LA-CM} \). The examples suggest that, at least in case of this model, \( \text{LA-CM2} \) has the best accuracy/complexity tradeoff when compared to \( \text{LA-CM} \) and \( \text{LA-TK} \).

**Step-function terms.** Expectation propagation can still be applied when it makes no sense to use the Laplace method. One such example is when the terms \( t_j \) are defined as \( t_j(x_j) = \Theta(y_jx_j) \), where \( \Theta \) is the step-function \( \Theta(z) = \text{sign}(z) \) for \( z \neq 0 \) and \( \Theta(0) = 1 \). We chose \( y_i = 1 \). The plots on the left of Figure 3.3 show the marginals
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Figure 3.2: Various marginal corrections for a probit model with $t_i(x_i) = \Phi (4x_i)$ and identical variances and correlations in the prior $p_0$, using expectation propagation (left column) and Laplace approximations (right column). The panels show the corrections for a 3-dimensional model with prior variances and correlations $(v, c) = (1, 0.25)$ (top), $(v, c) = (4, 0.9)$ (center) and for a 32-dimensional model $(v, c) = (4, 0.95)$ (bottom). Note how the accuracy of the approximations decreases as the correlation, the prior variance and the dimension of the problem increases.
of the first component of a three dimensional model with $(v, c) = (4, 0.5)$ (left) and $(v, c) = (9, 0.95)$ (right). The performance of the approximations is similar to those of the previous model, except that in this case, we are dealing with non-continuous marginals.

**Double-exponential terms.** Another model where the Laplace method can fail, is the model where the terms $t_j$ are defined as $t_j(x_j) = \lambda e^{-\lambda |y_j - x_j|/2}$, with $\lambda > 0$. The posterior marginals and their approximations for a three-dimensional model with $(v, c) = (9, 0.9)$ and $\lambda = 0.25, [y_1, y_2, y_3] = [-3, 0, 1]$ are shown on the panels of Figure 3.4. The marginals of the global EP approximation get the mass right, but not the shape. Local corrections already help a lot, while EP-OPW, EP-FACT and EP-1STEP are practically indistinguishable from the sampling results.

**Linear regression with sparsifying prior.** The double exponential distribution can also be used as a sparsifying prior in a linear regression setting. We choose a model with $n = 8$ variables and $m = 8$ observations—$m$ being close to $n$ led to the most interesting posterior marginals. The elements of the design matrix $U$ are sampled according to the standard normal density and renormalized such that every column has unit length. The regression coefficients are chosen as $\mathbf{x} = [1, 1, 0, \ldots, 0]^T$ and the observations $y_j$ are generated by $y = U\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{e}$, where $\mathbf{e}_j$ is normal with variance $v = 0.01$. We take zero centered independent double exponential priors on the $x_j$ coefficients. The panels of Figure 3.5 show a few posterior marginals of the regression coefficients $x_j$ given the maximum a posteriori (MAP) hyper-parameters $v$ and $\lambda$. The priors on the hyper-parameters are taken as independent and log-uniform. The approximations are accurate but in this case, the local approximations EP-L fail dramatically when the mass of the distribution is not close to zero.

**A logistic regression model.** We can try to use EP-FACT to approximate the marginal probabilities even when the terms $t_i$, $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ depend on more than one variable. As an example, we define the terms as $t_i(x) = \Phi(u_i^T x)$. In this case, the factorization principle does not apply, but we can still use the line of argument in Section 3.4.2 and evaluate how EP-FACT performs. The panels of Figure 3.6 show a few marginals of a
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Figure 3.4: The posterior marginals of a three-dimensional model with $t(x_j) = \lambda e^{-\lambda |y_j - x_j|/2}$ ($\lambda = 0.25, [y_1, y_2, y_3] = [-3, 0, 1]$) and identical variances and correlations in $p_0$, corresponding to a prior variance and correlation $(\nu, \rho) = (9, 0.9)$.

Figure 3.5: The posterior densities of a non-zero and a zero coefficient in a toy linear regression model with double exponential prior on the coefficients. It is interesting to compare the effects of the double exponential prior terms centered a zero on the quality of the local approximation EP-L. The effect is insignificant in the case the non-zero coefficient while in the case of the zero coefficient it has a strong effect, but the EP-L might still be quite inaccurate. We considered $n = 8$ coefficients the first two being 1 and the rest 0 and we generated $m = 8$ observables according to the model.
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Figure 3.6: The posterior marginal approximation $\text{EP-FACT}$ of the coefficients in a toy logistic regression model with Gaussian prior on the coefficients and moderate posterior correlations. The panels show that even when the non-Gaussian terms depend on more than one variable and the posterior the approximation $\text{EP-FACT}$ might still be accurate. We generated $n = 8$ coefficients and $m = 8$ observable variables.

model where we have chosen $\alpha_j^2 \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 10)$ and an independent Gaussian prior density $p_0(x) = \prod_j N(x_j|0, \nu^{-1})$ with $\nu = 0.01$. We used $n = 8$ and $m = 8$. The correlations are moderate and in this case, $\text{EP-FACT}$ seems to approximate well the marginals.

3.4.6 Computational complexities of the global approximations in sparse Gaussian models

In this section, we review the computational complexities of the Laplace method and expectation propagation when applied to sparse Gaussian models, i.e., models for which the $n$-dimensional precision matrix $Q$ of the Gaussian prior is sparse. This is common in many practical applications in which the prior $p_0$ can be defined as a Gaussian Markov random field (e.g. van Gerven et al., 2009, 2010). We explore whether EP is indeed orders of magnitude slower, as suggested in Rue et al. (2009).

The computational complexity for both the (global) Laplace method and expectation propagation is dominated by several operations. 1) Computing the Cholesky factor $L$ of a matrix $Q$, e.g., corresponding to the posterior approximation $\tilde{p}^{\text{EP}}$ or $\tilde{p}^{\text{LM}}$, with the same sparsity structure as the prior precision matrix $Q$. The computational complexity, denoted $c_{\text{chol}}$, scales typically with $\text{nnzeros}(Q)^2/n$, with $\text{nnzeros}(Q)$ being the number of non-zeros in the precision matrix $Q$. 2) Computing the diagonal elements of the inverse of $Q$. For sparse matrices, these can be computed efficiently by solving the Takahashi equations (Takahashi et al., 1973; Erisman and Tinney, 1975), which take the Cholesky factor $L$ as input. A detailed description of solving the Takahashi equations can be found in Section A.2 of the Appendix. The computational complexity, denoted $c_{\text{taka}}$, scales with $n^3$ in the worst case, but typically scales with $\text{nnzeros}(L)^2/n$. In practice, we experienced that it is significantly more expensive than the Cholesky factorization, possibly due to the additional covariance values one has to compute during the process$^2$. 3) Solving a

$^2$We used the MATLAB implementation of the sparse Cholesky factorization and a C implementation for
triangular system of the form \( \tilde{L}a = b \), with corresponding computational complexity \( c_{\text{tria}} \propto \text{nnzeros}(L) \).

The complexity of the latter two operations strongly depends on the number of non-zeros in the Cholesky factor, which should be kept to a minimum. There are various methods to achieve this by reordering the variables of the model. The approximate minimum degree reordering algorithm (Amestoy et al., 1996) seems to be the one with the best average performance (Ingram, 2006). Since the sparsity structure is fixed, the reordering algorithm has to be run only once, prior to running any other algorithm.

The Laplace method

To compute the global Gaussian approximation using the Laplace method, we first have to find the maximum a-posteriori solution. This can be done using, for example, the Newton method. Each Newton step requires one Cholesky factorization and solving two triangular systems. The off-diagonal elements of the posterior precision matrix \( \tilde{Q} \) are by construction equal to the off-diagonal elements of the prior precision matrix, so we only have to compute the \( n \) diagonal elements. To arrive at the lowest-order marginals \( \tilde{p}^{LM}_i \) for all nodes \( i \), we need the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, the inverse of the precision matrix. These can be computed by solving the Takahashi equations, for which we can use the Cholesky factor computed in the last Newton step. Thus, computing the lowest order (Gaussian) marginals \( \tilde{p}^{LM}_i \) for all variables \( x_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) by the Laplace method scales in total with \( n_{\text{steps}}^{\text{Newton}} \times (c_{\text{chol}} + 2 \times c_{\text{tria}}) + c_{\text{taka}} \).

Expectation propagation

In order to update a term approximation \( \tilde{t}_j(x_j) \), we compute \( q^j(x_j) \) using the marginals \( q(x) \) from the current global approximation \( q(x) \) and re-estimate the normalization constant and the first two moments of \( t_j(x_j)q^j(x_j) \). In standard practice, the term approximations \( \tilde{t}_j \) are updated sequentially and all marginal means and variances are recomputed using rank one updates after each term update. Instead, we adopt a parallel strategy, that is, we recompute marginal means and variances only after we have updated all term approximations \( \tilde{t}_j \) with \( j = 1, \ldots, n \).

A parallel EP step boils down to: 1) compute the Cholesky factorization of the current precision matrix, 2) solve two triangular systems to compute the current posterior mean and solve the Takahashi equations to compute the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, and 3) if necessary, use univariate Gauss-Hermite numerical quadrature with \( n_{\text{quad}} \) nodes to compute the moments of \( e_j(x_j)q(x_j) \) for all \( j = 1, \ldots, n \). This adds up to a computational complexity that scales with \( n_{\text{steps}}^{\text{EP}} \times (c_{\text{chol}} + 2 \times c_{\text{tria}} + c_{\text{taka}} + n \times n_{\text{quad}}) \). After convergence, EP yields the lowest order Gaussian marginals \( \tilde{p}^{EP}_i \) for all variables \( x_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \).

Because of the parallel schedule, we can make use of exactly the same computational tricks as with the Laplace method (Cholesky, Takahashi). Since solving the Takahashi equations for large \( n \) dominates all other operations, the main difference between the Laplace method and EP is that for EP we have to solve these equations a number of times, namely the number of EP steps, yet for Laplace only once. Initializing the term solving the Takahashi equations.
approximations in EP to the terms obtained by the Laplace method and then performing a few EP steps to obtain better estimates of the probability mass, makes EP just a (small) constant factor slower than Laplace. For efficient sequential updating of EP, we would need a fast one-rank Takahashi update (or something similar), which, to the best of our knowledge, does not exist yet.

It is interesting to realize that since for any $Q_{ij} \neq 0$ the Takahashi equations also provide $[Q^{-1}]_{ij}$, we can run EP using the factors $t_{ij}(x_i, x_j) = t_i(x_i)^{1/n_i}t_j(x_j)^{1/n_j}$ where $n_k$ is the number of neighbors of node $k$ according to the adjacency matrix defined by the structure of $Q$. This increases the amount of computation, but the approximation might be more accurate.

### 3.4.7 Computational complexities of marginal approximations

After running the global approximation to obtain the lowest order approximation, we are left with some Gaussian $q(x)$ with known precision matrix, a corresponding Cholesky factor and single-node marginals $q(x_i)$. We now consider the complexity of computing a corrected marginal through the various methods for a single node $i$, using $n_{\text{grid}}$ grid points (see the summary in Table 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>steps \ methods</th>
<th>LA-CM</th>
<th>LA-FACT</th>
<th>EP-1STEP</th>
<th>EP-FACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q(x_j</td>
<td>x_i)$</td>
<td>$\text{c}<em>{\text{tria}} + n \times n</em>{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$\text{c}<em>{\text{tria}} + n \times n</em>{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$\text{c}<em>{\text{tria}} + n \times n</em>{\text{grid}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\epsilon}(x_j; x_i)$</td>
<td>$n \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$n \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$n \times n_{\text{grid}} \times n_{\text{quad}}$</td>
<td>$n \times n_{\text{grid}} \times n_{\text{quad}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm. or det.-s</td>
<td>$c_{\text{chol}} \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$c_{\text{chol}} \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$c_{\text{chol}} \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
<td>$n \times n_{\text{grid}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Computational complexities of the steps for computing an improved marginal approximation for a particular node $i$ using the various methods. The frames highlight the complexities that typically dominate the computation time. $c_{\text{tria}}$, $c_{\text{chol}}$, and $c_{\text{taka}}$ refer to solving a sparse triangular system, a Cholesky factorization, and Takahashi equations, respectively. $n_{\text{grid}}$ refers to the number of grid points and $n_{\text{quad}}$ to the number of Gauss-Hermite quadrature nodes for $x_i$. 

The local corrections $\tilde{p}_i^{\text{M-L}}$ and $\tilde{p}_i^{\text{EP-L}}$ we get more or less for free. All other correction methods require the computation of the conditional densities $q(x_j|x_i)$. The conditional variance is independent of $x_i$, the conditional mean is a linear function of $x_i$. Computing $q(x_j|x_i)$ at all grid points for each $j$ then amounts to solving two sparse triangular systems and $(n - 1) \times n_{\text{grid}}$ evaluations. To arrive at the term approximations $\tilde{\epsilon}(x_j; x_i)$, we need to compute second order derivatives for the Laplace approximation and numerical quadratures for EP, which is about $n_{\text{quad}}$ times more expensive. For LA-FACT, EP-OPW and EP-FACT, we then simply have to compute a product of $n$ normalization terms. For LA-CM and EP-1STEP, we need to compute the determinant of an $(n - 1)$-dimensional sparse matrix, which costs a Cholesky factorization. For LA-CM2 an additional $c_{\text{tria}}$ has to be added for each $x_i$. 

3.5 Inference of the hyper-parameters

Until now, we considered estimating single-node marginals conditioned upon the hyper-parameters. In this section, we consider the estimation of the posterior marginals that follow by integrating over the hyper-parameters. For this, we need the posterior density of the hyper-parameters given the observations, which is approximated by $p(\theta|y) \propto p(y|\theta)p(\theta)$, where $p(y|\theta)$ is the evidence approximation provided by the Laplace method or expectation propagation. For the moment we assume that the approximate posterior density of the hyper-parameters is unimodal.

We propose a slight modification of the method used by Rue et al. (2009). Their method explores the space of the hyper-parameters in the eigen-space corresponding to the modal configuration and can be described briefly as: (1) compute the modal configuration $(\mu, \Sigma)$ of $\log p(\theta|y)$, (2) starting from the mode $\mu$, select a set of uniformly spaced nodes $X_i$ along the scaled eigenvectors $\sqrt{\lambda_i}u_i$—here $\Sigma = U\Lambda U^T$—by thresholding at both ends according to $\log \tilde{p}(\mu|y) - \log \tilde{p}(\mu + k_i\Delta\sqrt{\lambda_i}u_i|y) < \delta, k_i \in \mathbb{Z}$, and finally (3) use all hyper-parameters corresponding to the nodes of the product grid $X_1 \times \ldots \times X_d$, $d = \dim(\theta)$ and satisfying the latter thresholding condition, to perform numerical quadrature using the rectangle rule.

Since the computational bottleneck of the procedure is the evaluation of the approximate evidence, we propose to improve this method by selecting the nodes—step (2) from above—in a different way: we keep the thresholding condition but we do a breadth-first search with regard to $(k_1, \ldots, k_d)$ on the grid graph $\mathbb{Z}^d$. We start from the origin and the hyper-parameter values that do not satisfy the thresholding condition are not included in the set of nodes whose neighbors we search. This simple modification proves to be very economical, since when exploring the volume around the mode, only the hyper-parameters that form the boundary surface are explored, but not selected. Thus, the pro-
portion of useless computational time is the ratio of surface to volume. Although the boundary nodes do not satisfy the thresholding conditions, we can still use them in the numerical procedure. The number of grid points to be evaluated grows exponentially, as it does for the method in Rue et al. (2009). The difference is that in our method it roughly grows proportional to the volume of a $d$-dimensional sphere, whereas in the case of the method in Rue et al. (2009) it relates to the (larger) volume of a $d$-dimensional cube. When the posterior density is not unimodal then we suggest to use a uniform $d$-dimensional uniformly spaced grid, that is, $\Sigma = I$ and choose a well suited $\mu$ and threshold $\delta$ which allows the exploration of the most significant modes. Figure 3.7 illustrates the breadth-first search method on two-dimensional example compared to the method proposed to Rue et al. (2009). Once the hyper-parameters $\{\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_m\}$ are selected, the integration of the corrected approximate marginals over the hyper-parameter’s approximate posterior density can be written as

$$\tilde{p}(x_i|y) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^m \tilde{p}(x_i|y, \theta_j) \tilde{p}(\theta_j|y)}{\sum_{j=1}^m \tilde{p}(\theta_j|y)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

implying that the proposed procedure is similar to a reasonably efficient sampling procedure.

### 3.6 Examples

As real-world examples, we chose two models: one from Zoeter and Heskes (2005b) and one from Rue et al. (2009). Our aim was to show that the EP based correction methods can be as accurate as the Laplace approximation based ones and given that we have a sparse Gaussian prior, EP can be considered as an alternative to the Laplace method even when the number of variables is of the order of tens of thousands.

#### 3.6.1 A stochastic volatility model

As a first example for a sparse Gaussian model, we implemented the stochastic volatility model presented in Zoeter and Heskes (2005b) where they applied a sequential (global) EP to approximate the posterior density. The same model was used by Rue et al. (2009) to show that the global Laplace approximation is by magnitudes faster in sparse models than a sequential EP. They also showed that their marginal approximations work well on this model.

The data set consists of 945 samples of the daily difference of the pound-dollar exchange rate from October 1st, 1981, to June 28th, 1995. The observations $y_t$ given the latent variables $\eta_t$ are taken to be distributed independently according to $p(y_t|\eta_t) = N(y_t|0, e^{2\eta_t})$. The quantity $\eta_t$ governing the volatility is a linear predictor defined to be the sum $\eta_t = f_t + \mu$ of a first-order auto-regressive Gaussian process $p(f_t|f_{t-1}, \phi, \tau) = N(f_t|\phi f_{t-1}, 1/\tau)$, with $|\phi| < 1$, and an additional Gaussian bias term with a prior $\mu \sim N(\mu|0, 1)$. Thus the prior on $(f_1, \ldots, f_T, \mu)$ is a sparse latent Gaussian field. The prior on the hyper-parameter $\tau$ is taken to be $p(\tau) = \Gamma(\tau|1, 10)$ and a Gaussian prior $N(0, 3)$ is taken over $\phi = \log((1 + \phi)/(1 - \phi))$. 


Figure 3.8: Plots of the posterior densities in the stochastic volatility model in Section 3.6.1. Figure panels show the logarithm of the approximate posterior density of the hyper-parameters using EP (top-right) and the Laplace method (top-left), their marginals (second row) and the posterior marginal approximations of $f_{50}$ and $\mu$ (bottom rows) when integrated over the corresponding approximations of the hyper-parameters’ posterior density. Dots show the hyper-parameters used for numerical integration; ellipses visualize the Hessian at the approximate posterior density’s mode. The rest of the panels show the posterior density approximations of $f_{50}$ and $\mu$. 
The joint density of the stochastic volatility model is
\[
p(y, f, \mu, \tau, \phi) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} N(y_t|0, e^{f_t+\mu}) \times \prod_{t=2}^{T} N(f_t|\phi f_{t-1}, 1/\tau)
\times N(\mu|0, 1) \times N(\tau|1, 10) N\left(\log\left(\frac{1+\phi}{1-\phi}\right)|0, 3\right) \left(\frac{2}{1-\phi^2}\right),
\]
where \(\Gamma(k, \theta)\) denotes the Gamma density with mean value \(k\theta\). Rue et al. (2009) propose to use the first 50 observations, as this is the regime where the posterior marginals have the most interesting behavior. For comparison, we used the same number of observations.

The results are shown in Figure 3.8. The Laplace and EP approximation of the evidence are nearly indistinguishable (top-row), as are the posterior marginals of the hyper-parameters (second row). Here EP is around a factor 5 slower than Laplace. The posterior marginals of \(f_{50}\) and \(\mu\) obtained using the more involved methods (bottom rows) are practically indistinguishable from each other and the gold (sampling) standard. This is not the case for the cheaper variants LM, EP, and LM-L, but is the case for EP-L (third row): apparently to obtain excellent posterior marginals on this model, there is no need for (computationally expensive) corrections, but it suffices to compute a single global EP approximation per hyper-parameter setting and correct this for the (non-Gaussian) local term.

### 3.6.2 A log-Gaussian Cox process model

As a large sized example, we implemented the Laplace approximation and expectation propagation for the log-Gaussian Cox process model applied to the tropical rainforest biodiversity data as presented in Rue et al. (2009). The observational data used in Rue et al. (2009) is the number of trees \(y_{ij}\) form a certain species in a small rectangular rainforest area indexed by \(i = 1, \ldots, 21\) and \(j = 1, \ldots, 11\) with mean altitude \(a_{ij}\) and gradient \(g_{ij}\). The data is modeled by a discretized Poisson point process in two dimensions and the log of the mean parameter \(\eta_{ij}\) is defined as a Gaussian field. This means that the observations \(y_{ij}\) are taken to be Poisson distributed with mean \(w_{ij}e^{\eta_{ij}}\), where the parameters \(w_{ij}\) are proportional to the size of the area where \(y_{ij}\) is measured. Since Rue et al. (2009) consider rectangular areas of the equal size, in their model \(w_{ij}\) is constant. The latent Gaussian field \(\eta_{ij}\) modeling the log of the mean is defined as
\[
\eta_{ij} = \beta_a a_{ij} + \beta_g g_{ij} + \beta_0 + f_{ij}^{(s)} + f_{ij}^{(u)}
\]
where \(a_{ij}\) and \(g_{ij}\) are scalar quantities specifying altitude and gradient data, \(\beta_a\) and \(\beta_g\) are the corresponding linear coefficients and \(\beta_0\) is a bias parameter. The latent fields \(f^{(s)}\) and \(f^{(u)}\) are defined as follows: \(f^{(s)}\) is a second-order polynomial intrinsic Gaussian Markov random field with precision parameter \(e^{v}\) constructed to mimic a thin plate spline on a uniform two dimensional grid, while \(f^{(u)}\) is an independent field with \(f^{(u)}_{ij} \sim N(0, e^{-v})\) included to model the noise. Independent wide priors \(N(0, 10^3)\) are taken on \(\beta_a, \beta_g\) and \(\beta_0\), with \(v = 10^3\). We worked with the data set used in the INLA software package...
Figure 3.9: The panels show the altitude $a_{ij}$, gradient $g_{ij}$ and the non-zero observation $y_{ij}$ data for the log-Gaussian Cox process model in Section 3.6.2 together with the sparsity structure of $Q$ and the Cholesky factor $L$ of its approximate minimum degree reordering.
Figure 3.10: The posterior approximations of the evidence (top) and $\beta_s$ and $\beta_g$ (bottom). The Laplace method results in similar evidence estimates as EP (the level curves on the top panels show identical levels). The marginal approximations show marginals for the approximate MAP hyperparameters.
Figure 3.11: The posterior approximations of the evidence (top) and $\beta_a$ and $\beta_g$ (bottom). The Laplace method results in similar evidence estimates as EP (the level curves on the top panels show identical levels). The marginal approximations show marginals for the approximate MAP hyperparameters.
(Martino and Rue, 2009). The data set contains the corresponding $a_{ij}, g_{ij}, w_{ij}$ and $y_{ij}$ for a grid size of $101 \times 201$. We also used the same modeling approach, that is, we have taken $(\eta^T, f(s)^T, \beta_a, \beta_g, \beta_0)^T$ as latent variable, thus having an inference problem of dimension 40605. The joint density of the log-Gaussian Cox process model is

$$p(y, \eta, f(s), \beta_a, \beta_g, \beta_0 | v_s, A, G, W) =$$

$$= \prod_{ij} \text{Poisson}(y_{ij}|v_{ij}) \times \left( \frac{v_s}{2\pi} \right)^{N/2} \left| S \right|^{1/2} \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} v_s f(s)^T S f(s) \right\} N (\beta_a, \beta_g, \beta_0 | 0, 10^3 I) ,$$

where $|S|$, is the generalized determinant—an irrelevant constant—of the structure matrix $S$ consisting of the finite difference coefficients of a second order improper polynomial Gaussian Markov random field on a uniform two dimensional grid—with the corresponding boundary conditions (Rue and Held, 2005). We used uninformative priors for $v_s$ and $v_s$. The bottom-right panels of Figure 3.9 show the sparsity structure of the precision matrix $Q$ corresponding to the Gaussian random vector $(\eta^T, f(s)^T, \beta_a, \beta_g, \beta_0)^T$ and the sparsity structure of its Cholesky factor $L$ when $Q$ is reordered with the AMD algorithm.

Expectation propagation was initialized using the term approximations corresponding to the Laplace method. Figure 3.9 shows the data we used and Figure 3.10 shows the mean values and standard deviations of $f(s)$ when using the Laplace method and EP with the hyper-parameter fixed to their corresponding approximate a posteriori (MAP) value.

The top panels of Figure 3.11 show the evidence approximations while the bottom panels show the marginal approximations for the corresponding MAP hyper-parameters. For $\beta_a$, there is a slight difference in variance between the Laplace approximation and the EP based methods, while for $\beta_g$, besides a similar effect, the approximation methods also improve on the mean of $LM$. It seems that EP is a sufficiently good approximation and EP-FACT does not really improve on it.

### 3.6.3 A ranking model

To show that we can implement linear constraints with EP and that the factorization principle might work even in is cases when the non-Gaussian terms depend on more than one variable, we use a ranking model for rating players in sports competitions. The model is a simplified version of the models presented in Dangauthier et al. (2008) and Birnliu and Heskes (2007) and we only consider it as an example to support the above mentioned claims. We assume that a player $j$ is characterized by his/her strength which at time $t$ is $x_t^{(j)}$. The prior on the evolution of the players’ strength $x_t = (x_t^{(1)}, \ldots, x_t^{(n)})$ is taken to be a factorizing $AR(1)$ model. Each game between two players is represented by the triple $(i, j, t)$ and the collection of these triples is denoted by $G$. We assume that the outcomes of the games are a binary variables $y_{ij,t} \in \{-1, 1\}$, the games are conditionally independent given the players strengths and the probability of player $i$ winning the game against player $j$ at time $t$ is $\Phi(x_t^{(i)} - x_t^{(j)})$, where $\Phi$ is the standard normal cumulative density function. To implement the linear constraints, we constrain the players’ strength
to sum to zero at any given time $t$. They are purely artificial and are only considered for illustration purposes.

The joint posterior density of the players’ strength is given by

$$p(x^1, \ldots, x^T | y, v_1, v, a) \propto \prod_{t=1}^{T} \delta_0(1^T x_t) \prod_{(i,j,t) \in G} \Phi(y_{i,j,t}(x^{(i)}_t - x^{(j)}_t))$$

$$\times \prod_{j=1}^{n} N(x^{(j)}_t | 0, v_1) \prod_{t=1}^{T-1} N(x^{(j)}_{t+1} | \alpha x^{(j)}_t, v).$$

We approximate this density with a Gaussian density using EP and we use the factorized corrections EP-FACT, to improve on the Gaussian marginals. The prior on the players strengths is a sparse Gaussian Markov random field, thus we can apply the methods presented in Section 3.4.6.

We have chosen a dataset consisting of four tennis players and their ATP tournament games played against each other from 1995 to 2003. There was a total of 45 games played during these years. We run the model with a fixed set of parameters $v_1 = 1$, $a = 1$ and $v = 9$. The left panel in Figure 3.12 shows the evolution of the players’ mean strengths and the corresponding standard deviations for the best player. Note that the players’ mean strengths average to zero at all times. The right panel shows that the factorized approximations EP-FACT, can indeed improve on the Gaussian marginal approximations computed by EP even in models where non-Gaussian terms depend on more than one variable. This might be due to the relatively sparse interaction between the variables $x^{(j)}_t$, $t = 1, \ldots, T$, $j = 1, \ldots, n.$

### 3.7 Discussion

We introduced several methods to improve on the marginal approximations obtained by marginalizing the global approximations. The approximation denoted by EP-FACT seems to be, in most cases, both accurate and fast. An improvement in accuracy can be achieved with some additional computational cost by using EP-1STEP. We showed that by using a parallel EP scheduling the computational complexity of EP in sparse Gaussian model can scale with the computational complexity of the Laplace method.

There are many options for further improvement, in particular with respect to efficiency. The ideas behind the simplified Laplace approximation of Rue et al. (2009), which aims to prevent the expensive computation of a determinant for each $x_i$, are applicable to expectation propagation. However, if the computation of the determinant in EP-1STEP dominates the computation time, the factorized approximation EP-FACT may be a faster but less accurate alternative.

One of the main problems of expectation propagation is that it is not guaranteed to converge and may run into numerical problems. EP converged fine on the problems considered in this chapter, but even when it does not, it can still be useful to start from the Laplace solution and perform a few EP steps to get a better grip on the probability mass instead of relying on the mode and the curvature.

---

3 We have chosen A. Agassi, Y. Kafelnikov, C. Moya and T Henman.
Figure 3.12: The left panel shows the mean strengths of the players A. Agassi (cont.), Y. Kafelnikov (dashed), C. Moya (dashed-dotted), and T. Henman (dotted) with the standard deviations of A. Agassi’s strength based on the ranking model presented in Section 3.6.3. The dataset consists of the games played by these players against each other in the years 1995–2003. We implemented linear constraints such that the players strength sum to zero in every year. The left panel shows that this indeed holds for the means. The right panel shows A. Agassi’s strength distribution in 1996 which is a non-Gaussian density and can be well approximated using EP-FACT.

For models with weak correlations and smooth nonlinearities, any approximation method gives decent results. It is possible to come up with cases (strong correlations, hard nonlinearities), where any deterministic approximation method fails. Most interesting problems are somewhere in between, and for those we can hardly tell how advanced and computationally intensive an approximation method we need. The heuristic suggested in Rue et al. (2009), to systematically increase the complexity and stop when no further changes can be obtained, appears to be risky. In particular when going from the factorized to the non-factorized approximations, it is often hard to see changes, but still both approximations can be far off. It would be interesting to obtain a better theoretical understanding of the (asymptotic) approximation errors implied by the different approaches.

3.8 A summary of the marginal approximation methods

An explanatory list of the approximation methods in Figure 3.13.

- EP-L. EP local. The approximation $\tilde{p}^{\text{EP-L}}(x_i) \propto \epsilon_i(x_i)q(x_i)$ is obtained from $c_{x_i}(x_i) \approx 1$, where $\epsilon_i(x_i) = t_i(x_i)/\tilde{t}_i(x_i)$ and $q(x)$ are computed by EP (see Section 3.3).

- LM-L. Laplace method local. EP local. The approximation $\tilde{p}^{\text{EP-L}}(x_i) \propto \epsilon_i(x_i)q(x_i)$ is obtained from $c_{x_i}(x_i) \approx 1$, where $\epsilon_i(x_i) = t_i(x_i)/\tilde{t}_i(x_i)$ and $q(x)$ are computed by the Laplace method (see Section 3.3). In this case $\log \epsilon_i(x_i) = R_2[\log t_i](x_i)$.

- EP-FULL. The full EP approximation of the marginal. This approximation is computed by using EP to approximate $c_i(x_i)$ (see Section 3.3.2).
3.8. A SUMMARY OF THE MARGINAL APPROXIMATION METHODS

Latent Gaussian model

\[ p(\mathbf{x}) \propto p_0(\mathbf{x}) \prod_j \hat{p}_j(x_j) \]

Gaussian approximation

\[ q(\mathbf{x}) \propto p_0(\mathbf{x}) \prod_j \hat{q}_j(x_j) \]

with \( \epsilon_j(x_j) = \frac{t_j(x_j)}{\hat{t}_j(x_j)} \)

**Expectation propagation (EP)**

\[ p(\mathbf{x}) \propto q(\mathbf{x}) \prod_j \epsilon_j(x_j) \] with \( \epsilon_j(x_j) = \frac{t_j(x_j)}{\hat{t}_j(x_j)} \)

**Laplace method (LM)**

\[ c_i(x_i) \approx 1 \]

**EP-L**

apply EP for \( c_i(x_i) \)

**Apply LM for \( c_i(x_i) \)**

**EP-FULL**

use global method with some simplifications

**EP-1STEP**

collapse \( q(x_j|x_i) \epsilon_j(x_j) \)

\[ x_i^*(x_i) \approx \mathbb{E}_q [x_i|x_i] \]

**EP-FACT**

Gauss–Hermite quadrature

\[ x_i^*(x_i) \approx \mathbb{E}_q [x_i|x_i] \]

**EP-FACTN**

recursive factorization

**Taylor expansion**

**EP-OPW** (1st order)

**LA-TK**

**LA-CM / LA-CM2**

**LA-FACT**

**Figure 3.13**: A schematic view of the approximation methods introduced or referred to in this paper. For details see Section 3.8.
- **LA-TK.** The Laplace approximation of Tierney and Kadane (1986). The approximation \( p_{LA-TK}(x_i) \) is computed by using the Laplace method to approximate \( c_i(x_i) \) (see Section 3.3.1).

- **EP-1STEP.** The one step EP approximation. The approximation \( p_{EP-1STEP}(x_i) \) is computed by defining \( \bar{c}_j(x_j; x_i) \equiv {\text{Collapse}}(q(x_j|x_i)\epsilon_j(x_j))/q(x_j|x_i) \) and using the approximation \( c_i(x_i) \approx \int dq(x) q(x|x_i) \prod_{j \neq i} \bar{c}_j(x_j; x_i) \) (see Section 3.4.1). This corresponds to the first EP step for computing \( c_i(x_i) \) with the initialization \( \bar{c}_j(x_j; x_i) = 1 \).

- **LA-CM.** The Laplace approximation with the conditional mode approximated by the conditional mean. The approximation \( p_{LA-CM}(x_i) \) is computed as proposed in Rue et al. (2009), that is, by using the approximation \( x^*_i = \mathbb{E}_q[x_i|x_i] \) where \( q(x) \) is given by the Laplace method (see Section 3.4.1).

- **LA-CM2.** The similar approximation as LA-CM, but with an additional term added to account for \( x^*_i = \mathbb{E}_q[x_i|x_i] \) (see Section 3.4.1).

- **EP-FACT.** The factorized EP approximation. The approximation \( p_{EP-FACT}(x_i) \) is computed using the approximation \( c_i(x_i) \approx \mathbb{E}_q[x_i|x_i] \) where the univariate integrals are computed numerically or analytically, if it is the case. For further details see Section 3.4.2.

- **LA-FACT.** A similar approximation as EP-FACT, but here, the univariate integrals are computed with the Laplace method and using the approximation \( x^*_i = \mathbb{E}_q[x_i|x_i] \), with \( q(x) \) being the global approximation resulting from the Laplace method. For further details see Section 3.4.2.

- **EP-OPW.** The Taylor expansion of Opper et al. (2009). The approximation \( p_{EP-OPW}(x_i) \) is computed by expanding \( p(x) \propto p_0(x) \prod c_j(x_j) \) in first order with regard to \( c_j(x_j) - 1 \) for all \( j = 1, \ldots, n \) and integrating with regard to \( x_{\setminus i} \). When expanding only for \( j \neq i \) this approximation is equal in first order to \( p_{EP-FACT}(x_i) \) (see Section 3.4.3).

- **EP-FACTN.** Higher order approximations obtained by using the factorization recursively. For further details see Section 3.4.2.
Chapter 4

A multivariate sparsity inducing scale mixture prior

Summary

In this chapter, we introduce a multivariate sparsity inducing prior distribution that can be viewed as a multivariate generalization of the double exponential distribution. The distribution is constructed in a hierarchical way as a scale mixture distribution with the help of a multivariate exponential distribution. This approach leaves the variables uncorrelated, but it introduces correlations between their magnitudes. When applied in a linear regression and logistic regression setting, the symmetry properties of the distribution lead to posterior densities with block diagonal correlation structures. Our experiments on real-world MEG and fMRI data show that when used as a prior, the scale mixture distribution we introduce can take into account spatial and spatio-temporal smoothness properties and leads to meaningful smooth importance maps and fast approximate inference algorithms. The material presented in this chapter is based on van Gerven et al. (2009)\(^1\) and van Gerven et al. (2010)\(^2\).

4.1 Introduction

In many real-world models interpretability plays a similarly important role as prediction accuracy. Given a set of observations, it is often assumed that only a certain subset of the variables is responsible or relevant for producing the outcome, that is, there is a small or moderate sized subset of model parameters that exhibit the strongest effect. In this chapter, we study models with linear dependencies. In these models, the relevance can be measured by the magnitude of the regression coefficients: magnitudes (very) close to zero indicate irrelevance. These models are typically under-determined, that is, there is a large set of parameter settings that explain the data equally well. Depending on the


problem we are dealing with, there are various techniques (e.g. Tibshirani, 1996) to select the best from these sets of parameters, a general paradigm being the preference for sparse parameter sets, that is, parameter sets where many regression coefficients are zero.

A way to implement this paradigm is to use maximum likelihood methods with penalties or constraints on the model parameters (e.g. Tibshirani, 1996; Williams, 1995; Cawley et al., 2007). The alternative way is the Bayesian framework (e.g. George and McCulloch, 1993; Seeger, 2008; Carvalho et al., 2009; Li and Lin, 2010), where after specifying a prior that expresses the preference for sparse parameter vectors one can compute the posterior probability density of the model parameters and make decisions by taking into account the (approximate) posterior uncertainties in the parameter values. Both methods have their advantages and drawbacks: the probabilistic setting allows us to assess the uncertainty in the estimates, but it does not lead to point estimates with (exactly) zero coefficients, while the regularized maximum likelihood framework leads to sparse point estimates and has mild constraints on defining the regularizer, but it gives no probabilistic interpretation of the results.

Most of the above-cited papers consider factorizing priors, or regularizers that are sums of regularizers on the individual regression coefficients. However, in many practical applications the model parameters (the regression coefficients) have an a priori (spatial) pattern, because they express effects that are (spatially) correlated (e.g. Penny et al., 2005). For example, in fMRI experiments it is reasonable to assume that the activation level of neighboring brain areas is positively correlated. We would like to choose priors or regularizers that lead to posterior densities or point estimates that take into account this information. Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) is known to perform poorly in models where there are strong correlations between the regression coefficients, that is, from a group of highly correlated coefficients it chooses a few and suppresses the rest. A way to remedy this drawback is to use the elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005). One can go even further and use the group lasso (Meier et al., 2008) which exhibits similar properties as lasso, but the sparsity is represented at a (predefined) group level. However, in many cases it is too restrictive to pre-define the groups. In this chapter, we will define a novel sparsity inducing prior density that allows us to encode prior correlations between the parameters’ magnitudes and yields posterior densities that allow us to assess the relevance of the regression coefficients. We apply it in the linear and logistic regression setting.

The chapter is structured in the following way. In Section 4.2 we introduce the notation for the linear regression and logistic regression models followed by a brief discussion in Section 4.3 on the sparsity inducing univariate priors in the MAP and Bayesian framework. In Section 4.3.2, we introduce a sparsity inducing multivariate prior that is defined as a hierarchical scale mixture distribution. In Section 4.4, we present the details of expectation propagation (EP) for approximating the posterior density in the linear and logistic regression models. In Section 4.5, we demonstrate the usefulness of this prior in MEG source localization (Section 4.5.1) and multivariate fMRI analysis (Section 4.5.2) problems.

---

3 In the following, we associate the level of activation to the magnitude of the regression coefficients.
4.2 Probabilistic regression and classification with the latent linear model

We consider the linear regression and logistic regression models. The former is used to model continuous observations \( y \in \mathbb{R}^m \) while the latter is suited to model binary observations typically encoded by \( y \in \{-1,1\}^m \). The common modeling aspect in these models is that the latent variables \( f = (f_1, \ldots, f_m)^T \) defining the parameters of the observation model depend linearly on the regression coefficients \( \beta = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_n)^T \) and that the observations \( y_i \) are identically and independently distributed given the latent variables \( f \). The dependence is defined through the design matrix \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \). The linear regression model is defined formally as

\[
y_i \sim N(f_i, \nu), \quad \text{with} \quad f = X \beta,
\]

where \( \nu \) is the variance of the noise. The logistic regression model is defined as

\[
y_i \sim \text{Binomial}\left(\frac{e^{f_i}}{1+e^{f_i}}\right), \quad \text{with} \quad f = X \beta.
\]

The corresponding likelihoods can be written as

\[
p(y|\beta, X, \nu) = N(y|X\beta, \nu I)
\]

and

\[
p(y|\beta, X) = \prod_i \sigma(x_i \beta)^{1+y_i}/2 [1 - \sigma(x_i \beta)]^{(1-y_i)/2}
\]

\[
= \prod_i \sigma(y_i x_i \beta),
\]

where \( x_i \) is the \( i \)th row of \( X \) and \( \sigma(z) = e^z(1 + e^z)^{-1} \). Both likelihoods are log-concave. When \( m < n \) the models are called under-determined, because the likelihoods possess a convex manifold of global maxima. In the following, we define a sparsity inducing multivariate prior, which we will use together with these likelihoods to define the corresponding Bayesian models. We start out with a brief overview of the univariate sparsity inducing priors and then proceed to define a multivariate sparsity inducing prior distribution.

4.3 Sparsity inducing priors

If one would want to put in words the properties of the desired values for the regression coefficients, it would be something like: zero with probability \( p_0 \) or anything else with some given large average magnitude. In the language of probability, this would correspond to \( p(\beta) = p_0 \delta_0(\beta) + (1 - p_0)N(\beta|0, v_p) \), where \( v_p \) is a large positive real. This prior is called the spike and slab prior (e.g. George and McCullogh, 1993). It can be relaxed to the Gaussian mixture prior \( p(\beta) = p_0 N(\beta|0, \nu_0) + (1 - p_0)N(\beta|0, v_p) \), where
Figure 4.1: The posterior mean values when using a double exponential $e^{-|\beta|/\sqrt{\theta}/2\sqrt{\theta}}$ (right) and a spike and slab $p_0\delta_0(\beta) + (1 - p_0)N(\beta|0, v_p)$ (left) prior with Gaussian likelihood $N(y|\beta, v)$. The parameters have been set to $v = 0.25$, $\sqrt{\theta} = 0.25$ and $v_p \in \{10, 10^2, 10^3, 10^4\}$ with $p_0 = 0.5$.

$v_0$ is a small positive real.

It common to characterize sparsity inducing priors by their shrinkage profiles. Let $y$ be an observation of $\beta$ with Gaussian noise having variance $v$. Plotting the posterior mean value $E[\beta|y]$ against $y$ can give us an insight into the shrinkage properties of the prior $p(\beta)$. In the case of the Gaussian mixture prior, computing the posterior mean value and taking the limit $v_0 \to 0$, we get

$$E[\beta|y] = y \frac{v_p}{v + v_p} \left( 1 + \frac{p_0}{1 - p_0} \frac{N(y|0, v)}{N(y|0, v + v_p)} \right)^{-1}.$$ 

The left panel of Figure 4.1 shows the posterior mean value against the observed value $y$ and it shows that the effect is indeed what we expect: small values of $y$ are shrunk towards zero, while larger values are kept almost unchanged.

Although the spike and slab prior has all the desired properties, it can make approximate inference hard. The main reason is that the log-posterior is multimodal and the current approximate inference methods often fail to converge for such models. A class of prior densities for which approximate inference methods are relatively easy to operate both in the linear regression and logistic regression setting are the log-concave densities (Seeger, 2008). A commonly used log-concave sparsity inducing prior is the double exponential or Laplace prior $L(\beta|\theta) = e^{-|\beta|/\sqrt{\theta}/(2\sqrt{\theta})}$. This prior originates from the regularization framework (Tibshirani, 1996) and thus, it typically works well in the MAP setting. Although due to the bias it introduces, it has a less desirable shrinkage profile than the spike and slab prior, it also has the advantage that approximate inference methods like EP are easier to implement than for the spike and slab prior. In the regularization setting, it is relatively easy to motivate its purpose as a regularizer. It can be viewed as the relaxation of the $L_0$ norm, that is, the norm counting the non-zero coefficients of a vec-
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tor, or it can be used to formulate an upper bound constraint on the coefficient’s average absolute value \( \frac{\sum_j |\beta_j|}{n} \). The right panel of Figure 4.1 shows the double exponential prior’s effect on a univariate Gaussian observation \( y \). In the MAP setting, it basically thresholds the posterior mean values at \( \nu/\sqrt{\theta} \) and it creates a constant bias of \( \nu/\sqrt{\theta} \) for all \( |y| > \nu/\sqrt{\theta} \). When applied in Bayesian inference, the thresholding effect is smoothed.

It is common to consider factorizing priors \( p(\beta) = \prod_j p(\beta_j) \). However, as mentioned above, in many practical applications there is prior knowledge about the dependence between the variables \( \beta_j \) that should be expressed by the prior. In our case the dependence is correlation in magnitudes.

In the following sections we define a multivariate scale mixture distribution that is based on the univariate double exponential distribution and it correlates the magnitudes of the regression parameters. The distribution is similar in spirit to the multivariate scale mixture distribution defined in Lyu and Simoncelli (2006).

4.3.1 Scale mixture distributions

It has been shown (e.g. Andrews and Mallows, 1974) that when the random variable \( \beta \) has a symmetric probability density such that \( (-1)^k \frac{d}{d\beta} p(\beta) > 0 \) for \( \beta > 0 \) then it can be written as the ratio \( z/s \) of a standard normal random variable \( z \) and a non-zero random variable \( s \) with a density \( \phi(s) \) depending on \( p(\beta) \). In other words

\[
p(\beta) = \int_0^\infty ds \phi(s) s N(s|0, 1).
\]

(4.1)

The relation between \( p(\beta) \) and \( \phi(s) \) can be found by using the Laplace transform w.r.t. \( p(\gamma|\theta) \) and \( \phi(s) \). This representation is called the scale mixture representation and is a useful form to represent symmetric distributions obeying the above mentioned mild constraints, or to define new distributions. When using it for defining distributions, its usefulness is in its hierarchical representation which allows a good control over the placement of the distribution’s mass.

4.3.2 A multivariate sparsity inducing scale mixture prior

The double exponential distribution \( L(\beta|\theta) \) can be written in the scale mixture form with the help of the exponential distribution \( E(\gamma|\theta) = e^{-\gamma/\sqrt{\theta}}/\sqrt{\theta} \). By a change of variables, the scale mixture form in (4.1) for the double exponential distribution is given by

\[
L(\beta|\theta) = \int_0^\infty d\gamma E(\gamma|2\theta) N(\beta|0, \gamma).
\]

(4.2)

The distribution \( L(\beta|\theta) \) is zero centered and the variance of \( \beta \) is \( 2\theta \). Other choices of \( \phi(s) \) lead to sparsity inducing univariate priors like the horseshoe prior (Carvalho et al., 2009), the Student-t prior (Tipping, 2001), the Gaussian mixture or spike and slab prior (e.g. George and McCullogh, 1993) and many more. Carvalho et al. (2008) give a detailed comparison of the shrinkage properties of these priors.
The multivariate double exponential distribution \( L_{\text{mv}}(\beta) \) can be defined with the help of its characteristic function \( \phi(t) = (1 + t^T \Sigma t)^{-1} \) (Kotz et al., 2001). However, when using it in a Bayesian setting, the scale mixture formulation

\[
L_{\text{mv}}(\beta | \Sigma) = \int_0^\infty d \gamma \, E(\gamma | 2) N(\beta | 0, \gamma \Sigma),
\]

is more suitable, because of its hierarchical representation. The random vector \( \beta \sim L_{\text{mv}} \) has zero mean and covariance \( V[\beta] = 2 \Sigma \). Eltoft et al. (2006) showed that the analytical form of \( L_{\text{mv}}(\beta | \Sigma) \) is

\[
L_{\text{mv}}(\beta | \Sigma) = \left( \frac{2}{\pi} \right)^{-n/2} \left( \sqrt{\beta^T \Sigma^{-1} \beta} \right)^{1-n/2} K_{n/2-1} \left( \sqrt{\beta^T \Sigma^{-1} \beta} \right),
\]

where \( K_{n/2-1} \) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order \( n/2 - 1 \). Eltoft et al. (2006) also showed that \( L_{\text{mv}}(\beta | \Sigma) \) has heavier tails than a Gaussian. The above form shows that the multivariate Laplace distributions penalizes high values of \( \beta^T \Sigma^{-1} \beta \), thus the shrinking effect acts on the whole Mahalanobis norm. Unfortunately, this is not the property we desire. Our goal is to define a prior where the variables \( \beta_j \) interact, but the shrinkage does not act “globally” on \( \beta \). In order to deal with this problem, Lyu and Simoncelli (2006) introduce a scaling parameter for every variable \( \beta_j \) and define a Gaussian multivariate prior on the log of the scaling parameters. The model was successfully applied to image de-noising by using the MAP approach.

Following the idea of using a different scaling parameter for each \( \beta_j \), we define a multivariate generalization of the double exponential distribution in a similar spirit as Lyu and Simoncelli (2006). We use a multivariate exponential prior on the scaling parameters. The multivariate exponential prior in Longford (1990) is based on the idea that an univariate exponential random variable can be represented as the sum of squares of two independent univariate normally distributed random variables. These normally distributed random variables can then be coupled in two identical multivariate normal distributions.

Using the arguments mentioned above, the scale mixture form of the double exponential distribution in (4.2) can be written as

\[
L(\beta | \theta) = \int dudv \, N(u | 0, \theta) N(v | 0, \theta) N(\beta | 0, u^2 + v^2)
\]

and thus, the factorizing double exponential prior \( p(\beta | \theta) \) has the form

\[
p(\beta | \theta) = \int dudv \, N(u | 0, \theta I) N(v | 0, \theta I) \prod_j N(\beta_j | 0, u_j^2 + v_j^2).
\]

By using a multivariate exponential prior, we generalize this formulation and define the hierarchical distribution

\[
L(\beta | \Sigma) \equiv \int dudv \, N(u | 0, \Sigma) N(v | 0, \Sigma) \prod_j N(\beta_j | 0, u_j^2 + v_j^2).
\]
The characteristic function of this distribution is \( \phi(t) = \left| I + \Sigma \text{diag}(t^2) \right|^{-1} \), showing that the two distributions \( L_{mv}(\beta|\Sigma) \) and \( L(\beta|\Sigma) \) have significantly different properties. Intuitively, the distribution \( L(\beta|\Sigma) \) correlates the magnitudes of the variables \( \beta_j \). It can indeed be verified that the variables \( \beta_j \) are uncorrelated, as opposed to \( L_{mv}(\beta|\Sigma) \) where they are correlated according to \( 2\Sigma \). The \( \beta_j \)'s are zero-mean and their marginal variance is \( E[\beta_j^2] = 2\Sigma_{jj} \). The covariance between \( \beta_i^2 \) and \( \beta_j^2 \) is \( \text{Cov}[\beta_i^2, \beta_j^2] = 2\Sigma_{ij}^2 \). Thus by using a different scaling parameter for each \( \beta \), and imposing a multivariate exponential prior on these scaling parameters, we have defined a multivariate density which leaves the variables \( \beta_j \) (marginally) uncorrelated, but correlates their magnitudes. When no correlation is present, in other words when \( \Sigma_{ij} = 0 \), it boils down to the product of independent double exponential priors. 

In the following, we show how EP can be applied in an efficient way to perform approximate inference in the linear and the logistic regression model using the scale mixture prior \( L(\beta|\Sigma) \).

### 4.4 Approximate Inference

In the linear regression case, the joint posterior density of the variables \( u, v \) and \( \beta \) is

\[
p(\beta, u, v|y, X, \Sigma) \propto N(u|0, \Sigma)N(v|0, \Sigma) \prod_j N(\beta_j|0, u_j^2 + v_j^2)N(y|X\beta, vI) \tag{4.3}
\]

while in the logistic regression case it is

\[
p(\beta, u, v|y, X, \Sigma) \propto N(u|0, \Sigma)N(v|0, \Sigma) \prod_{j=1}^n N(\beta_j|0, u_j^2 + v_j^2) \prod_{i=1}^m \sigma(y_i x_i^T \beta). \tag{4.4}
\]

In order to simplify notation, we omit the posterior densities’ dependence on \( y, X \) and \( \Sigma \). We will approximate both distributions with Gaussian distributions \( q(\beta, u, v) \) using EP, but before starting any approximation we take a close look at (4.3) and (4.4) to see if there are some properties of the posterior densities that we can make use of. Both (4.3) and (4.4) are invariant w.r.t. sign changes of \( u \) and \( v \). Assuming that we could integrate out \( \beta \), the remaining \( p(u, v) \)'s would also possess this symmetry property, thus \( E_p(u,v)[(u^T,v^T)] = 0 \) and \( E_p(u,v)[uv^T] = 0 \). One can also check that \( p(\beta|u,v) = p(\beta|u^2 + v^2) \) both for (4.3) and (4.4). This, together with the symmetry of the \( p(u, v) \)'s, implies that \( E_p(u,v)[E_p(\beta|u,v)|\beta, u, v][\beta|u,v][u^T,v^T] = 0 \). These properties simplify significantly the application of EP, because we are approximating the first two moments of random vectors that have block-diagonal covariance structures.

Let \( t_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) \) and \( t_{\sigma,i}(\beta) \) be the Gaussian term approximations corresponding to the non-Gaussian terms \( t_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = N(\beta_j, 0, u_j^2 + v_j^2) \) and \( t_{\sigma,i}(\beta) = \sigma(y_i x_i^T \beta) \) respectively. Since the logistic regression case (4.4) has both \( t_{N,j} \) and \( t_{\sigma,i} \) terms, we start with presenting EP for approximating (4.3) and then proceed to approximate (4.4), where we only have to sort out the approximations for the terms \( t_{\sigma,i} \) and omit the Gaussian term \( N(y|X\beta, v^{-1}I) \). In order to unify the notation, we introduce the variable \( z^T = (\beta^T, u^T, v^T) \). Both types of terms \( t_{N,j} \) and \( t_{\sigma,i} \) can be viewed as depending on a linear transformation of the variables \( U_{N,j}z \) and \( U_{\sigma,i}z \). In case of the terms \( t_{N,j} \),
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$U_{N,j}z \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3n}$ can be written as $U_{N,j} = (e_j, e_{n+j}, e_{2n+j})^T$, where $e_k$ is the $k^{th}$ unit vector in $\mathbb{R}^{3n}$, while in case of the terms $t_{\sigma,i}$, $U_{\sigma,i}z \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 3n}$, can be written as $U_{\sigma,i} = (y_i, x_i^T, 0^T, 0^T)$, where $0 \in \mathbb{R}^n$. A generic presentation of EP for the case when the terms depend on linear transformations of the variables is given in Section A.4 of the Appendix, thus we are left with identifying the transformations $U_{N,j}$ and $U_{\sigma,i}$, and performing the corresponding steps. In the following, we use the notation $Q = \Sigma^{-1}$ and detail these steps both in the linear and the logistic regression case.

4.4.1 The linear regression model

In case of the linear regression model we only have to perform the EP updates for the $t_{N,j}$ terms. We choose $p_0$ as $p_0(\beta, u, v) \propto N(y|X\beta, vI)N(u|0, Q^{-1})N(v|0, Q^{-1})$. Since the terms $t_{N,j}$ depend on the variables $\beta_j, u_j$ and $v_j$, their term approximations $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$ have the form

$$\log h_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = \langle \beta_j, u_j, v_j \rangle \beta_j - \frac{1}{2} \langle \beta_j, u_j, v_j \rangle \bar{Q} \langle \beta_j, u_j, v_j \rangle^T, \quad (4.5)$$

and thus the approximating distribution has the form

$$q(\beta, u, v) \propto p_0(\beta, u, v) \prod_j \tilde{t}_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j).$$

The canonical parameters $\bar{h}$ and $\bar{Q}$ of $q$ are

$$\bar{h} = \begin{bmatrix} (\bar{h}_1^j) & (\bar{h}_2^j) & (\bar{h}_3^j) \end{bmatrix}, \bar{Q} = \begin{bmatrix} X^T X/v + \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{11}^j) & \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{12}^j) & \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{13}^j) \\ \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{21}^j) & Q + \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{22}^j) & \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{23}^j) \\ \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{31}^j) & \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{32}^j) & Q + \text{diag}(\bar{Q}_{33}^j) \end{bmatrix}.$$

As we have seen earlier, the covariance structure corresponding to (4.3) is block diagonal. It therefore makes sense to initialize the term approximations $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$ to a factorizing form $\tilde{t}_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = \tilde{t}_{N,j}(\beta_j)\tilde{t}_{N,j}(u_j)\tilde{t}_{N,j}(v_j)$ implying that $\bar{Q}$ also has a block diagonal structure, that is $\bar{Q}_{kk} = 0$ for all $k \neq k$. In the following, we work out the EP updates for the term approximations $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$ in more detail and show by induction that starting from factorized forms, the $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$’s will keep their factorized form throughout the algorithm. Since $u_i$ and $v_i$ play identical roles, both $q$ and the term approximations are symmetric in $u_i$ and $v_i$, we have $\bar{h}_2^j = \bar{h}_3^j$ and $\bar{Q}_{22}^j = \bar{Q}_{33}^j$ for all $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

Term updates

Let us assume that the $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$’s factorize. Then, due to the block diagonal structure, the densities $q(\beta_j, u_j, v_j)$ and consequently $q^A(\beta_j, u_j, v_j)$ factorize. Now, let the cavity distribution $q^A(\beta_j, u_j, v_j)$ have the parametric form

$$q^A(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = N(\beta_j|m_j, \tau^2_j)N(u_j|0, \gamma^2_j)N(v_j|0, \gamma^2_j). \quad (4.6)$$

To obtain a new term approximation we need to compute the moments of the tilted marginal $q_j(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = N(\beta_j|0, u_j^2 + v_j^2)^A q^A(\beta_j, u_j, v_j)$, which, by a regrouping of
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Terms, can be written in the conditional form \( q_j(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = q_j(\beta_j | u_j, v_j) Q_j(u_j, v_j) \)

with

\[
q_j(\beta_j | u_j, v_j) = N \left( \frac{m_j(u_j^2 + v_j^2)}{\alpha \sigma_j^2} \frac{\tau_j^2(u_j^2 + v_j^2)}{\alpha \sigma_j^2 + u_j^2 + v_j^2} \right) \tag{4.7}
\]

\[
q_j(u_j, v_j) = \frac{(u_j^2 + v_j^2)^{(1-\alpha)/2}}{N(\sqrt{\alpha} m_j | 0, \alpha \sigma_j^2 + u_j^2 + v_j^2)} \times N(u_j | 0, \gamma_j^2) N(v_j | 0, \gamma_j^2). \tag{4.8}
\]

An inspection of (4.7) and (4.8) shows that both \( q_j(\beta_j | u_j, v_j) \) and \( q_j(u_j, v_j) \) depend on \( u_j \) and \( v_j \) only through \( u_j^2 + v_j^2 \). Therefore, both distributions are invariant under sign changes of \( u_j \) and \( v_j \). These observations imply that \( E_{q_j}[u_j] = E_{q_j}[v_j] = 0 \), \( E_{q_j}[u_jv_j] = 0 \) and the sum of squares of two identically distributed normal variables is exponentially distributed, we can use univariate Gauss-Laguerre numerical quadrature to compute \( E_{q_j}[u_j^2 + v_j^2] \).

The symmetry arguments imply that \( E_{q_j}[u_j^2] = E_{q_j}[v_j^2] = E_{q_j}[u_j^2 + v_j^2]/2 \). Now we can proceed to compute the marginal moments of \( \beta_j \) w.r.t. \( q_j \). The marginal mean and variance of \( \beta_j \) can be computed from the averages the mean and variance parameters in (4.7) w.r.t. \( q_j(u_j, v_j) \). These averages can be computed again by univariate Gauss-Laguerre numerical quadratures w.r.t. \( u_j^2 + v_j^2 \). Computing the covariances boils down to computing \( E_{q_j}[\beta_j u_j] \). We can write \( E_{q_j}[\beta_j u_j] = E_{q_j(u_j, v_j)}[u_j E_{q_j(\beta_j | u_j, v_j)}[\beta_j | u_j, v_j]] \), which, due to symmetry, is again \( E_{q_j}[\beta_j u_j] = E_{q_j}[\beta_j v_j] = 0 \).

### Computing the cavity distribution

In order to compute \( q^d_j(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) = q^d_j(\beta_j) q^d_j(u_j) q^d_j(v_j) \), we need to compute the marginals \( q(\beta_j), q(u_j) \) and \( q(v_j) \) to form \( q^d_j(\beta_j), q^d_j(u_j) \) and \( q^d_j(v_j) \). The computation of the marginals boils down to computing the diagonal elements of \( (Q + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11}))^{-1} \)

(remember that \( \hat{Q}_{11}^2 = \hat{Q}_{22}^2 \) and \( (X^T X/v + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11})^{-1} \) and solving the linear system \( (X^T X/v + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11}^{-1}))m = (\hat{h}_i^T)j \) (remember that due to symmetry \( \hat{h}_2 = \hat{h}_3 = 0 \).

To compute the diagonal elements of \( (Q + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{22}^{-1}) \), we use the Takahashi equations, as in Section 3.4.6, and make use of the sparsity of \( Q \) (when it is the case). When computing the diagonal elements of \( (X^T X/v + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11}^{-1}) \) and solving the system \( (X^T X/v + \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11}^{-1}))m = (\hat{h}_i^T)j \), we either perform the inversion directly (by using Cholesky factorization), when \( n \leq m \), or use the Woodbury formula (e.g. Golub and van Loan, 1996) followed by a Cholesky factorization of \( X \text{diag}(\hat{Q}_{11}^{-1})X^T + v I \), when \( n > m \).

### 4.4.2 The logistic regression model

In case of the logistic regression model (4.4) the prior \( p_0(\beta, u, v) = N(u | 0, Q^{-1})N(v | 0, Q^{-1}) \) and the terms \( t_{\sigma, i}(\beta) = \sigma(y, x_i, \beta) \) depend only on \( \beta \). The term approximations \( \tilde{t}_{N,j}(\beta_j, u_j, v_j) \) are the same as in (4.5) while the term approximations \( t_{\sigma, i}(\beta) \) have the form

\[
\log \tilde{t}_{\sigma, i}(\beta) = \beta^T[y, x_i]^T \tilde{h}_i - \frac{1}{2} \beta^T [x_i]^T \hat{Q}_j [x_i] \beta
\]
with $y_i^2 = 1$ and thus, the canonical parameters $\tilde{h}$ and $\tilde{Q}$ of approximation $q$ are

$$
\tilde{h} = \begin{bmatrix}
X^T[y(h_i)i] + (h_1^2)j \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
\tilde{Q} = \begin{bmatrix}
X^T\text{diag}((\tilde{Q}^j)i)X + \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{1j}) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & Q + \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{22}) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & Q + \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{33})
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The details of the approximate term updates $\tilde{t}_{N,j}(\beta_j, u, v_j)$ are exactly the same as in case of the linear regression model, therefore, we only have to work out the details for the $\tilde{t}_{\sigma,i}(\beta)$ terms.

**Term updates**

Let $q^{\beta}(\beta) \propto q(\beta)/\tilde{t}_{\sigma,i}(\beta)^{\alpha}$ have the parametric form $q^{\beta}(\beta) = N(\beta|m^{\beta}, V^{\beta})$, then according to Section A.4 of the Appendix, in order to update the term $\tilde{t}_{\sigma,i}(\beta)$, we have to compute the moments of $q(s) \propto \sigma(s)^{\alpha}N(s|y_i, x_i, m^{\beta}, x_iV^{\beta}x_i^T)$. We can compute the moments by univariate numerical quadrature and update the terms accordingly.

**Computing the cavity distribution**

The cavity distributions to be computed are the following: (1) $q^{\beta}(\beta) \propto q(\beta)/\tilde{t}_{\sigma,i}(\beta)^{\alpha}$ for the terms $\tilde{t}_{\sigma,i}$ and (2) $q^{\beta}(\beta_j), q^{\beta}(u_j)$ and $q^{\beta}(v_j)$ for the terms $\tilde{t}_{N,j}$. The marginals $q_3(u_j), q_3(v_j)$ and $q_3(\beta_j)$ can be computed in the same way as in case of the linear regression model. As shown in Section A.4 of the Appendix, computing the cavity $q^{\beta}(\beta)$ boils down to computing the projection of $q(\beta)$’s moment parameters into $y_i x_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, m$, that is, to the computation of the quadratic forms $x_i[X^T\text{diag}((\tilde{Q}^j)i)X + \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{1j})]^{-1}x_i^T$ and $y_i x_i[x_i^T\text{diag}((\tilde{Q}^i)i)X + \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{11})]^{-1}[X^T[y(h_i)i] + (h_1^2)j]$. Similarly to the linear regression case, we can perform the computations by using a Cholesky factorization, when $n \leq m$, or using the Woodbury formula and thereafter performing a Cholesky factorization of $X \text{diag}(\tilde{Q}_{11})^{-1}X^T + \text{diag}((\tilde{Q}^i)i)^{-1}$, when $n > m.$
4.4.3 Computational complexities

The computational complexities are summarized in Table 4.1. The computational bottleneck of the inference algorithm is computing the parameters of the cavity distribution. When \( n < m \), the computational complexity of computing the marginals moments in \( q(\beta) \) or their projections is dominated by the (full) Cholesky factorization for both models (see Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). When \( m < n \), we use the Woodbury formula and the computational complexity is dominated by the computation of the diagonal of \( X^T (X \text{diag}(Q^0)^{-1} X + \epsilon I)^{-1} X \) or \( X^T (X \text{diag}((Q^0)_i)^{-1} X + \text{diag}((Q^0)_i)^{-1})^{-1} X \). Both scale with \( nm^2 \). The computational complexity of computing the marginal moments in \( q(u) \) scales roughly with \( nnz(Q)^2/n \) (see Section A.2 of the Appendix). We used the AMD re-ordering algorithm (Amestoy et al., 1996), the MATLAB implementation of the sparse Cholesky factorization and implemented the algorithm for solving the Takahashi equations in C. In the models studied in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, the computational time was dominated by the latter.

4.5 Examples

The approximate inference methods presented above were be successfully applied for identifying the activation of brain areas in task-related MEG and fMRI experiments.

4.5.1 Source localization

We apply the linear regression model to a Bayesian source localization problem. Our approach of using the multivariate scale mixture prior is illustrated by an experiment based on the mismatch negativity paradigm for which MEG data and a structural MRI have been acquired.

Problem description

We consider the problem of identifying regions of brain activity when using MEG measurements in a certain experimental setting presented in the next section. The sensor readings \( y \in \mathbb{R}^m \) and the source currents \( \beta \in \mathbb{R}^n \) are assumed to be related as \( y = X\beta + \epsilon \), where \( X \) is called the lead field matrix and \( \epsilon \) is a vector of normally and independently distributed sensor noises with variance \( \nu \). Localizing distributed sources is an ill-posed inverse problem that only admits a unique solution when additional constrains are defined on the source currents which in the Bayesian setting take the form of priors (Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009). Typical choices are the Gaussian and the double exponential prior. The corresponding MAP solutions are the minimum norm and the minimum current estimates (Haufe et al., 2008). The minimum norm estimate produces spatially smooth solutions, but is known to suffer from depth bias and smearing of nearby sources, while the minimum current estimate leads to source estimates that may be scattered too much throughout the brain volume. In order to overcome these problems, we use the sparsifying scale mixture prior introduced in Section 4.3.2 in the context of Bayesian linear regression. Instead of the MAP paradigm, we adopt an approximate Bayesian approach and compute a Gaussian approximation of the posterior source currents \( \beta \) and the auxiliary
variables $u$ and $v$. The marginal variance of the auxiliary variables $u$ and $v$ will allow us to define smooth importance maps for identifying regions of brain activity.

Experimental setting

We use a dataset obtained from a mismatch negativity (MMN) experiment (Garrido et al., 2009). The MMN is the negative component of the difference between responses to normal and deviant stimuli within an oddball paradigm that peaks around 150 ms after stimulus onset. In our experiment, the subject had to listen to normal (500 Hz) and deviant (550 Hz) tones, presented for 70 ms. Normal tones occurred 80% of the time, whereas deviants occurred 20% of the time. A total of 600 trials was acquired.

The data was recorded with a CTF MEG System (VSM MedTech Ltd., Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada), which provides whole-head coverage using 275 DC SQUID axial gradiometers. A realistically shaped volume conduction model was constructed based on the individual’s structural MRI. The brain volume was discretized to a grid with a 0.75 cm resolution and the lead field matrix $X$ was calculated for each of the 3863 grid points according to the head position in the system and the forward model. The lead field matrix is defined for the three $x$, $y$, and $z$ orientations in each of the source locations and was normalized to correct for depth bias. Consequently, $X$ is of size $275 \times 11589$. The $275 \times 1$ observation vector $y$ was rescaled to prevent issues with numerical precision.

Specifying the prior

In the context of source identification, we define the prior on the latent variables $u$ and $v$ as follows. For each source current $k$, there are three corresponding component variables $\beta_kx, \beta_ky$ and $\beta_kz$. These components form the vector $\beta$ (orientations $x$, $y$, and $z$ for all $k = 1, \ldots, n$). To all variables in $\beta$ we can assign a corresponding variable both in $u$ and $v$. Defining $Q$ corresponds to specifying the interaction strengths between the variables $u_{kw}$, $k = 1, \ldots, n$, $w \in \{x, y, z\}$. As mentioned earlier, our prior assumption is that neighboring sources should have similar magnitudes. For this, we need to couple the triples $(u_{kx}, u_{ky}, u_{kz})$ corresponding to the neighboring sources. We choose to couple the source components individually, that is, we assume that there is no a priori coupling between $u_{ka}$ and $u_{kb}$ for $a \neq b$. With these assumptions, we define the prior on $u$ in the spirit of

$$p(u) \propto \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} \sum_k \sum_w \sum_{i \sim j} u_{kw}^2 - \frac{1}{2} s \sum_{i \sim j} \sum_{w \in \{x, y, z\}} (u_{iw} - u_{jw})^2 \right\},$$

where $i \sim j$ denotes our choice for the neighborhood structure in the brain volume. However, for a well parameterized definition of $Q$, a bit more care is needed. Let $W$ be the precision matrix in (4.9), that is, $W_{iwa, jwa} = W_{iwb, jwb} = W_{iwc, jwc} = -s$ for $i \sim j$, $W_{kwa, kwa} = 1 + s \sum_{j \sim k}$ for all $k = 1, \ldots, n$, $w \in \{x, y, z\}$ and zero for all other entries. Then, we choose the prior precision matrix for $u$ and $v$ as

$$Q = \theta^{-1} \text{diag}(W(s)^{-1})^{1/2} W(s) \text{diag}(W(s)^{-1})^{1/2}.$$
This formulation allows us to define a prior with only two parameters and to control the covariance \( \text{diag}(W^{-1}(s))^{-1/2} W(s)^{-1} \text{diag}(W^{-1}(s))^{-1/2} \) and variance \( \theta \) in \( Q^{-1} \) independently. We can use the parameter \( s \) to control the prior “smoothness” and \( \theta \) to control the prior variance. For varying the coupling strength \( s \), we use as a guiding principle the correlation structure it results in. For example, when \( s = 10 \) the correlations between the \( x \) components of two neighboring sources is \( 0.78 \) and it decreases with the distance in the grid.

The panels of Figure 4.2 show the approximate posterior variance of the auxiliary variables in \( u \) and \( v \) for different settings of the logistic regression model for a low dimensional toy model. The prior on \( u \) and \( v \) was defined to couple the variables \( u_{j+1} \) and \( u_j \) and \( v_{j+1} \) and \( v_j \) respectively, that is, the grid was chosen as a one-dimensional. The plots in the figure show that the approximate posterior variances of the auxiliary variables can be used to assess the importance of coefficients and how \( s \) controls the smoothness of these values.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates how a chosen coupling leads to a particular structure in \( Q \). The irregularities in \( Q \) are caused by the structure of the imaged brain volume. The figure also shows the computational bottleneck of our algorithm, that is, the computation of the diagonal elements of \( Q^{-1} \) by means of the Takahashi equation. (Remember that \( Q \) has the same structure as the block of \( Q \) corresponding to \( u \).) The block diagonal structure of \( L \) arises from a reordering of rows and columns using, for instance, the AMD algorithm (Amestoy et al., 1996). The correlation matrix \( C \) shows the correlations between the sources induced by the structure of \( Q \). Zeros in the correlation matrix arise from the independence between source orientations \( x, y, \) and \( z \).
Results

The model we defined has three parameters: (1) the variance \( v \) of the noise \( \epsilon_z \), (2) the prior variance parameter \( \theta \) and (3) the coupling strength \( s \). We consider the noise variance and the prior variance fixed to values estimated by the L-curve criterion (Hansen, 1998) and we analyze the model’s behavior for varying coupling strength values. When choosing \( s = 0 \), we arrive at the model with facrotrizing double exponential prior on \( \beta_j \), whereas for \( s \neq 0 \) we expect to obtain smooth importance maps. We define the importance of voxel \( k \) as the variance of the variables in \( u \). Since only sources with non-zero contributions should have high variance, this measure can be used to indicate the relevance of a source.

Figure 4.11 depicts the difference wave that was obtained by subtracting the trial average for standard tones from the trial average for deviant tones. A negative deflection after 100 ms is clearly visible. The event-related field indicates patterns of activity at central channels in both hemispheres. These findings are consistent with the mismatch negativity (Garrido et al., 2009). We now proceed to localizing the sources of the activation induced by the mismatch negativity.

Figure 4.13 depicts the localized sources. The spatial prior leads to stronger source currents which are spread over a somewhat larger brain volume. The model has correctly identified the source over left temporal cortex, but it does not capture the source over right temporal cortex that should also be present (cf. Fig. 4.11). Note however, that the source estimates in Fig. 4.13 represent estimated mean power, that is, the approximate posterior mean of the \( \beta \) parameters. Differences between the decoupled and the coupled prior become more salient when we look at the approximate posterior variances of the auxiliary variables shown in Fig. 4.13. The panels show that sources in both left and right hemispheres are relevant. The relevance of the source in the right hemisphere becomes more pronounced when using the coupled prior.
Discussion

The results in the previous section show that for a real-world data-set, the coupled spatial prior yields importance maps that provide more information for source localization than the approximate posterior mean $\mathbb{E}_q[\beta]$ of the regression coefficients. The visualization of the variance of the auxiliary variables gives additional insight into the relevance of the source currents in the context of a mismatch negativity experiment.

4.5.2 Multivariate fMRI analysis

We applied the logistic regression model in a multivariate fMRI analysis setting to detect areas of brain activation related to an image classification task. We used the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal to record functional images that were further pre-processed and used for defining the data in the logistic regression model. Our goal was to create task-related smooth importance maps from the (approximate) posterior moments of the auxiliary variables.

Problem description

We presented to the subject the images of sixes and nines from the MNIST\(^4\) data-set and we recorded the BOLD response (Penny et al., 2005). The variables $y_i \in \{-1, 1\}$ denote the class of the image and the BOLD response was pre-processed to form the rows $x_i$ of the design matrix $X \in \mathbb{R}^{m,n}$. We assumed that the data $(x_i, y_i), i = 1, \ldots, m$ are independent and identically distributed. Our aim is to use the approximate posterior marginal variances of the components of $u$ to create smooth importance maps and to investigate whether the coupled prior yields better performances than the uncoupled one. In this setting, we also consider spatio-temporal modeling, that is, the vector of coefficients $\beta$ consists of the concatenation of the spatial coefficients $\beta^{(1)}, \ldots, \beta^{(T)}$ for time steps $t = 1, \ldots, T$. The corresponding variables in $u^{(t)}$ and $u^{(t)}$, $t = 1, \ldots, T$ are also temporally coupled through $Q$. Details follow in the sections below. Figure 4.4 shows a few re-scaled handwritten digits used in the experiment.

Experimental setting

The data was collected for one subject and the experiment consisted of the following. First, we interpolated the $28 \times 28$ pixel gray-scale images of the MNIST data-set to $256 \times 256$ pixel images. In each trial, the image of a six or nine was presented to the subject for 12.5 seconds. The stimuli images flickered at a 6 Hz rate on a black background. The task of the subject was to maintain focus on a fixation dot and to detect and signal a brief change in color of the fixation dot from red to green and back to red. The duration of the color change was 0.03 seconds and it happened once per trial at random times. The subject was asked to signal the detection of the color transition by pressing a button. One hundred trials were performed with an inter-trial interval of 12.5 seconds.

The functional images were recorded using a Siemens 3 T MRI system with a 32 channel coil for signal reception. The BOLD functional images were acquired using a

\(^4\)The handwritten digit image data-set is available at http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist.
single shot gradient EPI sequence, with a repetition time of $TR = 2.5$ seconds (this means a total of $T = 6$ time-slices), an echo time of $TE = 0.03$ seconds and an isotropic voxel size of $2 \times 2 \times 2$ mm. There were 42 axial slices recorded in an ascending order. A high resolution anatomical image was acquired using an MP-RAGE sequence with $TE/TR = 3.39/2500$, 176 sagittal slices and an isotropic voxel size of $1 \times 1 \times 1$ mm.

The functional images were pre-processed within the framework of SPM5\(^5\) (Statistical Parametric Mapping). In order to correct for motion, the functional volumes were realigned to the mean image. The anatomical image was co-registered with the mean of the functional images. The number of voxels was reduced by applying a gray-matter mask with threshold $p > 0.5$ and a voxel size of $4 \times 4 \times 4$ mm. The functional data was high-pass filtered and de-trended. The volume information acquired up to 15 seconds after the beginning of the trial was collected to estimate the response in individual voxels. The trial data was normalized, that is, the response data were re-scaled to have zero mean and unit variance.

**Specifying the prior**

In addition to the prior defined in Section 4.5.1, which we will call *spatial prior*, we introduce a *spatio-temporal prior*. In this prior, besides coupling the spatial components, we introduce a temporal coupling of the variables, that is, we add terms of the form $s_{\text{temp}}(u_k^{(t+1)} - u_k^{(t)})^2$, $t = 1, \ldots, T - 1$ to the log-prior. This leads to a prior that is similar to

$$p(u) \propto \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} \sum_t \sum_k (u_k^{(t)})^2 - \frac{1}{2} s_{\text{temp}} \sum_t \sum_k (u_k^{(t+1)} - u_k^{(t)})^2 \ldots - \frac{1}{2} s_{\text{sp}} \sum_t \sum_{i \sim j} (u_i^{(t)} - u_j^{(t)})^2 \right\}, \quad (4.10)$$

\(^5\)Available at http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm.
Figure 4.5: Sparsity pattern of precision matrices (top row) and lower-triangular matrices $L$ (bottom row) after a Cholesky decomposition and reordering using the AMD algorithm for a $4 \times 4 \times 4 \times 4$ volume. From left to right, a sparse prior, temporal prior, spatial prior, and spatio-temporal prior were used. The number of non-zero elements are shown below each matrix.

but parameterized as described in Section 4.5.1. The precision matrix $Q$ has three parameters: $s_{spt}$, $s_{temp}$ and $\theta$. In the experiments, we use only one coupling parameter $s = s_{spt} = s_{temp}$.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the structure of the precision matrix $Q$ and its AMD reordered Cholesky factor $LL^T = Q$ for the various problem settings. For illustration purposes, we considered a toy $4 \times 4 \times 4$ grid and $T = 4$ time-steps. Note that, as to be expected, the spatio-temporal prior has the highest number of non-zeros both in $Q$ and $L$ and compared to the spatial coupling, the spatio-temporal coupling introduces a considerable amount of non-zeros. In order to get an empirical estimate of computation time, we ran the EP algorithm on $M \times M \times M \times M$ volumes with $M$ ranging from one to ten. We used 40 trials per condition and filled the volumes with random voxels from the original fMRI dataset. Figure 4.6 shows the number of non-zeros and computation time for the different priors as we vary the volume dimensions. Even though we have an exponential increase in the number of non-zero elements and computation time with dimensionality, we are still able to handle very large models with the less complex priors. Note that the increase in computation time for the more complex spatio-temporal models is not mainly due to the increased number of non-zero elements in $Q$ itself, but rather to the disproportionate increase in the number of non-zero elements it implies in $L$.

Results

The spatial model

The experimental data for the spatial model was created by averaging the last three measurements $t = 4, 5, 6$ in every trial. Figure 4.7 shows that the predictive performance
of the spatial model is marginally better than that of the decoupled model, although the difference is not significant. Furthermore, the results clearly show that optimal performance is reached when $\theta \approx 0.01$, indicating the improvement over the non-regularized model that is obtained in the limit when $\theta$ goes to infinity. Likewise, too much regularization is also detrimental to predictive performance. Predictive performance was significant ($p < 0.05$) for all models between $\theta = 0.01$ and $\theta = 1$. Log model evidence approximation was slightly larger for the spatial model ($\log p(y \mid X, \theta = 0.01, s = 10) \approx -3193.84$) as compared with the decoupled model ($\log p(y \mid X, \theta = 0.01, s = 0) \approx -3194.21$).

We emphasized the improved interpretability that is obtained when using informed priors. Figure 4.8 establishes this claim by showing the number of included voxels sorted according to importance versus the number of clusters obtained, where a cluster is defined as a connected component in the measured brain volume. The spatial prior leads to a much lower number of clusters compared to the decoupled prior. The absolute number of clusters remains relatively large due to the gray-matter mask, which selects a non-contiguous subset of voxels from the measured volume.

Figure 4.12 provides a visualization of the resulting models. The spatial prior leads to the selection of clusters of important voxels. Spatial regularization can also be interpreted as a form of noise reduction since spatially segregated voxels are less likely to have large importance values. The mean regression coefficients have a large magnitude for the most important voxels. Note the strong agreement between the uncoupled and the spatial model regarding these voxels. It can also be seen from Fig 4.12 that in the uncoupled model the most important voxels are to some extent scattered throughout the brain, while in the spatially coupled model, they are almost exclusively observed in the occipital lobe encompassing Brodmann Areas 17 and 18. This pattern of results appears neuro-biologically plausible, the only difference between conditions being visual.
4.5. EXAMPLES

Figure 4.7: Proportion of correctly classified trials and approximate log model evidence for the decoupled model and the spatial model.

The spatio-temporal model

Figure 4.9 shows that the predictive performance of the temporal model is again somewhat better than that of the decoupled model although the difference is not significant. Optimal performance is reached when $\theta = 1$. Predictive performance was only significant ($p < 0.05$) for this setting of the scale parameter. Log model evidence was slightly larger for the decoupled model ($\log p(y \mid X, \theta = 10^{-4}, s = 0) \approx -13629.79$) as compared with the temporal model ($\log p(y \mid X, \theta = 10^{-4}, s = 10) \approx -13629.93$). Note the disagreement between the optimum according to predictive performance and according to model evidence; it is well-known that model evidence optimization does not always lead to the best predicting models. Note further that predictive performance of the temporal model was significantly lower than that of the spatial model due to the inclusion of volumes for which the task-related response is likely to be negligible.

Figure 4.10 depicts the importance values for five consecutive volumes for ten voxels that were considered to be most important by the spatial model. The temporal model leads to temporal smoothing of the importance values. As a result, it becomes clear that the last few volumes carry more task-related information, which is in agreement with the (lagged) BOLD response.

Discussion

The results show that the sparsity inducing multivariate prior we defined can be successfully applied in the context of multivariate fMRI analysis. Although it does not have a very strong impact on the prediction performance of the model, the coupled prior can provide smooth importance maps that are more biologically plausible as the relevant variables are not scattered throughout the whole brain volume. The majority of the relevant coefficients, however, show a similar spatial pattern as for the uncoupled case. This allows us to conclude that the use of the coupled prior induces the smoothing effect that is desirable in many applications where the localization of the active brain areas is important.
Figure 4.8: Number of clusters obtained when varying the number of included voxels sorted according to importance for the decoupled model and the spatial model.

Figure 4.9: Proportion of correctly classified trials and approximate log model evidence for the decoupled model and the temporal model.
4.6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we introduced a multivariate sparsity inducing scale mixture distribution and we have shown that it can be applied to cognitive neuroscience problems. This distribution can be viewed as a multivariate generalization of the double exponential distribution and it is somewhat similar in spirit to the scale mixture distribution introduced by Lyu and Simoncelli (2006) for analyzing photographic images. The motivation behind our approach was to introduce prior correlations between the magnitudes of the regression coefficients in order to represent the inherent spatial and spatio-temporal smoothness in task-related brain activity. The introduced hierarchical prior keeps the regression coefficients \( \beta_j \) uncorrelated, but it couples their magnitudes. By this, it avoids the drawback of the multivariate double exponential prior in Eltoft et al. (2006) which can be viewed as a prior acting on \( \beta^T \Sigma^{-1} \beta \). The symmetry in the auxiliary variables \( u \) and \( v \) implies that the posterior density leads to a block-diagonal covariance structure and that approximate inference with EP can be performed very efficiently with complexities that scale roughly linearly in terms of the number of variables \( n \).

Our choice for a double exponential distribution related multivariate prior was motivated by the success of the independent double exponential priors both in the MAP (e.g. Tibshirani, 1996; Cawley et al., 2007; Williams, 1995) and the Bayesian setting (Seeger, 2008). The experiments on real-world data show that the scale mixture distribution we introduced can take into account spatial an spatio-temporal smoothness properties and lead to meaningful results and fast approximate inference algorithms.

Figure 4.10: Importance values for ten voxels whose BOLD response was acquired over five consecutive volumes using the decoupled model (left) and the temporal model (right).
Figure 4.11: Evolution of the difference wave at right central sensors and event-related field of the difference wave 125 ms after cue onset.

Figure 4.12: Glass-brain view of importance values for the decoupled versus the spatial prior. Means of the regression coefficients of the 100 most important voxels are color-coded with red standing for positive and blue for negative values.
Figure 4.13: Source estimates using a decoupled prior (1st row) or a coupled prior (2nd row). The variance of the auxiliary variables using a decoupled prior (3rd row) or a coupled prior (4th row).
Appendix A

A.1 Properties and proofs

Lemma A1. (Watanabe and Fukumizu, 2009) For any graph $G = (V, E)$, edge adjacency matrix $\mathcal{M}(\alpha)$ (defined in Section 2.4.1), and arbitrary vector $w \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|}$ and the corresponding graph one has

$$ \det \left( I_{|E|} - \alpha^{-1} \text{diag}(w) \mathcal{M}(\alpha) \right) = \det \left( I_{|V|} + \alpha^{-1} A(w) \right) \prod_{ij} (1 - w_{ij} w_{ji}), $$

where

$$ A_{ii}(w) = \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{w_{ij} w_{ji}}{1 - w_{ij} w_{ji}} \quad \text{and} \quad A_{ij}(w) = \frac{w_{ij}}{1 - w_{ij} w_{ji}}. $$

Proof: In the following, we reproduce their proof in a somewhat simpler form. Let us define $U_{ij} = e_j^T, V_{ij} = e_i^T$—where $e_k$ is the $k^{th}$ unit vector of $\mathbb{R}^n$—and $S$ with

$$ S = \begin{bmatrix} S_{ij,ij} & S_{ij,ji} \\ S_{ji,ij} & S_{ji,ji} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, $$

then we have $\mathcal{M}(\alpha) = U V^T - \alpha S$. Let us define $W \in \mathbb{R}^{|E| \times |E|}$ a diagonal matrix with $w_{ij,ij} = w_{ij}$. Using the matrix determinant lemma this reads as

$$ \det \left( I - \alpha^{-1} W \left( U V^T - \alpha S \right) \right) $$

$$ = \det \left( I + WS - \alpha^{-1} W \left( U V^T \right) \right) $$

$$ = \det \left( I - \alpha^{-1} W \left( U V^T \right) (I + WS)^{-1} \right) \det (I + WS) $$

$$ = \det \left( I - \alpha^{-1} V^T (I + WS)^{-1} W U \right) \det (I + WS). $$
The \((ij,ji)\) block of \((I + WS)^{-1} W\) is

\[
\frac{1}{1-w_{ij}w_{ji}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -w_{ij} \\ -w_{ji} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} w_{ij} & 0 \\ 0 & w_{ji} \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{1-w_{ij}w_{ji}} \begin{bmatrix} w_{ij} & -w_{ij}w_{ji} \\ -w_{ji}w_{ij} & w_{ji} \end{bmatrix}
\]

and thus, we can define \(A \equiv V^T (I + WS)^{-1} W U\) such that

\[
A_{i,k} = \sum_{i<j} \frac{w_{ij}w_{ji}}{1-w_{ij}w_{ji}} \quad \text{and} \quad A_{i,j} = -\frac{w_{ij}}{1-w_{ij}w_{ji}}.
\]

This completes the proof of the matrix determinant lemma (2.25) in Section 2.4.2. ■

**Property A1.** The matrix \(M(\alpha) = UV^T - \alpha S\) is singular only for \(K\)-regular graphs with \(\alpha = K\).

**Proof:** Let \(x \in \mathbb{R}^{|E|}\) and \(y = M(\alpha)x\). Then \(y_{ij} = \sum_{k \sim j} x_{jk} - \alpha x_{ji}\). Let us fix \(j\), then \(y_{ij} = 0\) for any \(i\) means that \(\sum_{k \sim j} x_{jk} = \alpha x_{ji}\) for any \(i\). This can only hold if the graph is \(K\)-regular, \(\alpha = K\) and all \(x_{ij}\)s are equal or \(x_{ij} = 0\) for all pairs \(ij\). ■

**Property A2.** For a suitable chosen \(\epsilon > 0\) there always exists an \(\alpha_\epsilon\) such that the constrained fractional free energy \(F^c_\alpha\) possesses a local minimum for all \(0 < \alpha < \alpha_\epsilon\).

**Proof:** Let us define \(v^*_{MF} = \arg\min_v F_{MF}(v)\) and

\[
U^\epsilon_{MF} = \{v : F_{MF}(v) \leq F_{MF}(v^*_{MF}) + 2\epsilon\}.
\]

The form of \(F_{MF}\) implies that we can always choose \(\epsilon\) such that \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\) is a proper subset of the positive “quadrant” in \(\mathbb{R}^n\), in other words, \(U^\epsilon_{MF} \subset \mathbb{R}^n_+\). Then due to the properties of \(F_{MF}\) (continuous and convex, with a unique finite global minimum attained at a finite value), the domain \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\) is closed, bounded, convex and \(v^*_{MF} \in U^\epsilon_{MF} \\setminus \partial U^\epsilon_{MF}\), that is, \(v^*_{MF}\) is in the interior of \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\). Since \(F_{MF}\) and \(F^c_\alpha(v)\) are continuous on \(\mathbb{R}^n_+\), the set \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\) is closed and bounded and \(\lim_{\alpha \to 0} F^c_\alpha(v) = F_{MF}(v)\) for all \(v \in \mathbb{R}^n_+\), it follows that \(F^c_\alpha\) is converges uniformly on \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\) as \(\alpha \to 0\). This implies that there exists \(\alpha_\epsilon\) such that \(F_{MF}(v^*_{MF}) - \epsilon < F^c_\alpha(v^*_{MF}) < F_{MF}(v^*_{MF})\) for all \(0 < \alpha < \alpha_\epsilon\) and all \(v \in U^\epsilon_{MF}\). Let us fix \(\alpha\). It is known that, since \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\) is closed and bounded and \(F^c_\alpha\) is continuous, \(F^c_\alpha\) attains its extrema on \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\). Since \(F^c_\alpha(v) = F_{MF}(v^*_{MF}) + 2\epsilon\) for all \(v \in \partial U^\epsilon_{MF}\) and \(F^c_\alpha(v) > F_{MF}(v) - \epsilon\) for all \(v \in U^\epsilon_{MF}\) it follows that \(F^c_\alpha(v) > F_{MF}(v^*_{MF}) + \epsilon\) for all \(v \in \partial U^\epsilon_{MF}\). We have chosen \(\alpha\) such that \(F_{MF}(v^*_{MF}) - \epsilon < F^c_\alpha(v^*_{MF}) < F_{MF}(v^*_{MF})\). The latter two conditions imply that one of the extrema has to be a local minimum in the interior of \(U^\epsilon_{MF}\). ■

**A.2 Solving the Takahashi equations**

The Takahashi equations (Takahashi et al., 1973) aim to compute certain elements of the inverse of a positive definite matrix from its Cholesky factor. The derivation of the equations or the algorithm can be found in many papers (e.g. Erisman and Tinney, 1975). In the following we present the line of argument in Rue et al. (2009). Let \(Q = LL^T\), \(z \sim N(0, I)\) and \(L^T x = z\). Then using the notation \(V = Q^{-1}\) we find that \(x \sim N(0, V)\).
The equation $L^T x = z$ leads to $L_{ii} x_i = z_i - L^{-1}_{ii} \sum_{k=i+1}^n L_{ki} x_k$. Multiplying both sides with $x_j$, $j \geq N$, using $z = L^{-T} x$ and taking expectations we arrive at the Takahashi equations $V_{ij} = \delta_{ij} L_{ii}^{-2} - L^{-1}_{ii} \sum_{k=i+1}^n L_{ki} V_{kj}$. Since we only want to compute the diagonal of $V$ or the elements $V_{ij}$ for which $L_{ij} \neq 0$, the algorithm can be written in the following MATLAB friendly form

```matlab
1: function V = SolveTakahashi(L)
2: for i = n : -1 : 1
3:  I = {j : L_{ij} \neq 0, j > i}
4:  V_{i,i} = -V_{i,j} L_{j,i} / L_{i,i}
5:  V_{i,j} = V_{i,i} / L_{i,i}
6:  V_{i,i} = 1/L_{i,i}^2 - V_{i,j} L_{i,j} / L_{i,i}
7: end
```

The complexity of this algorithm scales roughly with $\text{nnz}(Q)^2/n$.

### A.3 Gaussian formulas

The first and second moments of a distribution $p(x) = Z^{-1}(m, V) f(x) N(x|m, V)$ are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
E_p[x] &= m + V \nabla_m \log Z(m, V), \\
V_p[x] &= V + V \nabla^2_{mm} \log Z(m, V) V.
\end{align*}
\] (A.1)

Applying integration by parts, one can show that the moments of $p$ can also be written in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
E_p[x] &= m + \frac{1}{Z} \nabla_Z \log Z \nabla_q \nabla_f, \\
V_p[x] &= V + \frac{1}{Z^2} V \left[ Z E_q \left[ \nabla^2_{xx} f \right] - E_q \nabla_{xx} f \right] E_q \nabla_{xx} f^T V,
\end{align*}
\] (A.2)

provided that $f(x) e^{-x^T x}$ and $\frac{\partial f(x)}{\partial x} e^{-x^T x}$ vanish at infinity and the required differentials and integrals exist.

### A.4 Details of EP in latent Gaussian models

Assume the distribution to be approximated has the form

\[ p(x) \propto p_0(x) \prod_i t_i(U_i x), \]

where the $U_i$s are matrices that transform the variables into some typically lower dimensional spaces. This formulation includes both the representations when $t_j$ depend only on a subset of parameters, that is, $t_i(x) = t_i(x_{i_1})$ with $U_i = I_{i_1 i_1}$ and the representation used in logistic regression, where $U_i$ is the $i^{th}$ row of the design matrix. Here we present the details of the $\alpha$-fractional or power EP, where the updates are performed on $t_i^\alpha(x)$, $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. 

Computing $\tilde{t}_i^{\text{new}}$

First we compute the form of the term approximations, and show that $\tilde{t}_i$ has a low rank representation. Let $q(x) = N(x|m, V)$ and let $h = V^{-1}m$, $Q = V^{-1}$ the canonical parameters of $q(x)$. We use $q^{\dagger}(x) = N(x|m^{\dagger}, V^{\dagger})$ to denote the distribution $q^{\dagger}(x) \propto q(x)/\tilde{t}_i^{\circ}(x)$. After some calculus, one can show that the moment matching Gaussian $q^{\text{new}}(x) = N(x|m^{\text{new}}, V^{\text{new}})$ of $q_i(x) \propto t_i^{\circ}(x)q^{\dagger}(x)$ is given by

$$m^{\text{new}} = m^{\dagger} + V^{\dagger}U_i^T[U_iV^{\dagger}U_i^T]^{-1}\left[E[z_i] - U_i m^{\dagger}\right],$$

$$V^{\text{new}} = V^{\dagger} + V^{\dagger}U_i^T[U_iV^{\dagger}U_i^T]^{-1}\left[V[z_i] - U_i V^{\dagger}U_i^T\right][U_i V^{\dagger}U_i^T]^{-1}U_i V^{\dagger},$$

where $z_i$ is a random variable distributed as $z_i \sim t(\mu_i, V^{\dagger})$. The update for the term approximation $\tilde{t}_i(x)$ is given by $(\tilde{t}_i^{\text{new}}(x))^{\alpha} \propto q^{\text{new}}(x)/q^{\dagger}(x)$. The latter division yields

$$[V^{\text{new}}]^{-1} - [V^{\dagger}]^{-1} = U_i^T\left[V[z_i]^{-1} - [U_i V^{\dagger}U_i^T]^{-1}\right]U_i \quad (A.3)$$

$$[V^{\text{new}}]^{-1} m^{\text{new}} - [V^{\dagger}]^{-1} m^{\dagger} = U_i^T\left[V[z_i]^{-1} E[z_i] - [U_i V^{\dagger}U_i^T]^{-1}U_i m^{\dagger}\right] \quad (A.4)$$

leading to

$$\tilde{t}_i^{\text{new}}(x) \propto \exp\left((U_j x)^T \hat{h}^{\dagger} - \frac{1}{2} (U_j x)^T \hat{Q}^{\dagger} (U_j x)\right),$$

where $\hat{h}^{\dagger}$ and $\hat{Q}^{\dagger}$ are given by the corresponding quantities in (A.3) and (A.4). The approximating distribution $q$ is defined by the canonical parameters

$$\hat{h} = h + \sum_i U_i^T h^{\dagger}$$

$$\hat{Q} = Q + \sum_i U_i^T Q^{\dagger} U_i,$$

that is, the sum over the parameters of $\tilde{t}_i$ and the parameters of the prior $p_0(x) \propto \exp(h^T x - x^T Q x/2)$.

**Computing the cavity distribution $q^{\dagger}$**

Now, we turn our attention to the computation of the distribution $q^{\dagger}$. The quantities we are interested in are $U_i V^{\dagger}$ and $U_i V^{\dagger} U_j^T$. After some calculus, one can show that these are given by

$$U_i V^{\dagger} U_j^T = U_i \left(\hat{Q} - \alpha U_i^T \hat{Q} U_i\right)^{-1} U_i^T$$

$$= \left(U_i V U_i^T\right) \left(I - \alpha \hat{Q}^{\dagger} (U_i V U_i^T)^{-1}\right)$$

$$- U_i^T \left[U_i V^{\dagger} U_i^T\right]^{-1} U_i.$$
\[ U_i m^{\ddagger} = U_i \left( \bar{Q} - \alpha U_i^T \bar{Q}^i U_i \right)^{-1} \left( \bar{h} - \alpha U_i^T \bar{h}^i \right) \]
\[ = \left( I - \alpha \bar{Q}^i \left( U_i V U_i^T \right) \right)^{-1} \left( U_i m - \alpha \left( U_i V U_i^T \right) \bar{h}^i \right). \]

Therefore, the computational bottleneck of EP reduces to the computation of the quantities \( U_i m \) and \( U_i V U_i^T \). These can be computed from the canonical representation of \( q \) by \( U_i \bar{Q}^{-1} \bar{h} \) and \( U_i \bar{Q}^{-1} U_i^T \).

**Computing the EP’s evidence approximation**

Let us define

\[ \log Z (m, V) = \frac{1}{2} m^T V^{-1} m + \frac{1}{2} \log \det V + \frac{n}{2} \log (2\pi) \]

and

\[ \log Z_i (m, V) = \log \int dx \, N(x|m, V) t_i^\alpha (U_i x). \]

Expectation propagation approximates the evidence \( p(y|\theta) \) by \( Z_{EP} = Z^{1-n/\alpha} \prod_i Z_i^\alpha \). Using the above introduced notation this can be written as

\[ \log Z_{EP} = \log Z (m, V) \]
\[ + \frac{1}{\alpha} \sum_i \left[ \log Z_j \left( m^{\ddagger}, V^{\ddagger} \right) + \log Z \left( m^{\ddagger}, V^{\ddagger} \right) - \log Z (m, V) \right], \quad (A.5) \]

which in the case when \( t_i \) depends on \( U_i x \) boils down to

\[ \log Z_{EP} = \log Z (m, V) + \frac{1}{\alpha} \sum_i \log Z_j \left( U_i m^{\ddagger}, U_i V^{\ddagger} U_i^T \right) \]
\[ + \frac{1}{\alpha} \sum_i \left[ \log Z \left( U_i m^{\ddagger}, U_i V^{\ddagger} U_i^T \right) - \log Z (U_i m, U_i V U_i^T) \right]. \]
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Samenvatting

Een veelvoorkomende vorm van inferentie in de Bayesiaanse statistiek is het berekenen van marginale dichtheden of kansen op bepaalde variabelen. Het is vaak onhaalbaar om het exacte antwoord uit te rekenen, zodat benaderingen nodig zijn. In de laatste jaren wordt er daarom steeds meer waarde gehecht aan benaderingsmethoden waarbij een optimalisatieprobleem wordt opgelost met behulp van variationele benaderingen. In dit proefschrift presenteren we toepassingen van het verwachtingswaarde-aanpassings algoritme (‘expectation propagation’, EP), een bekende variatiebenadering voor modellen waarbij de a-priori kansdichtheden normaal verdeeld zijn.

In hoofdstuk 1 introduceren we Bayesianse netwerken, grafische modellen en variatiebenaderingen om inferentie in deze modellen te kunnen doen.

In hoofdstuk 2 behandelen we modellen waarbij de variabelen na observatie ook normaal verdeeld zijn en bestuderen we de eigenschappen van het berichtjesuitwisselingsalgoritme (een variant van EP) en de bijbehorende Bethe vrije energie. Ondanks dat de vrije energie wat betreft de benaderde marginale dichtheden (als functionele parameters) dezelfde eigenschappen heeft als in het discrete geval, blijkt het gedrag verrassend zodra deze uitgedrukt wordt in een parametrische vorm waarbij het verzekerd is dat de marginale benaderingen consistent zijn. Als de vrije energie wordt uitgedrukt in momentparameters, is dit in het discrete geval een begrensd functie, maar juist onbegrensd als het model normaal verdeeld is. De bekende versoepelingen die in het discrete geval worden toegepast (e.g. Wainwright et al., 2003; Wiegerinck and Heskes, 2003) lijken het tegengestelde effect te bereiken doordat ze leiden tot een convex doelfunctie met een onbegrensd globaal minimum. We laten zien dat de stabiele vaste punten van een Gaussische berichtjesuitwisselingsalgoritme lokale minima zijn van een normale vrije energie en dat zowel het convergeren van het berichtjesuitwisselingsalgoritme als het bestaan van lokale minima waarschijnlijker is voor versoepelingsparameters die de vrije energie dichter naar het gemiddelde-veld vrije energie op duwen. We geven ook voldoende en noodzakelijke voorwaarden voor het begrensd zijn van normale Bethe vrije energie.

In hoofdstuk 3 gaan we in op het probleem van het benaderen van marginale kansen in modellen waarin de a-priori kansen normaal verdeeld zijn, maar de variabelen na observatie niet normaal verdeeld zijn, waarbij wordt aangenomen dat de geobserveerde variabelen onafhankelijk en identiek verdeeld zijn gegeven de latente normale variabelen. We stellen methoden voor die niet beperkt hoeven te blijven tot deze modellen, maar er wel uitermate geschikt voor zijn. Marginale dichtheden worden in deze modellen normaal gesproken berekend door een niet-normale dichtheid te benaderen met een multivariate normale dichtheid op basis van de Kullback-Leibler divergentie, oftewel door
het verwachttingswaarde-aanpassings algoritme. In hoofdstuk 3 gaan we een stap verder dan deze methoden en leiden we een raamwerk af om benaderingen met behulp van normale dichtheden te verbeteren. Het raamwerk met deze verbeterde dichtheden laat goede resultaten zien in modellen waar EP convergeert, namelijk wanneer deze dichtheden log-concaaf zijn. Hoewel we met deze benaderingen geen schatting of bovengrens van de fout kunnen geven, hebben de benaderingen de prettige eigenschap dat ze geleidelijk verbeterd kunnen worden wanneer hogere nauwkeurigheid nodig is.

In hoofdstuk 4 definiëren we een multivariaat schaalmengsel (scale mixture) distributie die als a-priori kansverdeling wordt gebruikt om coëfficiënten afkomstig uit lineaire en logistische regressie uit te dunnen. Hiermee leiden we een efficiënt verwachttingswaarde-aanpassings algoritme af om benaderingen uit te rekenen in deze modellen. We passen deze modellen in MEG en fMRI experimenten toe om te bepalen welke hersengebieden worden geactiveerd als de proefpersoon een bepaalde taak moet uitvoeren. We definieren een multivariate a-priori dichtheid gebaseerd op de scale mixture representatie van de univariate dubbele exponentiële dichtheid met als doel om correlaties tussen de a-priori dichtheden van de absolute waarde van de regressiecoëfficiënten te introduceren. Dit werd ondersteund door de observatie dat de activaties in veel MEG- en fMRI-toepassingen geleidelijk veranderende ruimte- en tijds patronen hebben, dat wil zeggen, naastgelegen hersengebieden (in ruimte, tijd, of allebei) hebben waarschijnlijk soorgelijke activatie-niveaus. De a-priori dichtheid houdt de regressie coëfficiënten ongecorreleerd, maar het correleert hun absolute waarden. De symmetrie eigenschappen van de a-priori dichtheden leiden tot a-posteriori dichtheden die blokdiagonale correlatiestructuren impliceren. De normaalverdeling die gebruikt wordt voor de benadering erft deze eigenschap. De blokdiagonale covariantiestructuur en de gewoonlijk onderspecificeerde regressiemodellen zorgen ervoor dat de computationele complexiteit van EP lineair schaalt met het aantal regressiecoëfficiënten. We laten zien dat de gewichtigheidskaarten (importance maps) op basis van benaderde a-posteriori momenten van de schaalparameters betekenisvol en in neuro-biologische zin redelijk zijn.
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